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EDC Retail biggest online sex toy retailer
in Europe aﬅer taking over Beate Uhse

letter from the editor

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

Acquisition of e-commerce activities

The writing had been on the wall
for several years: Beate Uhse,
one of the great brands of our
market, is in deep trouble. The
company had already declared
insolvency in 2017 and just
recently, it had to do so once
more. Some divisions have
already been sold off, the number of stores in the brick and
mortar segment has been in
decline; only at the beginning of
this year, ten more stores were
taken over by competitors. Now,
following this second declaration
of bankruptcy, the Beate Uhse
group also sold their e-commerce activities – the very part
of the business that was supposed to reinvigorate the brand
and usher in a new beginning
for Beate Uhse. Well, that
attempt clearly failed, and all
the experts who predicted this
outcome are proven correct:
Restructuring the company with
a focus on e-commerce was
always going to be tricky, and
the chances for success were
slim given the brutal competition
in the e-commerce segment. At
any rate, there isn’t much left of
the once renowned brand. And
no one knows how much of that
will remain once the insolvency
proceedings are over and done
with. We’ll have to wait and see.
But no matter what happens
to the brand, it can’t take away
from the significance of Beate
Uhse, the businesswoman. She
was a unique pioneering figure
for our industry, and we still reap
the benefits of her work. Consequently, the ultimate failure of
the brand can’t and shouldn’t
detract from the accomplishments of Beate Uhse. She
will live on in the history books
long after the brand has been
forgotten.

Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC, the company behind EasyToys.nl, and the largest
secured creditor of Pabo 4.0 agreed to the acquisition of the e-commerce activities of the
Beate Uhse Group out of the bankruptcy of Pabo 4.0.

eendam, The Netherlands - EDC,
the company behind EasyToys.
nl, and the largest secured creditor of
Pabo 4.0 agreed to the acquisition of
the e-commerce activities of the Beate
Uhse Group out of the bankruptcy
of Pabo 4.0. Through the planned
acquisition, EDC will become one of
the biggest online adult toy retailers
in Europe. With more than 100,000
visitors a day and a range of 14,000
erotic articles, EasyToys.nl is already
the biggest webshop in the Netherlands
and Belgium. Under the terms of the
acquisition, the joint venture of EDC will
operate all of the Beate Uhse webshops
Pabo.nl, Pabo.be, Beate-Uhse.com and
AdametEve.fr with immediate effect. The
demand for adult toys has increased
enormously in recent years, EDC had
an annual turnover of more than 21
million Euros in 2018 with an average
growth rate of almost 300% in recent
years. With the advent of the internet,
consumers can discreetly shop for adult
toys and have the package delivered
anonymously to their homes. Online
shopping is increasing in popularity, the
online purchases of European webshops
have increased by an average of 15%
in recent years. Beate Uhse Group is
the erotic specialist in Europe with the
largest online platform for erotic articles
with an extensive range of 30,000
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products. For 28 years, the company
has built a leading position in the erotic
industry through its webshops Pabo.
nl in the Netherlands, Beate-Uhse.
com in Germany and AdametEve.fr in
France. EDC is the company behind
EasyToys.nl, the biggest webshop in the
Netherlands and Belgium with more than
14,000 erotic articles. The company
is based in Veendam with a central
warehouse and over 140 employees. In
addition to EasyToys.nl, EDC manages
several webshops with erotic articles.
The company also produces various
own brands and delivers to other
webshops, distributors and retail shops
worldwide. Eric Idema, owner, and
director of EDC: “Within EDC we have
experienced tremendous growth in
recent years, as a result of which we
have invested in the structures to allow
for international expansion. We are
particularly pleased with the acquisition
of the e-commerce activities of Beate
Uhse. This is a powerful brand in Europe
with a large market share, particularly in
France and Germany. The infrastructure
and logistics process of EDC are set up
highly efficiently, which means that we
think we can offer the company a bright
future with us and let it grow further.
Within 3 years we expect to realize a
turnover of 50 million on an annual basis
with the new company structure.”

That‘s it for this month!
Matthias Poehl
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pjur gives you more training
Austrian capital is the focus of training drive
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Summer is all about education and training initiatives at pjur. Eva Lerbs, Customer Relationship
Management & Sales at pjur, travelled to Vienna in mid-June to visit and hold training sessions for Austrian retailers.

va had a busy schedule for her three-day visit
to the Austrian capital. On her to-do list were
extensive product training sessions for existing
customers and the presentation of the new pjur
brand space concept. This includes the „pjur
gives you more campaign, the new displays
and the presentation of POS materials. She
also visited smaller customers to present pjur‘s
philosophy of quality. Eva then rounded off her
days with visits to potential business partners
in order to get a better overview of the Austrian
market. „pjur is a premium provider of high-quality

intimate products and so training is extremely important to us. Our workshops
in spring allow us to lay the foundations
for success in autumn, which is our
busiest time of the year. The participants
become experts on pjur, gaining in-depth
product know-how and the ability to
provide advice at the point of sale. This last factor
is becoming increasingly important, which is why
every training session includes an extensive Q&A
session where we address individual questions
posed by participants,“ reports Eva Lerbs.
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Mystim is pleased

with appearance on ANME
‚To come in ecstasy through electrifying impulses‘
Mömbris, Germany - ‚To come in ecstasy through electrifying impulses‘ – true to this motto,
the new Mystim stand at ANME (Burbank) from 15 – 17 July 2019 was a strong attraction for
many trade visitors.

wide range of e-stim toys and massage candles by Mystim attracted the
attention of wholesalers and retailers. The
highlight of the company this year: The
E-Stim masturbator Opus E. A full sized
stroker that combines realistic sensations and intensive electrostimulation.
“The Opus E is interesting for men who
would like to try a masturbator with that
certain extra”, says Christoph Hofmann,
CEO and founder of Mystim. According
to the company, the Opus E is a well
thought-out product that received positive
feedback from the trade audience. The
response to the material and the features
was consistently outstanding. The new
designed e-stim masturbator Opus E
captivates with its innovation: combining
a masturbator and e-stim in a completely
new way. “Intense electrical conductive
strips inside the sleeve that send electrical
impulses from the root to the tip of the
penis”, says Lulu Shwartzer, Mystim’s Sales Manager. “With our Cluster Buster and
Sultry Sub Black Edition, you can use the
Opus E wirelessly.” Opus E offers three
optical and functional sleeve variants:

A

Opus E – Mystim‘s highlight on this
year‘s ANME summer show

Vaginal, anal and donut-shaped. “All three
models are hidden in a stylish deep matt
black case with crystalline texture, which
makes the new Mystim toys not only
high-quality, but also particularly striking
and masculine”, adds Hofmann. For the
Opus E there were a lot of POS materials for interested dealers anyway, like
shelftalkers, posters and roll up’s. A real
eye-catcher of the POS range was literally
the sales display with integrated 7” video
screen: See, hear, feel – a display that is
intended to appeal to all the senses of the
end customer. “Enlightening and funny
at the same time,” Hofmann adds. Other
proven products and product lines from
Mystim were also on display at the ANME
Show: The cook cage Pubic Enemy No 3
with size-adjustable testicle squeezer and
spacers “Fang Gang” with piercing thorns
attracted as much attention as the classic
vibes with and without s-stim function,
dildos or the vibrating Geisha Balls. “Once
again, we were able to use ANME optimally to get into conversation with old and
new contacts, to answer questions and to
do business,” Hofmann said joyfully.

Be pretty and kinky in pink with CalExotics this summer
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is
thrilled to announce full stock availability
on 5 recent arrivals in the Tickle Me Pink
collection by CalExotics, all exclusive to
SCALA customers. Choose between a
quality eye-mask, universal cuffs, a kinky
ball gag, a collar with a leash, a blowjob
strap, and a sexy flogger. Every product
08

in the Tickle Me Pink collection is made
of quality, durable materials such as soft,
vegan leather and plush padding. The
range’s stylish appeal comes from the colorful, hot pink detailing and chrome-metal
accents. Adding a trendy, glamorous twist
to regular BDSM gear - and allowing you
to be pretty, and kinky, in pink!
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BE HAPPY
Prowler Lubricant now at ABS
Waterbased

SILICONE

Ringwood, England - The brand new Prowler
lubricant is a lightweight lube that’s designed for
maximum hydration, pleasure and comfort – and
it is now available at ABS.

22
cm

his lube comes in a handy dispensing
bottle for quick and easy use in the heat
of the moment. It’s lightweight for a natural
feel and the water based formulation
means that it’s great for use during sex
or during play with sex toys. This water
based lubricant comes in a 250ml bottle
for regular play and the packaging is simple
but impactful. It’s the ultimate essential for
the nightstand, and is effortlessly dispensed,
making it a favourite for hydration and extra
moisture in the heat of the moment. This lube
features the signature Prowler logo and is
perfect for fans of the brand who love high
quality essentials. This lubricant amplifies
pleasure, intensifies sensation and makes every
experience even more pleasure-packed.
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571563

Wadgassen,
Germany - Middle
of July the ST RUBBER team visited
the ANME show in
Los Angeles. In addition to successful
and good meetings with business partners,
the team also saw and ordered new interesting
products on site. “The ANME was a very positive
event for us – we had a successful trade fair!” the
company says. If you have any further questions
about the assortment, ST RUBBER’s customer
service team will be happy to help you on +49
6834 4006-0 or by e-mail to info@st-rubber.de.

571555

pleased with ANME show
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WOW Tech showcases

new pjur brand space concept
ANME Show
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - At the second ANME Show of the year (July 15-17, Burbank/
USA), pjur, the leading manufacturer of premium intimate care products, was demonstrating
yet again its commitment to delivering high-quality products and offering best-in-class POS
experience concepts to customers in North America. WOW Tech, their exclusive distribution
partner for the North American market was also showcasing new releases from We-Vibe
and Womanizer in a nearby booth.

ocus of the pjur booth were the new
retail displays and other point-of-sale
materials that help promote the brand
in-store. “The concept is based on three
factors: First, clear portfolio structure,
thus making it easier for sales personnel
to navigate and recommend the pjur
portfolio. Second, providing orientation
in-store, helping consumers find the
right product and third, creating a brand
experience, that conveys what pjur
stands for,” says Alexander Giebel, CEO
and founder of pjur, proudly showing
before and after photos of retailers’ lube
sections that have been updated with
the company’s ‚brand space concept‘.
“We’ve had a lot of positive reactions
from retailers. Actually, we sold all avai-
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lable shelves and slat skins,“ explains
Alexander further. The pjur displays
with the premium slat walls don‘t just
look great at the point of sale, they also
make it easier for consumers to find
the products they need in the shelves.
The displays are particularly practical
for dealers as their size can be adjusted
and they can also be adapted for smaller shops. In addition to impressively
showcasing pjur‘s extensive portfolio,
the concept is also aligned with the successful „gives you more“ campaign, to
further strengthen the brand‘s presence
in stores. The concept bundles all existing POS initiatives and aims to improve
and harmonise the brand’s profile both
on- and offline.

Naughty roleplaying adventures with Leg Avenue
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Did you
know SCALA has stocked up big on Leg
Avenue’s amazing costumes collection? This allows retailers to expand their
assortment with a wide range of quality
designs, with something for every type of
naughty roleplaying fantasy.
Leg Avenue is the go-to brand for
fabulous and sexy costumes, loved by
consumers all over the globe. The brand
has established itself as the go-to name
for seductive, feminine, and playful apparel with an erotic twist. Leg Avenue puts
its own unique spin on popular costume
10

types. For example, an innocent nurse
uniform suddenly becomes a whole lot
more exciting when turned into a revealing mesh body-suit with open-crotch.
From sex kittens to vampires, french
maids to unicorns: you’ll find it in Leg
Avenue’s quality collection.
There is something for every preference
and body-type in the Leg Avenue costume selection, including various plus-sized
looks for more voluptuous women with
real curves. Leg Avenue shows that sexy
does not know a size, and caters to every
woman’s roleplaying desires.
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New skin tones in the
Bangers collection
SCALAcome in small packages
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is thrilled to
announce the arrival of various new skin tones,
including beautiful brown, in the Bangers range by
Hidden Desire.

This means the collection now includes
even more choice in
realistic masturbators,
ensuring there’s a perfect match for every
preference. The premium Bangers collection of lifelike masturbators,
love dolls, and strokers is the real deal, combining outstanding quality with affordability in one,
must-have range. The new brown-toned Bangers
by Hidden Desire arrivals span multiple product
categories: meaning there is a banging match for
every preference. From big and bold masturbator
butts to compact, pocket-sized strokers, Bangers
has got all covered.

BOOKLET
INCLUDED –
ALSO READABLE
ONLINE!

ST RUBBER and intt Sensual
Cosmetics cooperate
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0637327 0000

+ 49 461 5040-210 or -114
wholesale@orion.de

www.orion-wholesale.com

1906-079

Wadgassen, Germany
- ST RUBBER is expanding its assortment.
From now on, retailers
can order the Brazilian
brand intt Sensual
Cosmetics from the German wholesaler. “We are
looking forward to a fruitful cooperation with intt
Sensual Cosmetics. We are convinced that we
can offer many interesting new products to our
customers.” the ST RUBBER purchasing team
says. If you have any further questions about the
new brand, ST RUBBER’s customer service team
will be happy to help you on +49 6834 4006-0 or
by e-mail to info@st-rubber.de.
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Power Days for ORION

Wholesale at ThaiFest in Georgia
Julia Kreismann and Hauke Christiansen
Flensburg, Germany - The ThaiFest for the Russian trade took place from the 21st – 26th
June 2019 in Batumi, Georgia ,this year. Julia Kreismann and Hauke Christiansen attended
this Speeddating trade fair to represent ORION Wholesale.

hey presented novelties and bestsellers from the Flensburg erotic specialist’s extensive product range to the other
attendees in 15 different speeches (40 minutes each). The main focus here was on
the presentation of the new Suck-O-Mat
Remote Controlled – the men’s toy par
excellence: a masturbator that lets men’s
hearts race with its ‚SUCK-O-MAT Hands
Free Masturbation Technology‘. What let
the women’s hearts race was Belou, a beautiful remote-controlled vibro-bullet with
clitoral stimulator. But also the new sex
toys from You2Toys were met with great
interest by the Russian retailers. Another
point of particular interest for the trade fair

T

attendees were the new collections from
Cottelli Collection Lingerie and Plus Size
as well as Abierta Fina by Cottelli Collection. The lingerie, which has been exclusively designed at ORION’s headquarters,
was able to convince visitors in many
ways: apart from the extravagant designs
with lots of love for details and the
selected materials, it was also pointed out
that the lingerie is of excellent quality at
a sensational price. Overall, this kind of
trade fair format was a huge success for
ORION Wholesale. Hauke Christiansen
concludes: “It is perfect to present our
company and products to a lot of retailers
within just a few days”.

Introducing Vice 2 by Aneros
Houston, USA – Aneros has released Vice
2, the innovative new prostate massager
built for comfort, pleasure and consciously
improved sexual health. “We are pleased
to present our newest and most innovative hands-free prostate massager, Vice
2,” said Brent Aldon, director of sales and
marketing for Aneros. “We’ve put in years
of research and development, resulting
in positive feedback from focus groups
and our retail partners. Vice 2 continues
Aneros’ mission to bring state of the art
technology and quality to each customer,
whether they’re seeking health benefits or
immense pleasure.” Vice 2 is a vibrating
prostate massager featuring 18 vibration
patterns with four speeds, for a whopping
14

72 sensory experiences ranging from the
delicately subtle to the exquisitely intense,
all controlled by a rechargeable interactive
remote unit. Vice 2 features an ergonomic design, powerful dual motors, and
magnetic charging capability in a smooth
silicone package, delivering the most
comfortable and stimulating prostate massage available. The new massager, which
follows the recently released Helix Syn
Trident, replaces the popular Vice handsfree massager which has been among
the industry’s top sellers. In addition to its
pleasure benefits, Vice 2 also provides pelvic floor muscle toning, relief from prostate
complications and preventative measures
for erectile dysfunction (ED).
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Brand new Vibrating Kegel Balls
from Frederick’s of Hollywood Toys
Available at Xgen Products
Horsham, USA - Xgen Products is now shipping
the all-new Vibrating Kegel Balls from Frederick’s
of Hollywood Toys. Kegel exercises with Frederick’s Vibrating Kegel Balls are sexually stimulating and a proven way for women to strengthen
their pelvic muscles.

omen of
all ages,
before and
after childbirth,
can experience
health and pleasure benefits
using this aid.
Whether a user
is seeking increased vaginal
grip for more
intense orgasms, stronger muscles going into
labor or to prevent/heal urinary incontinence,
Vibrating Kegel Balls will help with a myriad of
problems while supporting the pursuit of sexual pleasure. “We are pleased to offer the latest
product from Frederick’s of Hollywood Toys to
our retail partners,” said Andy Green, president of Xgen Products. “Made of body-safe
silicone and donning a powerful motor, the
Vibrating Kegel Balls are an incredible tool
that strengthen pelvic muscles while providing
pleasure, from a brand our customers know
and trust.” Complete with a discreet satin
storage bag, Frederick’s Vibrating Kegel Balls
allow users to cycle through seven different
vibration cycles with the help of a wireless
remote control. The soft silicone and USB
chargeability make them comfortable, with or
without the remote. The balls are available in
a choice of purple or black. They are easy to
use and to clean, and make a great gift. In line
with all Frederick’s of Hollywood Toys, the Vibrating Kegel Balls are perfect for gifting, and
include a gift card, wrapping paper, decorative
ribbon, and foil sticker.
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Doc Johnson shines at

July 2019 ANME Founders Show
More than 50 new SKUs unveiled
North Hollywood, USA - Doc Johnson is delighted to report another successful ANME
Show. The company debuted more than 50 new SKUs at the show held from July 15-17 in
Los Angeles.

e’re thrilled to announce the new
TRYST v2,” Cheryl Hanslip, Director
of Product Development at Doc Johnson,
said. “This update stays true to the shape
and feel of the first version, but it has
new features which provide a brand-new
experience.” Those new features include
bendable arms, which create a variety
of different play options, and a wireless
remote for hands-free play. TRYST v2 will
be available in purple, teal, and mint. A-Play
is a brand-new line from Doc Johnson. It
debuted with three anal plugs—Vibe, Thrust, and Rimmer. All are USB rechargeable
and made from silicone that is hypoallergenic, nonporous, and odorless. The Vibe is
a 10-function vibrating plug; the Thrust is
a pulsating plug with 7 functions, and the
Rimmer has 7-function rotating, rimming
ridges.
Attendees were also excited for four new
Delay Wipes for men. OptiMALE So Hard
which is currently available in a cream and
spray form is now available in single-use,
disposable wipes. This allows for maximum

“W
Doc Johnson was very pleased with
July‘s ANME Show

play while delaying the onset of orgasm. In
addition, Doc Johnson turned its Proloonging, Power+, and Sta-Erect creams
and sprays up a notch in wipe form. The
Proloonging wipe has added ginseng to its
formula; Power+ has yohimbe, and Sta-Erect boasts real pheromones.
The Main Squeeze line of strokers just hit
pay dirt with Honey Gold and Natasha Nice,
the two most recent porn stars to be molded for their own masturbators. In addition,
@Layna.me was announced as the newest
stroker in the Girls of Social Media category,
and Bailey Rayne will be Doc Johnson’s
first Camgirl added to the collection. Doc
Johnson is also bringing some of the Main
Squeeze success to Pocket Pussies —
Sophie Dee, Ariana Marie, Lela Star, and
@playmateiryna will all be available in both
lines. Signature Cocks, the line of ULTRASKYN dildos molded directly from male
talent, had the biggest expansion. Safaree
Samuels, from Vh1’s Love and Hip Hop
franchise, was the talk of the show with the
long-awaited release of his anaconda.

Kheper, Inc. launches new GumBALLS
Seattle, USA - Kheper, Inc. is excited to announce that it is expanding its line of edibles
and gums to now include GumBALLS.
GumBALLS is a very tongue in cheek bag
of 24 pieces of mouth-watering gumballs.
Each GumBALL has a set of testicles
printed on it. Half of the pack is grape-flavored and the other half is strawberry. They
are perfect for bride-to-be and other adult
parties, as each guest can select their own

Each
GumBALL
has a set
of testicles
printed on it

20

favorite flavor of gum. Each gum ball is 1
inch wide and weighs 9 grams. Made with
real sugar and only 29 calories per piece.
“Fans of our Laid! Gum have been asking
us what else we can do with novelty gum
in a market full of so many adult candy
options.” Explains CEO Brian Pellham.
“They’re cute, funny and flavorful. We
always make certain that our candies and
gums are as delicious as they are funny.”
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Good Vibes Only comes
with a good discount
EDC Wholesale
Veendam, The Netherlands – To introduce EDC Wholesale’s newest brand with a ‚good
vibe‘, the company offers a special discount on the full range of Good Vibes Only. The
collection includes 12 items; rabbit vibrators, g-spot vibrators, clitoris stimulators and wand
massagers in the joyful colors Turquoise and Purple.

o help the customer promote the
brand, the Holland-based wholesaler created a Good Vibes Only media
pack with banners, ads, newsletters and
videos with a good vibe. The Motion
Graphic Designer from EDC Wholesale
designed several video’s with a vibrant
background and happy bouncing vibes,
to emphasize the joyful feeling. To finish
it all, the video is supported with a happy
tune that gives you a happy, excited and
joyful feeling that energizes the body and
mind. Just like Good Vibes Only does.
The media pack is available for retailers
to download. Send an email to your
EDC account manager to request the
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The Good Vibes Only collection
includes 12 items

download link. Good Vibes Only is the
newest house brand, designed by EDC
Wholesale. The meaning of each product
name is ‘happy’ or ‘joy’. The happy and
joyful theme has been implemented throughout the brand, with a vibrant color
spectrum, inspired by today’s digital
media. The style is fresh with abstract
and round elements that represent the
happy feeling of the brand. The products
itself also gives happy vibes, as they are
created from the best material, a powerful motor that gives that happy feeling
and can be used in the shower or bath,
in bed or any other place where you like
to feel that good vibe.

ZALO debuts Hero
Chicago, USA – ZALO is now shipping
Hero, its most advanced and innovative
rechargeable vibrator and clitoral
massager. “We are pleased and excited
to offer our newest and most advanced
personal massagers to people around
the world,” said Mara Epstein, director
of sales. “The Hero provides a unique
and engrossing experience with pinpoint
precision which creates powerful
sensations unlike any other device on
the market!” With a narrow vibrating
tip powered by four vibration patterns
and four pulse-wave modes, Hero is
especially designed to indulge and titillate
the sensitive area of the clitoris. ZALO‘s
proprietary PulseWave technology allows
it to achieve a swing width of up to 30

Hero is especially
designed to
indulge and titillate
the clitoris
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millimetres and a swing frequency of
up to 75 times per second, evoking
unique sensations designed to imitate
a memorable oral sex session. Hero’s
elegant, compact shape and powerful
motors deliver superior ergonomics and
functionality, giving users a seamless
experience of total clitoral pleasure that
is unlike any other experienced before.
Made of body-safe, Dow Corning foodgrade silicone, Hero features exclusive
Softek surface coating on a stylish
ergonomic design that is embellished
with Swarovski crystals. Available in
Jewel Green, Twilight Purple and Wine
Red, the Hero features USB magnetic
charging for up to three hours of
continuous pleasure.
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New stars in the sky of

pleasure from ‚Sweet Smile‘
ORION Wholesale
Flensbrug, Germany - ‚Sweet Smile‘ is one of ORION Wholesale’s best-selling labels. This
is because these sex toys are full of life: their design is as beautiful as love and their range
goes from playful romance to slightly crazy

he high-quality silicone toys’ highlight
is their silky soft-touch surface – it
provides intense feelings of passion and
opens the door to new, tingling dimensions of pleasure. There are now three new
stars in the sky of pleasure from ‚Sweet
Smile‘: One highlight is the ‚Rechargeable
Couples Sleeve‘. The vibro-penis sleeve
works in a way similar to a classic cock
ring. It can effectively delay the male ejaculation and increase the sexual performance. That’s good for HIM but also leads
to a better and particularly longer sex
experience for the partner. Additionally, the
sensual grid structure provides an extremely stimulating surface and lets the penis
appear incredibly big and plump. The key
feature is the dotted attachment: depending on the position, it stimulates either
HIM or HER with 10 powerful vibration
modes. Of course, there is a USB charging
cable included in the scope of delivery.
The massage wand ‚Rechargeable Mini
Wand‘ has a spherical shaft end for thrilling whole-body massages and a targeted
stimulation of pleasure hotspots like the
nipples and clitoris or testicles and perine-
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All 'Sweet Smile‘ sex toys are made
out of high-quality silicone with a
velvety-soft PU coating

um. The possibilities are virtually endless
and the 7 powerful vibration modes can
be controlled at the push of a button. With
its compact size it is the perfect companion for travelling or on the go. Includes a
USB charging cable. A smart all-rounder
for every occasion is the ‚Rechargeable Power Bullet‘: the rechargeable mini
vibrator with its 7 powerful vibration modes
is ultralight and so compact that it easily
fits in every handbag. Includes a USB
charging cable. All ‚Sweet Smile‘ sex toys
are made out of high-quality silicone with a
velvety-soft PU coating. They are delivered
in a high-quality cardboard box that also
has a description of the product in various
languages on it as well. The box can be
easily opened and closed because it has
a magnetic fastener. The product can be
seen behind the blister packaging once
the front of the box has been opened. Not
only is the packaging eye-catching and
guarantees a sale, but it can also be stood
up or hung up with the hanger in the
middle. Being so compact, more products
will now fit into the sales space and storage is space-saving as well.

ST RUBBER is oﬀering new Rocks-Oﬀ products

Products of the Dr Rocco’s Pleasure
Emporium line are available at ST RUBBER
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Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER is
constantly expanding its product range.
From now on the wholesale is offering product novelties of the British brand RocksOff. These include brand new items from
the Dr Rocco’s Pleasure Emporium range
as well as products from other series of the

traditional brand founded in 2003, which
stands for the highest product standards
and exceptional designs. If you have any
further questions about the new products,
ST RUBBER’s customer service team will
be happy to help you on +49 6834 4006-0
or by e-mail to info@st-rubber.de.
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Rock Candy Toys and

Windsor Wholesale are cooperating
Serving the markets in Australia and New Zealand
Los Angeles, USA - Rock Candy Toys has announced its partnership with Windsor Wholesale,
extending the manufacturer’s distribution network into the Australian and New Zealand markets. Windsor Wholesale started in 2005, originally specializing in erotic magazine sales.

or nearly two decades, its selection
has grown to include an extensive
range of products from the world’s leading sexual wellness manufacturers. “We
look forward to working with David and
his team, who have a fantastic reputation
as a leading Australian distributor,” said
Tracy Leone, Rock Candy’s Director of
Sales. “Their commitment to outstanding
customer care and brand success will
bolster sales for all parties, and spread
the Rock Candy love to an even wider range of enthusiastic consumers.

F

We thank the entire staff at Windsor
Wholesale for their support and excitement.” Serving as Rock Candy’s primary
distributor in Australia and New Zealand,
Windsor will extend the manufacturer’s
award-winning line of candy-themed
adult novelties including the Candy Stick
collection, Suga Daddy silicone dildos,
and the visually striking Candy Shoppe point-of-purchase display, which
showcases individually-wrapped vibrators and cock rings in a vintage-inspired
candy dispenser replica. ”

STAHLKUGELN - Lingox presents a new stroker
Seville, Spain – Lingox presents its new
collection of compact strokers. A minimalist
and modern design, with a weight of 250gr.
Manufactured in one of the best Ultrasoft
materials. Reusable again and again. This
collection has a name that makes the new
concept clear: STAHLKUGELN.
The meaning of this German word is steel
balls and the new gel of Lingox, has fused
numerous steel balls in the interior. This
product, has a great advantage over other

Longox is looking for an exclusive
distributor for STAHLKUGELN

strokers, it produces different sensations
during use, from maximum softness to the
most extreme hardness, depending on the
pressure you want. A new concept that Lingox defines with the slogan ‚Steel yourself!‘.
The pure and inimitable sensations are
achieved with steel balls inside. The stroker
has a modern and aggressive look with very
masculine colors. Lingox plans to select
a single exclusive distributor for the new
strokers collection in Europe.

Vector by We-Vibe
Flensburg. Germany - The prostate stimulator Vector by We-Vibe is available at ORION
Wholesale. The Vector by We-Vibe brings
men the highest feelings of pleasure: thanks
to its flexible design it perfectly adapts to
the body to ideally stimulate prostate and
perineum with intense vibrations. Furthermore, the Vector can be connected to
The prostate stimulator Vector by
We-Vibe is now on stock at ORION
Wholesale
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the free We-Connect app. The vibration
patterns can be adjusted using your mobile
device and you can experience shared climaxes with your partner wherever you are.
The Vector by We-Vibe is made of skin-friendly silicone, 100% waterproof and comes
with a remote control. It can be recharged
with an USB cable that is also included.
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CalExotics slays at ANME 2019
with stunning collections
Over 60 new items unveiled
Los Angeles, USA – CalExotics captivated customers at the bi-annual Adult Novelty Manufacturers Expo (ANME) with a stunning, new selection of innovative sex toys. Attendees of
the expo had the first-hand opportunity to explore, touch, and purchase the latest products
launched by CalExotics.

veryone was so excited to see our
new additions. At one point, there
was a power outage, but that didn’t stop
people from buying,” said Susan Colvin,
Founder and CEO of CalExotics. “That
really speaks volumes about our brand…I
know customers are going to love how
they feel with our pleasure products.”
The female-founded company unveiled
over 60 new items that included a variety
of categories, from vibrators to sexual
wellness products. CalExotics’ highly
anticipated reveal featured several exciting collections, including Slay, In Touch,
Jack Rabbit, Pave by JOPEN, She-ology,
and several others.Slay is a collection of
seven intimately sized massagers, which
now includes three new additions: #ThrillMe, #TickleMe, and #EnticeMe. Slay all
day with each of these trendy massagers.
Designed with silky-smooth silicone,
these massagers feature gold-plated accents and ten functions of intense vibration, pulsation and escalation. In Touch will
triple your pleasure with a simple snap

“E
CalExotics unveiled several collections
on ANME including Slay, In Touch, Jack
Rabbit, Pave by JOPEN, She-ology, and
several others

and twist! This collection of premium
multi-head interchangeable massagers
come in two sets – the Dynamic Trio and
Passion Trio – and include one premium
base and three unique interchangeable
attachments. Both sets include a security
travel lock, are completely waterproof
(when fully assembled), backed by a one
year warranty and made of pure silicone.
Jack Rabbit Signature is making new leaps and bounds with three new signature
rabbits. These stunning vibrators include
our Silicone Ultra-Soft Rabbit, Silicone
Rotating Beaded Rabbit, and Silicone Thumping Rabbit. These premium
vibrators offer a new and exciting feature
never seen before in this collection, and
each rabbit is 100% waterproof, USB
rechargeable and backed by a one year
warranty.
Pavé by JOPEN is the perfect collection for reigniting passion and romance.
Named after classic Hollywood stars and
iconic royalty, the newest additions to the
collection include Victoria and Audrey.

The INYA Vanity by NS Novelties
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new INYA
Vanity is now ready to order at SCALA
in the colors pink, and purple. This sleek
vibrator by NS Novelties is powerful,
colorful, discreet, and perfect for pleasure
on the go. The Vanity has a straight, yet
also flexible silhouette with a slanted tip
for maximum clitoral stimulation. This new
release by NS Novelties also boasts all
the high-end features and functions your
40

consumers crave. The design is made of
premium silicone and has a USB-rechargeable battery. It offers 9 sensational modes
of vibration, pulsation, and escalation:
all bundled in one, non-intimidating and
contemporary shape. The Vanity is easy
to operate with one-touch button control,
ideal for beginners that are looking for an
intuitive and simple, yet powerful vibe to
explore their naughty desires.
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ORION Wholesale is partner
of Svakom in Europe
The complete Svakom range is available at ORION from now on
Flensburg, Germany - From now on, ORION
Wholesale is one of the new partners of Svakom
in Europe and offers the complete product range
of the premium label.

vakom´s love
toy assortment
includes different
vibrators, love
balls and cock
rings that are
made of high-quality, medical silicone and are equipped with powerful motors. Their
products are innovative and lust intensifying and
have been awarded repeatedly. These lifestyle
products are also very popular among international stars. The Svakom top sellers are delivered
in a black, high-quality casket encased in a slipcase. Furthermore, there is lots of PoS material
for retailers such as catalogues and displays for
an ideal presentation.

S

Keep your socks on!
Amsterdam, The
Netherlands - .
Keeping socks on
during sex is considered a turn-off.
However, not for
the the Sk8erboy
brand. This brand is made for socks and sneaker
fetishists. A wide collection of mainly white socks,
with texts like Sniff Me, FKC ABL and #Sneakerporn are in high demand. Hardly surprising as
the quality of these socks is high and the design is
cheeky, horny and functional, with many models
featuring a hidden pouch inside the sock. The colorful Sk8erboy Pride socks have been a success
with thousands of pairs being sold within the first
month after introduction alone. The collection is
exclusively available at Mister B Wholesale.
41
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S8 Flavored Lubricants: the perfect,
guilt-free summer treat!
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The premium Waterbased Flavored Lubricants by S8 are a delicious, guilt-free choice for consumers who crave sensational flavor, delivered in a naughty,
pleasurable way.

hese lubes are perfect for treating hot
spots, and taste buds, to a sensual
experience. The smooth, long-lasting
formula by S8 is completely paraben-free,
phthalate-free, gluten-free, sulfate-free,
plus contains no added colors or harsh
preservatives for an irresistible ‘natural’
appeal. With medical-grade approval,
the S8 Waterbase Flavored Lubricant
also adheres to all current EU-regulations
regarding intimate care products and
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makes a trustworthy, competitive-priced
and transparent alternative to other,
non-approved choices on the market.
SCALA currently offers fantastic stock
availability on the following S8 flavors:
Strawberry, Vanilla, Cherry, Chocolate, Blackcurrant, and Salted Caramel.
These are all available in a 50ml or 125ml
version, allowing you to mix and match
your favorites in one, deliciously attractive
in-store display.

Kheper is Smiley Face Emoji
to launch two new Emoji Sex Games
Seattle ,USA - For those of you not yet in
the know, DTF stands for ‚Down to Fuck‘
and is represented by the emoticon face
that looks like it’s hitting on you with a sideways glance and half smile. The primary
concept behind both games, is that sexting is fun. The games use popular sexting
icons and help a couple learn how to sext
each other while playing the games. DTF
Dice is like most sex dice games in its
game play. One die role is the action and
the other is the body part. All of the emojis are translated on the back of the header
card. For example, if you roll the pointing
finger and the taco, that means ‚finger
vagina‘. The tongue and the eggplant
means ‚lick penis‘ and the clapping hands
and peach means ‚spank bottom‘. There
are six actions and six body parts. The first
player to roll the pointing finger and okay
symbol (AKA ‚pick a hole‘) wins and gets
to decide how the couple screws. The DTF
Card Game includes 23 popular sexting

The new games use popular sexting
icons and help a couple learn how to
sext each other while playing the games
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emojis. Players each take seven cards and
then each take seven turns either taking
the top card off the deck or the most
recently discarded card. The goal is for
each player to build a sexting fantasy he
(or she) would enjoy and then the couple
acts both of them out together after the
seven turns have been taken. The best
part about both games though is learning
how to sext. Actions and fantasies you
have built and enjoyed together, you sext
to your lover in the future when you want
to repeat them. “Learning so much about
sexting has been one of my favorite design
projects,” explains CEO Brian Pellham.
“The shapes are so funny and there are
just so many hidden meanings and naughty surprises you can discover on your
smart phones. I researched the games
by exploring profiles on hookup sites and
WOW, there are a lot of dirty people and
emojis out there! I love it!” Both games are
in English, Spanish, French and German.
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ABS expands anal toy selection
New Prowler dildos and plugs available
Ringwood, England - Brand new Prowler anal toys have just arrived at ABS and the distributor is excited that its anal selection
is growing to include even more lifelike toys. The new selection includes 3 realistic dildos with balls and authentic detail that
mimics the real thing.

he dildos feature vein detail for added texture
as well as a smooth tip for easier insertion.
They feature a flesh coloured design with a
suction base that allows to attach them to any
smooth, clean surface for hands-free pleasure.
These dildos are firm for maximum fun and ABS
recommend using them with a high quality anal
lubricant. They’ve added dildos in 6, 7 and 8
inch lengths. Their new anal toys also include
a range of weighted butt plugs for new players
as well as pros. They range in size from 100
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ABS is offering new anal toys
of the Prowler brand

to 140mm and consumers can choose
from Medium to Xtra Large to suit their
experience level and their mood. These
butt plugs have an inner weighted ball for
maximum sensation and the gently tapered
tip allows to insert them easily. These butt
plugs in black can be used with a water
based lubricant and are easily cleaned for
repeat fun. The flared base promises safety
and prevents traveling during solo play or
partner fun.
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ElectraStim launches
Silicone Fusion range
Where electro meets mainstream
Hoddesdon, England - Bringing together the sumptuous softness of silicone with the intense
stimulation of electro-sex, ElectraStim have created a bold new range of accessories with
Silicone Fusion. Drawing on the success of the Silicone Noir range (released in 2014), the team
at ElectraStim decided that they wanted to introduce some more colour to their products.

his spicy shade of red is designed
to not only be eye-catching but is a
gender-neutral tone that evokes the kinkier side of the electro world while sitting
comfortably alongside more mainstream
sex toys. Currently, the Silicone Fusion
range has three bipolar toys available for
order- Infinity, Komodo and Habanero- a
tactile silicone electro pinwheel, a multi
purpose dildo and a bipolar prostate
massager with a hidden ‘stealth’ cable
system. More accessories for both men
and women, as well as couples, are
already in development and will join the
Silicone Fusion collection later in the year.
Infinity Electro Pinwheel - A first for the
electro category, Infinity is inspired by the
classic Warternberg pinwheel but with
a twist. The smooth and slightly flexible
silicone lends a softer appearance to the
toy while the feel-it-to-believe-it performance of the electro stimulation ensures
the intense sensations you’d expect.
Komodo Electro Dildo - It wouldn’t be an
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Currently, the Silicone Fusion range
consists of three bipolar - Infinity,
Komodo and Habanero

ElectraStim toy if it didn’t have a versatile
range of uses! Komodo can be used as
a handheld dildo, can be suctioned to a
flat surface and ridden hands-free using
the bespoke cradle and even worn as a
strap-on. Add to that the customisable
sensations of electro-stimulation and you
have a toy that not only gives you a huge
amount of choice in your play but that is
also a great introduction to internal e-stim.
Habanero Electro Prostate Massager Inspired by the best-selling success of
the ElectraStim Sirius Prostate Massager,
Habanero takes all the best bits of its
little brother and turns the pleasure up
to eleven. Girthier and heavier for more
stability, Habanero features a ‘rocker
base’ that protects the cables and allows
the user to literally sit and rock for intense
internal stimulation. The shaft can also be
bent into position for customised prostate
precision- the ‘zero memory’ spine inside
will ensure Habanero stays in the position
you prefer for as long as required.

Heat up your sales figures with SeXentials by TOYJOY
Wijchen, The Netherlands – The SeXentials
range by TOYJOY is a profitable choice to
ignite sales figures. The non-intimidating
collection includes all the major popular toy
categories. And offers outstanding valuefor-money with its premium designs at
affordable pricing. SCALA has stocked up
big on this range, ensuring retailers can get
their hands on all the collection’s pleasure
providers. SeXentials truly has something
44

for every preference. The comprehensive
collection includes vibrators, stimulators,
anal plugs, and more. All the toys are made
of quality materials including body-safe
silicone and hygienic ABS, and come in
modern packaging. With multiple functions
of vibration, USB-rechargeable options, and
sleek aesthetics, the range looks and feels
luxurious, yet is still budget-friendly thanks
to its affordable pricing.
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The Bangers Butts have arrived at SCALA
Massive masturbators
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new Bangers Butts are now ready to order at SCALA. There
are four new designs available, each with its own unique appeal. The Bangers Butts are
large, heavy, and solidly build masturbators, designed for the ultimate banging pleasure.

nspired by real women’s curves, these
big and bold designs contain textured
vaginal and anal canals, complete with
realistic orifices and a skin-toned finish.
There are four designs to choose from:
the Fat Ass Bimbo (9kg), the Do Me
Doggy Style (13 kg), the Screw My Nasty
Fuckholes (15 kg), and the heaviest and
largest of them all: the Fabulous Fat
Mega Ass (19kg). Made of quality TPE,

I

they are soft-touch yet durable, and
sturdy enough for lots of hardcore fun.
Do note that due to their size and weight,
these Bangers Butts do not come in
standard product packaging and will, instead, be shipped in a discreet, cardboard
box. Real eye-catchers in any in-store
display, these premium masturbator butts
will certainly attract the interest of all your
booty-loving consumers.

Instagram shuts down @WeVibe account
Ottawa, Canada– Instagram continues to
censor content arbitrarily. They disable sexand pleasure-positive accounts and justify
their actions by claiming a violation of their
terms. Instagram shut down the popular
@WeVibe handle, giving no warning, no
description of the violation, or offering an
opportunity to dispute the claim. The brand
is now rallying support from the industry and the broader community with its
#UnmutePleasure campaign. “This is bigger
than We-Vibe,” said Denny Alexander, head
of communications. “Instagram’s censors-

hip and shutting of sex-positive accounts is
affecting our whole community. We started
this campaign to bring attention to the issue
and to act as a rallying point for the industry.
We’re asking retailers, educators, bloggers,
and other brands to stand with us and tell
Instagram that it’s time to #UnmutePleasure.” We-Vibe asks supporters to share
the #UnmutePleasure image on Instagram,
Facebook, or Twitter. Tag @Instagram and
tell them why it’s important to foster sexand pleasure-positive voices, like @WeVibe,
on the platform.

‘Oil Slick‘ is great for a hot lap
Hauppauge, USA - Are your customers
looking for some traction in the bedroom? They can lubricate their lingerie
with Oil Slick. This deliciously different
offering from Magic Silk will really light up
the boudoir, with its bold, iridescent fabric and sheer mesh details. Designed to
be fun and ultra-contemporary, these styles come with a selection of eye-catching
46

details: mesh overlay on molded bra
cups, metal underwire, front hook & eye
closures, metal garter clips and adjustable
bra straps with metal sliders.Four different
styles offer a bedroom experience that’s
just the right speed: Bra, Boy Short &
Removable Stirrup Set; Halter Bra, Garter
& Panty Set; Merry Widow & G-set; and
Triangle Bra & Boy Short.
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Lovehoney shortlisted at ORIAS 2019
Australia
Bath, England - Lovehoney has been shortlisted for the International Conqueror award at
this year’s Online Retail Industry Awards (ORIAS), commending the company’s continued
work in the Australian market.

un by Australia Post, the awards
recognise businesses that are making
waves in the online retail space. The
International Conqueror award celebrates those who are based in Australia
but are taking the world by storm and
making inroads into international markets.
Lovehoney is the only adult company to
be shortlisted within any category, and is
up against mainstream industry leaders
in the fashion, skincare and children’s toy
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market. Rob Godwin, Australian Director
and General Manager at Lovehoney, comments, “We are thrilled to be shortlisted
in this year’s ORIAS awards, recognising
the international footprint that Lovehoney
is continuing to build in Australia. Since
launching in Australia in 2013, we have
become the leading online retailer for sex
toys and adult products, and it’s brilliant
to see our efforts commended at such a
prestigious award”.

Cottelli Collection Plus
Flensburg, Germany - Not only does
this lingerie look sexy, but it also keeps
its promise because exclusive fashion
for extravagant women shouldn’t be a
problem for curvier women. That’s why the
new collection from Cottelli Collection Plus
offers many new pieces of lingerie in sizes
up to 4XL (European size 60/62) and up to
an F cup. High-quality fashion for women
who want to show off and emphasise their
beautiful curvaceous body – in seductive
material, cheeky accessories, optimal de-

Cottelli Collection Plus offers many
new pieces of lingerie in sizes up to
4XL (European size 60/62) and up to
an F cup

signs, and wide bra and suspender straps
for a perfect fit. Women with sexy feminine
curves have special benefits after all that
they can perfectly put in the limelight
with the styles from Cottelli Collection
Plus! The lingerie and outfits from Cottelli
Collection Plus are available from ORION
Wholesale and come in sizes L (European size 44/46) to 4XL (European size
60/62) and up to an F cup. The lingerie is
delivered in environmentally friendly and
promotional packaging.

Get your Main Squeeze by ‘the Doc’ at SCALA now
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Three new
products in the Main Squeeze range are
now ready to order at SCALA. Firstly, the
Main Squeeze Endurance Trainer allows
to train the stamina, allowing to go harder
and longer. This design has a realistic vaginal orifice and sensational textured interior,
ensuring the most pleasurable, mind-blo48

wing work-out imaginable. The new ana.
lorde, and brittanya187 masturbators are
lifelike designs inspired by these two sexy
Instagram stars. Molded directly from the
girls’ bodies, the strokers are handcrafted
in lifelike ULTRASKYN and feature a tight,
textured interior that warms to the touch
and feels just like the real thing.
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Xgen now shipping

Bodywand Luxe Mini Wand
Powerful compact Wand proves good things come in small packages
Horsham, USA – Xgen Products is now shipping Bodywand Luxe Mini Wand, a brand new,
powerful and compact wand massager from one of the top brands in the industry.

e showed Bodywand Luxe Mini
Wand at ANME and received
a great response,” said Andy Green,
president of Xgen Products. “It’s going to
be one of our best sellers out the gate.
Featuring a powerful motor and compact
shape with a carrying chain, it can be
stocked with your best vibrators and also
on impulse buy shelves. It’s affordable and
effective, from a brand your customers
know and trust, making it a must-have
item for anyone seeking a high-quality
multi-function wand that fits discreetly

“W

Bodywand’s Luxe Mini Wand is offering
effective massage and stimulation with
its seven vibration modes

in your purse.” Bodywand’s Luxe Mini
Wand is a small yet powerful wand for
solo or shared pleasure, offering effective
massage and stimulation with its seven
vibration modes. Featuring a large head
and flexible neck, Bodywand Luxe Mini is
perfect for deep-tissue massage and for
sensual playtime. With sturdy construction from splash proof and shower friendly
materials, the diminutive vibe is available
in pink, purple and black and includes a
rose gold metal carry chain along with a
one-year warranty.

New NS Novelties Renegade arrivals at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA is
excited to announce the arrival of 6 new
designs in the Renegade collection by
NS Novelties. Made of quality materials
such as luxurious silicone, and packaged in a modern, masculine way, these
Renegade arrivals are a prime choice in
intimate male pleasure. Choose between
the Renegade Orbit prostate massager,
the Renegade Mach I and Renegade

Mach II anal stimulators, the Renegade
Gladiator penis harness, the Renegade
Head Unit masturbator, and the Renegade El Ray hand-held pocket stroker; and
enjoy endless sessions of mind-blowing
intimate play. These fantastic value-formoney toys are designed with his ultimate pleasure in mind, and are a durable,
quality choice for both solo play, and play
with a partner.

Switzerland was bursting with colour in June
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - Bern was
awash with colour: And that wasn‘t not
just down to the city’s pride parade in
mid-June with its motto ‚Strong in Diversity‘. pjur has also started a small campaign
with Girl and Boyshop that aims to make
the world a little more colourful and more
diverse. The eye-catching postcards from
pjur were decorated in the colours of the
50

rainbow. They were given away with every
purchase made in the Girl and Boyshop in
Bern‘s historic old town and also added
as a little surprise to every order placed
via the online shop. Featuring a sample
of the best seller pjur ORIGINAL, the
cards encouraged new customers to try
the product. They are also easy to carry
around for spontaneous use.
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S8’s new Waterbased

Vegan Lube is ready to order
SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Great news for fans of all-natural pleasure: S8’s new Waterbased Vegan Lubricant is now exclusively ready to order at SCALA! This indulgent choice is
both a body-safe and environmentally-safe choice in intimate lubrication, making it a smooth, silky must-have in any assortment!

his lube is a perfect match with consumers looking for a body-safe, quality glide to enhance intimacy and smoothen out
their pleasurable adventures. This amazing,
long-lasting formula by S8 is completely
vegan, making it both a health-conscious
and environmentally-conscious choice in
intimate lubrication. The formula is also
paraben-free, phthalate-free, gluten-free,

T

sulfate-free, plus contains no added colors
or harsh preservatives for an irresistible ‘natural’ appeal. With medical-grade approval,
the S8 Waterbased Vegan Lubricant also
adheres to all current EU-regulations regarding intimate care products and makes a
trustworthy, competitive-priced and transparent alternative to other, non-approved
vegan choices on the market.

Hot Octopuss unveils DiGiT
Designed to feel like part of you, DiGiT
curves seamlessly around your fingers
to become an extension of your body.
Elegantly sculpted, DiGiT’s sweeping
curves adorn your fingers like a custom
piece of jewellery. Subtle, unobtrusive yet
incredibly powerful, DiGiT’s large rumbly
motor will give fingers superpowers! Hot
Octopuss Chief Operating Officer Julia
Margo commented: “At Hot Octopuss we
believe in everyone’s fundamental right to
sexual pleasure and expression. Too often
we remain silent, unable to seek out the

DiGiT is a powerful, wearable finger vibe

sex – including masturbation – that’s most
enjoyable for us without fear of judgement. With that, we are proud to debut
DiGiT – a sleek and wearable finger vibe
that looks more like a custom piece of
jewellery than a sex toy. Great solo or you
can let your partner take control. DiGiT is
set to supercharge your solo or partnered
sessions. Coming in at 69 USD, 69 Euros
and 59 GBP, DiGiT, as with all Hot Octopuss products, is set to change people’s
perceptions of how sex toys should look
and function.”

EDC Wholesale introduced seven new lines at ANME
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale introduced 7 new house brand
collections to the US public in collaboration with Alexander Institute during
the ANME Show, held July 15-17 at the
Los Angeles Marriott Burbank Airport.
The new lines that were introduced
during the show included Gildo, Buttr,
Loveboxxx, Saiz, Luv Egg, Lil’Vibe and

Andre Visser and Lennard Honebecke
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the EasyToys Fetish Collection. “The
show was a great success,” said Andre
Visser, Sales Director at EDC Wholesale. “We spoke with many visitors from
interesting parties, both large and small
businesses and we received great respons to new collections we introduced.
Monday and Tuesday were busy days at
the show for us.”
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A worthy celebration

exclusive

S H OT S Pa r ty h a d its 15th a nniversa ry

There can be no doubt that the SHOTS Party is a unique event within the erotic industry,
and the legendary status it has achieved over the course of the years is definitely wellearned. And even though we saw the 15th SHOTS Party in July of this year, there are no
signs of slowing down or party fatigue whatsoever. On the contrary: This SHOTS Party
was one of the biggest ever. It all started on July 15, with the annual Sales Week at the
SHOTS headquarters. Brand-new products and brands were presented to the visitors,
and if you placed an order you got to benefit from a generous event discount. And if you
work hard, you’re obviously also allowed to party hard afterwards. Consequently, on the
evening of July 18, there was a big Meet & Greet in the garden of hosts Ellinda and Oscar
Heijnen. The guests had dressed up to the nines for the night, in line with this year’s dress
code theme: black tie. There were three musical acts to provide a fitting background
while the catering team provided the guests with a vast range of culinary delights. The
actual SHOTS Party took place on Friday, and as always, it coincided with the final day of
the four-day Nijmegen Marches. Once again, the SHOTS pavilion was placed right at the
centre of fun and celebration, on the final stretch of the event. Apart from cheering on the
participants of the Marches as they neared the finish line, the guests enjoyed delicious
food, cool drinks, and a diverse musical programme, including singers Pascal Redeker,
Stef Ekkel, and René Schuurmann, who belted their greatest hits and swept the crowd off
their feet – or rather, onto their feet and onto the dancefloor. The SHOTS team once again
proved impeccable hosts. And apart from lots of chatting, laughing, singing, and dancing,
there was also a charity element to the SHOTS Party. In total, the guests and sponsors
donated more than 23.000 euro for a charitable organisation – this sum represents a new
record in the 15-year history of the SHOTS Party.

Pascal Redeker
in his element
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Yvonne Ubbink and Eric Vonke (Ladies Night Homeparties)
enjoyed the great atmosphere

Roberto Conejero Selva (Grutinet), Yuliana Deitz (SHOTS America),
Matthias Poehl (EAN), and Ruben Deitz (SHOTS America)

The musical programme for the Meet & Greet was highly impressive

Love and live their music:
'Royal Beat‘ at the Meet & Greet

Ellinda and Oscar Heijnen hosted
the SHOTS Party for the 15th time
Inside the pavilion
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Via Gladiola in the centre of Nijmegen – the home stretch for 41,235 participants who
had travelled a distance of roughly 200 kilometres over the course of four days

15 years of SHOTS Party, 15 years of great fun for everyone

Host Oscar Heijnen with Mika Nousiainen (Kentonec Group)

Hands up in the air!

Joost Hensen (SHOTS) with Eric Idema (EDC Wholesale)

Rapper Ali B, best-known as a judge on Dutch TV show 'The Voice of Holland‘, partied with the crowd
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OPUS E
Electrosex Masturbator by Mystim

Suitable for all e-stim power boxes.
boxes
Wireless with Mystim Cluster Buster &
Sultry Sub Black Edition.
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Realistic vagina sleeve
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2018
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BDSM
Pleasure
Products

VENUS 2018

SIGN MAGAZIN 2018

EroFame 2018
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XBIZ European Award

Donut shaped sleeve

Anal shaped sleeve
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Singer René Schuurman drinking to the party guests

EUR 23,852 for a charitable purpose – as always, the guests and sponsors of the SHOTS Party proved very generous

Randal Withers (Swiss Navy), flanked by Oscar and Ellinda Heijnen

The Meet & Greet on the evening before the SHOTS Party

Selfie: Matthias Poehl (EAN)
and Michael Sonner (HOT)

The dancefloor was shaking when the musical acts fired up the crowd

6
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inspired by summer pleasure.

MADE IN FRANCE
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Lovely-planet-distribution.com - contact@lovely-planet.fr - Tel +33 4 86 26 06 40
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exclusive

SxTech

O n J u l y 1 , th e f irst E uro p ea n sex tech co nf erence to o k p la ce in B erlin

On July 1, Berlin was all about the future of sexuality as the fi rst SxTech Conference
took place in the German capital. The day was fi lled with lectures, panel discussions,
and presentations, and the roughly 300 participants learned about the latest developments in the industry and a diverse array of topics, ranging from ‚How to build an
online community for a sex tech product‘ to ‚How to fund a sex tech company‘ to the
potential of virtual reality and potential ways of hacking sex toys.
In parallel with these lectures, there was a hackathon: Thirty participants developed
new ideas and products which were presented to a jury of experts at the end of the
day. Team SAVERR was crowned the proud winner of this competition. Their product:
an app that to help sex workers create a safer relationship with their customers.
And theirs weren’t the only happy faces. Ola Miedzynska, the organizer of the event,
was very happy with the SxTech Conference: “The network and the community that
grew out of this conference is something really priceless.” She continued that this
success was all the more remarkable given that this was the fi rst SxTech. And following this resounding success, there will obviously be a second one, as Ola already
confi rmed. It is going to take place in September of 2020, the exact date will be announced shortly. “On the top of the conference, which we are planning for next year,
we are also going to organise a European Road Tour in April and May,” Ola explained.
“We are going to visit Barcelona, Amsterdam, and London for sure.” In addition to all
that, the organisers are also planning to change the concept of their hackathon as it
ba er.
will live on as its own event under the SxTech banner.
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“It was really really better than
expected,” the organiser says, summing up the event. “The business
networking part was very strong, we
had very happy sponsors and happy
investors who had a chance to meet
the start-ups. And the idea behind
SxTech, the connection of technology and business, will defi nitely
be developed even further in next
year’s edition.”
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SHIPPING NOW

• Water-based
• Kissable
• Vegan
• Gluten Free
• Cruelty Free
• Not made with
parabens
• Warming Sensation

• Water-based
• Kissable
• Vegan
• Gluten Free
• Cruelty Free
• Not made with
parabens
• Cooling Sensation

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT EROPARTNER FOR EUROPE

www.eropartner.com | info@eropartner.com | +31 (0)228 8200 00
For any enquiries please contact our European SYSTEM JO® Regional Manager
Becky Buffham | rebecca@systemjo.com | +44 7813 847756
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The summer edition of ANME

Show thrills visitors and exhibitors
exclusive

I m p r e s s i o n s f ro m th e big U S tra de sh o w

Once more, the members of the North American erotic industry gathered in Burbank, California, on July 15 to 17, to attend
ANME Show. Producers, distributors, and wholesalers came to present their products, the retailers came to learn about
upcoming new products, and they all seized the opportunity to solidify existing business relationships and establish new
contacts – and to talk about future trends in the erotic industry, of course.

The Oxballs team had
brought Hunkyjunk to ANME

Hein Schouten and Oscar
Heijnen (SHOTS)
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Tom Stewart (Sportsheets)
presented the brand-new
Em.Ex. Active Harness Wear
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Christoph Hofmann and Lulu
Shwartzer presented Mystim’s
latest innovation: Opus E

Susan Colvin (CalExotics)
and Ron Braverman
(Doc Johnson)

Visibly happy: Tracy Felder,
Alicia Sinclair, and Kimberly
Faubel (COTR)

Dressed in white:
the SHOTS America team
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Tim Brown (Bathmate), Kate
Hodgson-Egan (Lovehoney),
and Andy Smith (Cyrex)

Tim Brown (Bathmate), Kate
Hodgson-Egan (Lovehoney),
and Andy Smith (Cyrex)

E V E N T

Here’s to the next 25 years: the
CalExotics team are looking forward
to achieving new heights

The CalExotics 25th Anniversary Party
Sham Galoria, Gary Elliott,
at the Universal Studios in Hollywood:
and Bruce Elliott (Rocks-Off)
Susan Colvin speaking to the guests

Roxana Mendoza (CalExotics)
and the SCALA team at the
CalExotics 25th Anniversary Party

The Swiss Navy crew
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Casey Doyle and
Chris Bowles
(Creative Conceptions)
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Angela Mustone and her
HighOnLove team

The XR Brands team
celebrated its 20th
anniversary at ANME

Sham Galoria, Gary Elliott,
and Bruce Elliott (Rocks-Off)

Scott Watkins (Doc Johnson)
with Anne Hodder-Shipp

The Lovehoney trinity: Kate
Hodgson-Egan, Sabrina
Earnshaw, and Jade Bawa
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Andre Visser and Lennard
Honebecke (EDC Wholesale)
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EDC Wholesale | Phoenixweg 6 | 9641 KS Veendam | the Netherlands
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F E A T U R E

Another star has faded
Wi l l th e B e a te U h se bra nd sink into o blivio n?

exclusive

Yes
eate Uhse achieved what other
companies in the erotic industry could
only dream of – and what many can still only
dream of today. There was a time when the
brand name was synonymous with erotic
stores in the German market. In an era when
sexuality was still a taboo, this entrepreneur
took the bold step of opening a sex shop.
She braved all the adversity and outrage and
was later praised as a pioneer; among other
things, Beate Uhse was actually awarded the
Federal Cross of Merit. And of course, her
perseverance also paid off business-wise:
Beate Uhse was the first erotic company to
go public in 1999. It was a brand that people
knew, whether they bought erotic products
or not. But now, that is all in the past. The
wholesale division of the company was
already sold off in 2017. After that, other
parts of Beate Uhse changed owners, the
most recent example being the e-commerce
division, which is now owned by EDC. The
Beate Uhse company is at the end of its
tether – declaring insolvency not just once
but twice is pretty telling.
Today, there are other brands that dominate
the mind space of the consumers, and
personally, I can’t imagine a scenario in
which Beate Uhse manages to come back
from that brink. Of course, there are still
many people in Germany who know Beate
Uhse and know what it stands for, and who
maybe even associate fond memories with
the brand. But at the same time, there is a
stale taste to the name, a throwback to the

B

Randolph Heil, editor

If someone had foretold in the
1980s or 1990s that the Beate
Uhse brand would experience
the unfortunate rollercoaster
ride that it went through these
past few years, people would
probably have laughed at them
and called them crazy. This
past July, the company was
forced to declare insolvency
for the second time, and their
e-commerce activities – which
were originally intended to be
the main force driving their
restructuring process – have
already been handed over to
another company. So, what
will remain of the brand that
was launched in 1946 and was
one of the biggest names in
the industry for decades? Will
its legacy survive or will it be
forgotten?
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antiquated ‚marital hygiene‘ of yore that
doesn’t really fit into today’s society anymore.
Among the young internet-savvy, liberal
target audience that most erotic brands are
wooing, few people have any kind of
connection to Beate Uhse. And why would
they? After all, the company’s downfall is
largely attributed to its inability to transition
into the internet age. They simply slept on
the rise of e-commerce, ignoring its impact
on the sale of erotic products. When the
company finally tried to correct course, it
was way too late, and no cash infusion, no
restructuring plan, and no change of
management could bring about the image
change that Beate Uhse needed.
But in spite of all that criticism, I find it highly
doubtful that the Beate Uhse name will
simply disappear from the market overnight.
As mentioned above, the brand has a
certain recognition value that can be used.
Therefore, I predict that the Beate Uhse
name will live on, albeit in a niche for older
consumers who still have that warm, fuzzy
feeling of nostalgia for the brand. But when
this generation is gone, Beate Uhse will
sink into oblivion as well. At least in the
erotic market. However, there should still
be a place for the brand in the history
books. That’s the least Beate Uhse, the
great pioneer of the Germany erotic
market, deserves.
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No
Markets change. Companies and brands rise and
fall. Many of us have witnessed the momentous
changes of the past 10 to 15 years in the erotic
market. And many believe that this process never
stops and that the market is changing all the time.
Seeing companies, brands, and products fall by
the wayside is a normal, natural – and sometimes
painful – side effect of this development. This holds
true in all industries, including our little world of
erotic products. Now, it seems like we’ve lost one
of the ‚big ones.‘ There is a lot of debate and
speculation surrounding the downfall of Beate
Uhse but going into all of that would go beyond the
scope of this text. Instead, let’s focus on the main
question: Will Beate Uhse face the same fate as
many other brands that have simply vanished and
that no one remembers? Out of sight, out of mind.
Long absent, soon forgotten. You get the gist. And
to get my answer to that question out there as
quickly as possible: No, I don’t think that Beate
Uhse will be forgotten. After all, the brand is
inextricably linked to the woman who founded the
company. And no one can take away her place in
the history of the erotic market. Beate Uhse was a
pioneer of sexual education who lent advice to
millions of people who had questions about sex
and sexuality. Her work has paved the way to a
more open and more liberal society. Everybody in
this industry is a beneficiary of the Beate Uhse
legacy. With a lot of heart and courage, she made
it possible for sex toys and sexual wellness to get
coverage in mainstream magazines, and for people
to talk about sexual pleasure without taboos,
preconceptions or any false sense of shame. As to
the Beate Uhse brand – will it continue to exist?
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Hard to tell. The online activities are
sold off, and it remains to be seen
how the new owner uses the brand.
Personally, I feel that it’s already way
too late to make a splash in the
e-commerce segment with the Beate
Uhse name. Today’s online consumers may know some sex toy
brands, but Beate Uhse is definitely
not one of them. Which leaves the
remaining brick and mortar retail
stores under the BU banner. What
will happen to them remains to be seen.
Admittedly, there aren’t that many of them
left – allegedly their number has dropped
below 20 – which would make it very hard to
really create brand awareness. Nonetheless,
Beate Uhse will persevere. Maybe as part of
the operative business of another company.
Maybe as a small retail chain. But definitely in
the legacy of the woman who was such a
historic and iconic figure within the erotic
industry. Beate Uhse was, is, and will remain
to be closely tied to the erotic market..

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief
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MARKETING: WHAT A LOAD OF BALLS?
exclusive

M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

It’s been a rather busy time for me these past
few weeks.
Watching televised sport, that is. Especially
if it involves fluffy yellow balls in south west
London.
And on the day of the Wimbledon Men’s Final,
there was also the England cricket team
winning the ICC World Cup in the most
dramatic fashion possible. And let’s not forget
Lewis Hamilton winning the British Grand Prix
for the sixth time in his career. It was one hell
of a sporting weekend, to be honest.
And to try and justify this sporting overdose it
got me thinking. What parallels could be drawn
between the on-court action and the humbler
world of marketing? And its relevance to you
folks of course.
Probably the first parallel to be drawn is that
none of the winners achieved this on their
own. Sure, nobody else was on the court with
Wimbledon singles winners Simona Halep and
Novak Djokovic but each had small armies of
very talented individuals all committed to the
overall mission.

In his monthly column, Brian
Gray from Glasgow-based
erotic marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing offers
his thoughts on all things marketing. This month he’s trying
to validate the amount of time
he’s recently spent in front of
the television watching tennis
at Wimbledon.

Can you achieve all you’re capable of in your
erotic retail ventures by yourself? Nope. A
tennis player has their entourage of manager,
sports psychologist, physiotherapist, practice
partner, dietician, and so on, around cheering
them on in the player’s box. You in turn should
be assembling your own equivalent: friends,
family, supporters, mentors, marketers,
IT gurus, financiers, etc., etc.,
In doing so, there’s the obvious realisation that
you’re serious about your endeavours. Afterall,
what’s the point in putting this much time,
money, and effort into everything if your eye
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isn’t on the prize? And here’s the second
parallel: the importance of having a winner’s
mindset.
I’ve touched upon this in previous columns and
won’t repeat my words here. Instead, I’ll simply
highlight what transpired in the Ladies Singles
Final: the absolute destruction of Serena
Williams by Simona Halep. I probably wasn’t
alone when reckoning that assuming Williams
didn’t get injured, her mental strength and
proven prowess on a tennis court would serve
(pun intended) her well and she’d come out
on top. Halep had also commented after the
match on how Serena usually intimidated her.
I thought the mental battle would be Halep’s
Achilles Heel.
But she also commented on the very helpful
advice given to her by the one and only Roger
Federer. Asked about what advice he’d give
Halep before the match, he opined that Halep
had to mentally be on-point; that she had
earned her place in the final; that she was
playing well, and she belonged on this stage.
In short, having a winner’s mentality.
Ms Halep obviously listened. What followed
on Centre Court was nothing short of clinical
obliteration of her opponent. Halep not only
earned the right to be on that Centre Court for
the final; she now belongs on it.
I’ve written previously about the importance
of being serious (I’m trying to resist adding a
famous John McEnroe quote) in your erotic
retailing business, and possessing a mission
and a vision. Again, thanks to Halep’s touching
on-court interview we see that not only had a
firm mission, but clung onto a vision that had
been forged many years earlier. Her mother
had told her that if she wanted to achieve
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something special in tennis, she had to play in a
Wimbledon final. Cue one very overjoyed and tearful
Mum watching from the player’s box. And a job very
well done.
The next observation from both the tennis court
and the marketing textbook is a straightforward
one: play to your strengths. Watching Nadal and
Federer’s semi-final match and the Federer –
Djokovic final, it was great to see Nadal and Federer
regularly crossing in front of the approaching ball in
order to use their forehands for increased accuracy
when playing point-winning, tight-angled cross-court
shots. Anyone who’s watched a bit of tennis knows
Roger Federer has one of the best – and dare I say,
most elegantly powerful – backhands in the game.
And where one of those backhands may well have
sufficed in dispatching the ball to claim another
point, he very often chose a lethal forehand to erase
any doubt. Credit also is to be paid to the (eventual)
victor, Djokovic, for utilising one of his strengths – his
amazing returning abilities – and his two-handed
backhand throughout the tournament.
But as important as knowing your own strengths is,
you must also identify your weaknesses. And this
doesn’t just concern you, but also your competitors.
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Today’s tennis players have video analysis and a
whole host of other data for just this. You can do the
same with your own marketing intelligence to rely
on. Mystery shopping programmes, gap analyses,
customer satisfaction surveys, plus perhaps using
the MINT database (try finding it at a local business
library or information service) to get an idea on their
financial situation: the potential is there to gather a
decent, well rounded appreciation of who you’re up
against. And consequently, how to beat them.
Just as in business, tennis players need a solid
gameplan, a strategy for achieving their objective
(winning their match). From this, they’ll select which
specific tactics to employ. And guess what: yes,
they will indeed vary depending on who they’re
playing against. Because as if it needed any
further reiteration, tennis players (and in your case,
companies) have different mental and physical
attributes. Your business competitors in turn, vary
according to location, size, finances, resources,
reputation, and leadership, to name but a few.
The next observation is one that’s infuriated me for
years when watching tennis and again reared its
head this year. What is it with tennis players who
seem to be helping their opponent by not making
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them run around? While I’ve no access to video
analysis, it felt – based on the number of times I
shouted at the television (usually along the lines of
“Make the [expletive] run!”) - Federer seemed to be
sending more shots over the net straight to Djokovic’s
feet than in return. Why do players do this? Do they
want their opponent to win? In a five-set slugfest,
fitness will play a part towards the latter stages.
Savvy players should be aiming to ensure their
opponents have less gas in the tank than themselves.
The parallel with our industry is simple: never, never,
make it easy for rivals to profit at your expense. This
may be the business of love and lust but it’s the endusers who are experiencing this – not you. You’re
competing with rival companies in the same field as
well as providers in completely different sectors for
the discretionary income of consumers. This is no
time to get doe-eyed and claim that everyone’s a
winner because, “Hey, isn’t this what the erotic
industry is all about?” Business doesn’t work like
that. Yes, you can respect your competition: but
never be a soft touch.
My final point is an interesting one: the importance
of likability. When Simona Halep was interviewed oncourt after her win over Serena Williams, there was
genuine emotion, enthusiasm, humility, and warmth
displayed for all to see. In likability terms, she’s up
there with the best of them. She’s also well-liked by
her locker room peers. And now with her Wimbledon
triumph, she’s going to be a brand manager’s dream.
Watch out for a raft of sponsorship and endorsement
deals being offered to her.
Things get more interesting in the men’s game
however. This year’s runner-up, Roger Federer, is
loved on and around the hallowed green courts
of SW19. Like Federer, Rafa Nadal also enjoys a
large following around the world. In contrast, Novak
Djokovic possesses nothing like the same level of
adoration. And it showed throughout the tournament,
arguably to the point of disrespect.
Some people may question how important this is:
afterall, if the guy is picking up titles then what’s the
big deal? Popularity be damned? Up to a point,
perhaps. But inevitably the on-court career will
come to an end: where does the money come in
from then? This is where the sponsorship and
endorsement opportunities come into play even
more. And this is where likability matters. A lot.
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An August 2018 article in Forbes mentions that over
a twelve month period, Federer earned $65 million in
off-court deals. Djokovic? A mere $22 million. Even
more illuminating is that Japan’s Kei Nishikori, who – no
disrespect intended - has nowhere near the on-court
success of any of the big three (Federer, Nadal, and
Djokovic) earns more off-court money - $33 million than the man slated to eventually become the greatest
player of all time in the next few years. Ouch.
As you’d expect, likability is vital in our industry. Who’s
going to buy something from a company they don’t like,
admire, or respect? There’s no shortage of manufacturers and retailers to form emotional bonds with and subsequently purchase from, not just once but repeatedly.
It’s not like we’re the insurance industry (be grateful for
small mercies!) where customers begrudgingly pay for
policies they often question the utility of in the first place.
Be liked, be loved, be appreciated so much that your
customers become evangelical in their praise of you to
others – while making a profit, of course.
There’s one final point to be highlighted however. But
it’s not one of similarity; rather the opposite, in fact.
With tennis players, their days on court are interspersed
with training and fitness sessions, time on the practice
courts, sponsor obligations and other commitments.
They’re not battling it out in tournaments every day.
But you are.
You’re in competition every day that you and your rivals
are open for business. And if you’re a nondescript,
undifferentiated entity offering nothing special from all
the other players out there, your results are going to be
mediocre at best, and quite probably dismally disappointing. So much so that you may very well consider
zipping up your proverbial racquet bag for good.
That’s why you need to have a vision, a mission, a
supportive entourage, a winner’s mindset, an acute
awareness of yourself and your opponents (in terms of
abilities, strengths and weaknesses), a solid gameplan
outlining how you’re going to achieve victory, and
compelling reasons for why your audience should be
supporting you rather than the others.
Got all that? Great. Coach’s talk is now over. Get out
and play: own that court!
Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com or
phoned on +44 (0)141 255 0769.
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Satisfyer presents new products
exclusive

A l l go o d th ings co me in th rees

There is hardly a month when Satisfyer doesn’t treat their fans to new delights. Now, the
brand presents new additions to their male-oriented range and the successful ‚Satisyfer
Partner Multifun‘ line. And there is also a new disposable toy with suction function that we
wanted to know more about.
he Satisfyer Men Wand
represents the brand’s
latest addition in the
male toys category.
This innovative masturbator has an eye-catching wing design,
an ergonomic grip, and a total of 50 vibration
programmes. It is soft to the touch, and
it comes in classic black. “The two wings
of the product are very flexible and soft,”
explains Jerome Bensimon, Vice President
of Sales at Satisfyer, detailing the design.
As a result, the penis is firmly encircled.”
“As
The ribbed surface texture makes for extra
stim
stimulation when the masturbator is moved
up a
and down. And thanks to the ergonomic
g
grip, the product fits beautifully into the
user’s hand. “As the product is made
from high-quality silicone, it feels silky
soft to the touch. And si
since it is
waterproof, you can even use it in
the shower or the bathtub,”
Jerome continues. “While
our latest masturbator is
geared towards men, it can
obviously also be used by
couples for a multitude of
activities.”
Next up, we have a new
entry in the Satisyfer
Partner Multif
Multifun line,
called Multifun 3. Thanks
to its design, it offers more
than 32 ways and options
for sensual pleasure. When
asked about the genesis of
this multi-faceted product,
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Jerome Bensinom explains: “We received
so much positive feedback on this collection, and we wanted to develop a new toy
based on this feedback. That is how Multifun
3 was born!” The big selling-point of the
product is its flexible tip which can rotate
by 180 degrees, allowing for a near-infinite
versatility and countless different stimulation
options. Three powerful motors are there
to ensure the right vibrations for any taste.
One of these motors is placed right at the
insertable shaft, the others can be found in
the movable arms of the toy. There are ten
vibration programmes for the arms, which
can be changed individually. And as the arms
can be controlled separately, that makes for
a grand total of 100 vibration combinations.
Obviously, Satisfyer wasn’t content with
half measures when it came to the surface
texture either. As a result, the toy boasts
soft, high-quality silicone, making for a highly
pleasant touch and feel. It goes without
saying that the Multifun 3 can also be used in
the shower or the bathtub. “This new toy can
be used by men and women, by themselves
or with any partner,” says Bensimon.
Satisfyer One Night Stand, the third new
product from Satisfyer, is made for women,
bringing them delight with its silicone, PU
coated suction mouth that goes about
the business of pleasuring the user in four
different frequencies. Hidden inside the ABS
body of the product are two batteries which
are neither rechargeable nor exchangeable,
with a battery life of roughly 35 minutes,
meaning that this is a disposable toy. Hence
the name One Night Stand.
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ORION Sex Report 2019 is all

about masturbation and sex toys
exclusive

S u r p r i s i n g r esults

They did it again: ORION asked and almost 14,000 people answered!
The result is the big ORION sex report 2019 that is all about masturbation and
sex toys – and it reveals a lot of surprising results. How do the Germans tick
when it comes to sex toys & masturbation? The erotic specialist ORION was
curious and has therefore used the media available to the company to take a
look inside toy boxes, ask for shopping preferences but also find out where
the participants prefer to be touched, how often they touch themselves and
what kind of aid they use to please themselves or their partner. The results
are a colourful, varied, partially surprising, but in any case, very erotic
potpourri that proves: love, eroticism and the world of sex toys are
multifaceted and everyone enjoys them their own way.
80
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he look inside the German’s toy boxes
reveals that 50% of the participants have
one to five sex toys in their nightstand,
23% own six to ten pleasure-givers and
10% even up to 20. 5% have an even
greater collection while 10% stated that they own
no sex toy at all.
The pole position belongs to the humming and
buzzing vibrator: 75% of the participants stated that
they own one. Ranked second, with a large margin,
is the dildo, which can be found in at least 54% of
the households. However, the cock ring makes a
very close third place. The small but effective helper
is part of the sex toy inventory of half of the participants. There is also a growing trend for joy toys for
the backdoor: 36% of all participants own an anal
toy – the younger they are, the more often they have
one. Quite surprising is the result for men’s toys like
masturbators and prostate toys – they barely made
the top 10 although more than half of the participants
were male. It seems that men who stated that they
own a sex toy were also talking about the toys that
belong to them and their partner equally – such as
dildos and vibrators.
Playful variation comes in first place for most of the
sex toy users: almost two thirds of all participants
stated that they like to experiment with sex toys, use
them to freshen up their relationship or to just enjoy
some intimate moments with themselves. Surprisingly
enough, the desire to experiment is predominant for
women while men rather use sex toys to freshen up
their relationship. 10% of all participants simply enjoy
the stimulation at various pleasure hotspots that they
can’t tease and please on their own or simultaneously during lovemaking with their partner. 5%
of the participants see a sex toy as a guarantor for
orgasms. Very rarely, sex toys are used for medical
reasons e.g. erectile dysfunction or strengthening the
pelvic floor muscles.
Sex toys are just like shoes. You don’t need a ton
of shoes but if you have them, it’s nice to take them
out once in a while. The same goes for sex toys.
Some people always use the same toy, others like to
purchase a new one here and there. But how often
does a new sex toy find its way into the toy boxes?
Almost a quarter of all participants buy a new toy for
their collection once a year and almost 20% twice
a year. At least 8% add a new toy to their collection
more than once a month and 22% not even once a
year. This not only shows the longevity of sex toys
but also that, apparently, they often come in groups.
Sometimes the inner values are not the only things
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E T E A R E B U M AT V E R O
E O S E T A C C U !“
AUTOR

that matter. ORION wanted to know which aspects
are the most important when buying a new toy. Most
of the participants pay particular attention to the
material and the volume. The perfect sex toy should
be as quiet as possible but at the same time be
extremely powerful: power was considered just as
important as a stylish design, a highest possible
functionality and of course the price. And who
would’ve thought? Women value a powerful motor
more than men who pay more attention to design.
Know where: ORION wanted to know at which spots
men like to be stimulated to reach an overwhelming
orgasm. The most important hotspot for most men is
in fact the glans. That’s no surprise as there are 4000
nerve endings running together at the sensitive tip of
the penis. The male family jewels are far behind on
second place when it comes to the most favoured
pleasure spots. Those who think that only women get
aroused when their breasts are touched, will be quite
surprised by the ORION sex report’s results: The
nipples are the favourite pleasure spot for 29% of the
men with the backdoor as a close runner-up. Third
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place for the favourite pleasure spots of men belongs
to the prostate – 21% like to be stimulated there.
However, most of the men don’t want to commit
themselves to only one spot: about one third of the
male participants like to experiment with various
spots and don’t want to tie themselves down
to only one.
The clitoris has only one main task – give women
pleasure. And most women attach great importance
to their clitoris: it’s hardly a surprise that the clitoris
easily makes the top spot of the most favoured
female pleasure spots. It has 8000 nerve endings
overall, which are twice as much as the male glans
has! And still, for many men the female body remains
a mystery. The clitoris is extremely sensitive, no
doubt, but the ORION sex report shows that the
female body also has many more erogenous zones.
The legendary G-spot is the favoured hotspot of the
female body for 48% of the women, but the sensitive
nipples play an important role as well. The stimulation
of the A-spot, an extremely sensitive area between
G-spot and cervix, gives at least 15% of the women
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ecstatic pleasure while the stimulation of the area
around the opening of the urethra, the U-spot, makes
8% of women go wild. Experimenting and discovering is definitely a thing at the moment – 24% of
women don’t want to commit themselves to only one
favourite pleasure spot and like to experiment with
various hotspots.
The current ORION sex report shows that there’s a
growing trend for doing it yourself. Especially for men,
masturbation is quite literally an everyday activity!
On average, 10% of the participants masturbate
every day. This rather refers to men, however, who
masturbate far more frequently than women:
almost 20% of the men play with themselves every
day but only 1% of the women claim to do so.
This is particularly apparent among the younger
participants between 18 and 34 years. But, once
again, age matters: the older they are, the closer
men and women get when it comes to the frequency
of them masturbating.
Take matters into one’s own hands or just sit back
and let others do the work? No, we are not talking
about work life, but rather about the masturbation
preferences of our participants. There is no clear
trend, however. Using only the hands is slightly ahead
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with 58%, only 42% use toys when masturbating.
What stands out is that significantly more men than
women use only their hands to please themselves.
About one third of the participants also like a
combination of both and just as much change
between their hands and toys – whatever suits their
needs. By the way, an above-average number of
participants used the free text field to give an answer
that was not available to select: the shower jet is
extremely popular among a lot of the participants.
Let’s get to the climax, shall we?! How well does solo
sex do when it comes to the big O? More than half
of all participants reach an orgasm quicker during
masturbation and 23% come more often on their
own. The simple reason for the latter might be that
they just have sex with themselves more often than
they do with their partner. Solo sex also has some
advantages when it comes to the intensity: every fifth
person experiences a more intense orgasm during
masturbation. Not just a few even stated that they
always have an orgasm when masturbating but not
during sex with their partner. There are, on the other
hand, at least 20% who barely feel any difference
between orgasms from masturbation and orgasms
they have with their partner.
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How a sex toy changed my life
exclusive

D i s c o v e r m o re sto ries a t www.o -dia ries.co m

’ve been masturbating since the age of 14 or
15 and have always enjoyed a good climax.
But for a long time, masturbation was a
taboo topic in my life. It was something you
just didn’t speak about, a filthy topic no one
dared to address publicly. I used to think solo sex
was something one engaged in to relieve stress
and to orgasm of course. Hence, I never gave it
much thought. Instead, whenever my boyfriend
was away, I would mindlessly masturbate to
reach my goal – an orgasm.
When our relationship ended abruptly, I decided
to come off the pill which I had been on for
16 years. It was then, at 30 years old, that I
rediscovered my sexuality and my unique libido.
It felt as if I had awoken from hibernation and I
found myself ready to try something new. I knew
I wanted to give sex toys a try, so I started to look
for the perfect companion; a toy that would be
small in design, but intuitive and simple to use.
I didn’t want a sex toy with too many bells and

For a long time, this author’s
sex life was average at best,
whilst topics such as solo sex
were brushed under the table.
But then a profound event led
her to purchase her very first
sex toy - the Womanizer Starlet. She never imagined that
this little all-rounder would
change her entire life…

I
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whistles, but one that offered the best functionalities on the market. Admittedly, my expectations
were high. But then I discovered the Womanizer
Starlet with its specialist Pleasure Air™ technology. It’s precisely this feature which makes
the Womanizer such an original sex toy. The air
waves gently vibrate and massage my clitoris
leading to many amazing orgasms. Sometimes
they’re soft, other times they’re passionate. The
Starlet helps me reach the type of orgasm I need
at a particular point in time.
It’s surprising what you can learn just by using a
sex toy. For example, I found that masturbation
could be a wonderful and magical experience.
Solo sex is lived self-love. Using the Womanizer
Starlet, I also rediscovered my body and uncovered entirely new aspects about myself. For the first
time, I noticed what actually stimulates me sexually. Importantly, I learned to communicate my
sexual preferences to my lovers and later my new
partner. This new level of self-confidence turns
my partner on and has helped us to create an
overall healthier relationship. It’s neither egoistic
nor ‘dirty’ to speak about one’s sexual needs. On
the contrary, sexual pleasure becomes heightened the better we understand our own bodies.
But that’s not all: my self-confidence in the
bedroom also transcended into the office. I
suddenly found myself able to communicate my
career aspirations more clearly to my (male) boss
and I’ve even been able to negotiate a higher pay.
Previously, I used to say ‘yes’ to every demand
made, but now I’m more assertive and able to
say ‘no’ if I’m being given an unrealistic deadline
or have too much work on my desk already.
The more I stand up for myself, the more my life
improves. I no longer just wish for things to
happen, instead I actively make the changes
I seek, because I know I am worth it. I am no
longer afraid to speak my mind. And if you will,
the thing that got the ball rolling was the little
Womanizer Starlet.
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pjur Brand Space concept –

gives you more brand presence
exclusive

Ne w c o n c e pt f o r th e p o int o f sa le

In 2019, pjur is focusing on
establishing eyecatching
displays in stores, underscoring its commitment to
being the leading provider
of premium intimate
products ‚Made in Germany‘
But what exactly does the new
pjur Brand Space concept
involve and how can retailers
benefit from it? Here is the
answer.

What‘s the idea behind the pjur Brand
Space concept?
The concept combines pjur‘s new display
solutions with the successful ‚gives you
more‘ campaign, which is used to strengthen
the brand‘s presence in stores. This is
supplemented with marketing material, which
can be accessed in the pjur dealer lounge,
to ensure that online retailers can benefit too
and expand their pjur presence. The concept
bundles all existing POS initiatives and aims to
improve and harmonise the brand’s profile both
on- and offline.

We are not just highlighting the pjur brand
with this concept but also strengthening the
entire personal lubricant category,“ enthuses
Katrin Kühnrich, Senior Associate Business
Development at pjur.
Retailers can find out more about the pjur
Brand Space concept and POS material in the
pjur dealer lounge:
https://www.pjurlove.com/dealer-lounge

What does pjur offer retailers?
The pjur displays with the premium slat walls
don‘t just look great at the point of sale, they
also make it easier for consumers to find
the products they need in the shelves. The
displays are particularly practical for retailers
as their size can be adjusted and they can
also be adapted for smaller shops. In addition
to impressively showcasing pjur‘s extensive
portfolio, the concept also includes testers
that enable customers to try out the different
personal lubricants on display. Existing POS
material such as posters, flyers, shelf talkers
and stickers are, of course, still available.
Has the concept already been
implemented?
Sugar & Sas, pjur‘s exclusive sales partner in
Australia and New Zealand since the start of
the year, has been leading the way with the pjur
Brand Space concept. Two thirds of their shops
have already been modified in just a few months
and the positive feedback from sales staff
speaks for itself.
„We are delighted that the pjur Brand Spaces
concept is being so successfully implemented.
We are already seeing different adaptations
tailored to the characteristics of individual stores.
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„We congratulate eroFame and

look forward to the next 10 years.“
T h e e x h i bi tors give a p review o f th eir p la ns f o r th e 10 th ero Fa me

exclusive

There is reason to celebrate: eroFame turns ten this October! The organisers probably have some special
surprises planned which will be unveiled in due time. But for the time being, let’s focus on the exhibitors and
their plans for the show. We asked around among the participating companies, and here is what we learned.
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The Questions
1.

What are your motives for exhibiting at eroFame?
What expectations do you have regarding your
presence at the trade fair in Hanover?

2.
3.
4.

Could you give us a brief overview of
what you will be presenting at eroFame?
What trends and developments do you
expect to see at the show this year?
eroFame hits its 10th anniversary this year what is the secret of the trade show’s success?
91
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Laura Cosano
Fleshlight International
1) The most important for us is to listen to our
customers. We want to do our best in order to
increase sales, and not only offering high-quality
products. We’re talking about values as a
company. We want to expand our brand and keep
growing, so eroFame is perfect to meet new
possible wholesalers too.
2) There has been a lot of news from Fleshlight this
year: a change of roles in our company, new prices
for our products, successful launches… So we
hope having more good news for our customers
and offering them new promotions, attractive
interactive products, and new Fleshlight sleeves.
3) We’ll see more products for couples. But we
also expect some novelties in the male masturbator category as people are realising that male and
couple products are more important nowadays and
have been generating better sales lately, increasing
the figures year over year. I think climate change is
very important right now and affects this industry
too. So, I hope to see the first renewable masturbators or products created with eco-friendly
systems.
4) erofame is always the perfect date to see all our
partners around Europe. It’s important because we
can evaluate how our relationships have been
during the year, the good and bad steps we have
made. And we can set down the bases for the next
year. It’s interesting to know our customers’
feedback as we always use it to improve our
products and structures. I think the success of
eroFame is that it is improving the relationships
between companies.

Lisa van der Laan
Cobeco Pharma Wholesale BV
1) Every year, we join the eroFame exhibition and it
is always a great success. eroFame is a great
opportunity to strengthen our relationships with our
current clients but also meet new potential
prospects and share with them the new developments and projects that are happening within our
company. We are looking forward to enhancing
B2B relationships and in exchanging some
information in regard to the new marketing
methods that our fellow wholesalers use to
distribute their products in their own respective
countries.
2) For the past months, we have been doing
research on what appeals to the customer in the
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current Sexual Health market. As a production and
wholesale division for health and sexual wellness
products, we specialise in private labelling,
concept development and manufacturing.
Therefore, with our experience of being active in
the market since 1995, we can provide our clients
with the most concrete and complete information
to establish their own private label brand as well as
all rules & legislation that come with this process.
Besides the fact that we will be presenting some
new Cobeco branded products that can already be
found in our B2B web shop, we are more than
happy to walk you through our wide range of
inclusive products for health and sexual wellness.
3) There is currently a huge interest in more
sustainable, natural, and (vegan) cruelty-free
products. Nearly every health and sexual wellness
wholesaler includes these products in their
assortment because demand is increasing rapidly.
Besides this, we are noticing that having a product
range solely focusing on the health, sexual
wellness, and pleasure for men would be a great
addition to many of our clients’ already existing
product ranges. This also includes making the
shopping experience much more convenient for
men by having an all-inclusive product range that
covers all areas of pleasure products focused on
male sexual health needs.
4) The secret of eroFame’s success is that it is a
large platform for different wholesalers and
international producers of the sexual health
industry. eroFame allows all the attendees to
connect through their B2B relationships (whether
or not they are already existing) and form new and
successful ideas and services, combined with the
presentation of new products. This is beneficial to
both wholesalers and producers to build even
stronger bonds based on customer service and
face-to-face interaction.

Sham Galoria
Rocks-Off
1) Rocks Off see eroFame not only as our gateway
to the European markets, but it is also how we
meet directly with our key distributors and their
teams to showcase our new releases and of
course to generate new business accounts.
2) We are presenting further additions to the
already successful and super powerful Chaiamo
and Everygirl range which were also launched last
year at eroFame. The new products have the same
motor power technology which has taken the
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“THE QUAL ITY OF E XHIBITORS! THE IR E XC L USIV ITY
AT TRAC TS PROPE R BUY E RS TO THIS SHOW !”
A N G E L A M U S T O N E , H I G H O N LO V E

market by storm, so we are fully expecting that the
next tranche of products in the range will be equally
successful. Regala is a dual-motored A spot rabbit
made with sensory velvet touch, body-safe silicon.
Sophisticated lines and ergonomic dimensions have
been skilfully crafted to drive you towards the
ultimate A spot orgasm. The elegantly curved,
elongated shaft and precision tip enable Regala to
glide effortlessly into position to arouse and
stimulate your A spot. Regala is available in lilac,
rose blush, and black.
Also showcasing within in the range is Oriel, the
ultimate couples play wand. Luxuriously sleek and
designed for pure pleasure, Oriel is the perfect
addition for couples who enjoy intense, sensual,
and full-on vibrational contact. Discrete in appearance but powerful in performance, with sensory
velvet touch silicone, easy controls, and a flexible
head that will ensure couples receive deep
vibrations exactly where and when they are needed
since Oriel niches to the body’s curves and trigger
points. Oriel is available in Lilac, Rose Blush, and
Black.
Again, there will be more additions to the Menex
range with two rechargeable products Falex and
Xerus. Falex is a really powerful anal wand geared
to provide maximum performance and to deliver
intense and increased pleasure. Falex’ curved tip
and expertly designed shaft will enhance the
intensity of orgasms with accurate prostate
stimulation as it contours to the body.
Xerus is an amazing rechargeable cock ring.
Xerus’s sleek design meets with ultimate power as
the vibrational contact points and firm velvet touch,
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body-safe silicone fits to the body ensuring that
you and your partner’s passion experience is truly
exceptional. From deep, fulfilling rumble to high-octane pulse, Xerus has been designed to take you
and your partner on the ride of a lifetime.
3) Without a doubt, we see many products
showcased at industry events every year; some are
clearly there for the long haul whilst others
disappear. Our ethos is to continue to deliver
quality products and ranges that shoehorn with our
distributors and retailers’ inventories and we
believe that our new additions will add further
testament to this. Style, presentation, and power at
very competitive pricing we believe is what sets
Rocks Off apart from the standard.
4) Any successful show needs to listen to the
market and eroFame has clearly risen to the
challenge in making the show a need-to-go
destination for the industry’s buyers and suppliers.

Nathalie Vernin
EXSENS
1) EXSENS has been exhibiting at eroFame for five
years now. eroFame is our annual meeting with our
partners, customers, and friends. It is an excellent
opportunity to meet one another, discuss business
opportunities and market trends. It would be
interesting to add more ‚professional market
information‘ during the show. For example:
– New European Medical Devices Regulations Mai
2020 (concerning intimate lubricants)
– Maybe innovation and 3D approach
– Maybe New European Cosmetics Regulations
regarding claims, appl. 01/07/2019
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– The growing trend of organic products
overall / waste management / quality issues in
manufacturing
– We are launching EXSENS Nipple Arousal
Creams - flavoured and with refreshing effect:
CRAZY LOVE CHERRY and OH MY STRAWBERRY. Stimulating the nipples can lead to a
truly enjoyable experience. Many nerve endings
are concentrated in this ultra-sensitive area.
The ideal way is to start with gentle caresses,
without pinching. A slight touch or a slight
movement with the fingers, with the tongue or
with a delicate object causes interesting
sensations which, little by little, lead to another
level of excitement.
Nipple stimulation is an art and all elements are
very important: Kissing and tongue movements,
the speed of movements, massages with fingers or

Heidi Brüggemann
Brüggemann KG
1) We have been to eroFame several times as a
retailer in previous years to meet new producers.
Now, we are a producer ourselves, offering a
beautiful collection for her and him, ranging from size
XS to 10XL, and this will be our debut presenting
them at eroFame. We expect our products to be
exactly what many retailers are looking for.
2) Fashion for her and him and clubwear, from XS to
10 XL. The special thing about our collection is that
ALL products are produced in all sizes from XS to 10
XL. Another advantage we have going for our
collection is that I, Heidi Brüggemann, have been
running a business focusing on this very segment
since 2011, meaning I know how to create my own
designs to cater to customer wishes. Being a
producer means that we can respond to special

“IT’ S A C OMBINATION OF GRE AT TE AM,
GRE AT ORGANISATION, AND GRE AT E XHIBITORS.”
A R N O D O L L , A M O R G U M M I WA R E N

devices, a slight pinch, temperature, etc. EXSENS’
nipples arousal creams are flavoured creams with
refreshing effect. Playing with the temperature and
flavour is an exciting tip to stimulate nipples and
get out of the sexual routine.
3) Working in a very feminine team inevitably lead
us to deeply analyse women‘s expectations and
wishes. Consequently, EXSENS will continue to
innovate in this field of products and also in the
segment of organic certified products.
4) Congratulations! Usually, there is no secret: a
professional approach to the market and value-oriented organization of events.
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requests and create custom versions of our products.
So, we can rightfully claim that we definitely have the
right fashion for you!
3) Our collection is not just erotic products; it covers
various facets of the fashion market, and we have
something for everybody between 18 and 70 years of
age, in any clothes size. We expect a growth of at
least 35% for next year.
4) We feel that the erotic market will always continue
to grow. And demand will grow along with it.
eroFame is a perfect hub for the b2b segment as you
can pick up and touch the products and gauge
their quality.
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Daniel Stripinis
Naughty Ventures Toys America
1) We are from Canada and are very pleased to
choose eroFame as the debut of our new brand:
NAUGHTY VENTURES. We would like to showcase
our products in 9 categories and to seek opportunities to work with distributors/wholesalers in
different markets. We hope our new items will
impress everyone.
2) High-quality sex toys for men, women, and
couples. We‘ve been making adult toys for almost
8 years and we are experts in this field.
3) People like toys with special features, excellent
quality, and affordable prices. The market in
underserved countries is growing very quickly: We
see this as an opportunity.
4) It‘s very professional and open to the whole
world.

Richard Fhal
Concorde
1) To meet new customers, improve turnover, and
reinforce the popularity of our brand of cosmetic
love: PLEASURE SECRET.
2) At our luxurious and high-end booth, we will
present the latest creations of the PLEASURE
SECRET range.
3) We would like to see professionals from some
countries rarely present at eroFame.
4) This success is due to the fact that the visitors
are professionals; there are no public visitors.
However, be aware of the presence of Chinese
manufacturers who cause problems for the actual
set of exhibitors; their proliferation could jeopardise
the future and the success of eroFame.

Dennis Jansen
Dusedo
1) We believe this is a great opportunity for us to
talk face to face with our customers and prospects,
while impressing them with lots of innovative and
exciting new stuff of which we’ll bring a lot this year!
2) We are releasing a completely new line, which
every adult retailer (on- and offline) will want, as I
can personally guarantee. It doesn’t just offer
high-quality ‘essentials’ and great designs, but also
jumps off the walls in stores thanks to its fantastic
looks. Last but most certainly not least, there will
be a few very innovative, interactive new products
that will simply amaze everyone who dares to make
a stop at DUSEDO’s booth, number 90!
3) For the most part, the ‘trend’ of the last years
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seemed to be ‘more of the same’, sometimes only
varying in colour or shape and size. However, I
expect this industry will get to see and enjoy a lot
more functionality and controllability in adult toys
and devices, thanks to continuous innovation and
improved technologies…
4) I will leave that one up to the show’s visitors! As
long as they continue to attend and visitor numbers
continue to increase, they are the ones that can
answer this question best…

Jo Walda
TENGA
1) Since we first came to eroFame in 2010, we have
found great value in participating - not only meeting
with our existing customers and stakeholders, but
also introducing ourselves to newcomers and those
who may not be aware of us and what we do. This
year, as ever we‘re looking forward to getting down
to the nitty gritty with all who come to the booth.
2) We will be introducing two new product ranges
- one for our male-focused TENGA brand and
another for the female-centric iroha brand - with
sample products for people to touch and feel. We‘ll
also be demonstrating our full range of our existing
products for everyone to enjoy.
3) We‘re seeing a greater inclusion of all types of
customers and different (previously underserved)
types of pleasure, which is a really great thing for
the industry and society as a whole. Diversity isn‘t
just a buzzword, it seems!
4) Firstly, happy birthday, eroFame! There are so
many reasons eroFame has been around for so
long: its central location in Europe, its transparency
and organisation, but I think we‘d all be lying if we
didn‘t say Oktoberfest - it has a way of bringing
people together and getting the whole industry to
let loose. May it continue for another decade!

Marcel
SDC Grayads
1) We want to present the industry with the largest
open-minded online Ad Network in the world. We
expect to make connections with potential clients,
develop partnerships, and educate the market on
the potential of this distribution channel.
2) We are a high-traffic network of websites. We
get 4 M+ sessions every month and 16 M+ ad
impressions. We will present our huge reach as
well as our way of targeting ads to our users so
that they see what they need, and advertisers can
have the right customers.
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“EROFAME HAS ALWAY S L ISTE NE D TO
THE W ISHE S AND NE E DS OF THE E XHIBITORS.”
HAUKE CHRISTIANSEN, ORION WHOLESALE

3) We expect the following trends:
- Interest in education on alternative lifestyles will
continue to rise
- Educators will consolidate their content on sites
like SDC.com
- Desire to buy products to support new lifestyles
will increase
- More experts will start creating niche
sex-ed content
4) - The amount of credible businesses

Oliver Redschlag
Joydivision
1) eroFame in Hanover has become one of the
biggest and most important b2b shows in the
world, and for a decade, we have been tickled pink
year after year to be a part of this event. Being a
Hanover-based company offering products “Made
with Love in Germany / Hanover”, eroFame is the
single most important trade event for us.
We are looking forward to meeting trade members,
friends, and business partners. What we learn at
eroFame will be used to optimise and further
expand the JOYDIVISION range of must-have
brand products and sales-promoting marketing
tools. At our booth, retailers get to see strong
brands and successful products that belong on the
shelves of every store.
2) First of all, we are going to present the 25-year
success story of JOYDIVISION. For a quarter of a
century, this brand has been a reliable partner to
the trade, offering top-sellers such as AQUAglide,
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BIOglide, WARMup, and who could forget the Soft
Tampons that have been highly successful for 20
years. Moreover, we are going to showcase new
additions to these high-selling brands that will be of
great interest to any trade member. And there will be
an exciting, innovative promotion during the show.
3) Self-care and eco-responsibility are topics that
gain more and more momentum within society.
People look for fulfilment in their sex lives. Mechanical sex is not appealing any more, what matters is
the inter-personal aspect, the communication, the
togetherness. Being a producer, we don’t just churn
out new products, but we also serve as advisors,
counsellors, and kindred spirits. We have an advice
section on www.JOYDIVISION.com where we
provide all sorts of information and suggestions
regarding the topic of sexuality.
4) We congratulate eroFame and look forward to the
next 10 years. The secret of a trade show’s success
lies in providing an efficient and professional meeting
place for companies and people, and eroFame has
been excelling at this game for many years. We
raise our glasses to all the people who are working
on the show. Being a member of the advisory
board, we are obviously also a little proud ourselves
to be a part of this success story – and we will
continue to be a part of it for many years to come.

Katja Holtgrewe
ESCORA GmbH & Co. KG
1) We want to win over new audiences in the lingerie
market, boost the name recognition of our brands,
and present our accessories (such as masks,
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“OVER THE COURSE OF THE PAST TEN YEARS, EROFAME
HAS FIRMLY ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS A PROFESSIONAL
B2B TRADE SHOW FOR EROTIC PRODUCTS.“
CHRISTOPH HOFMANN, MYSTIM

stockings, body jewellery) to a new audience.
2) Sexy lingerie from our Diamor brand and the c’e
due fashion/body jewellery collection, as well as
accessories like masks and Stockings.
4) This is our first time at eroFame so we can’t really
answer that question.

Angela Mustone
HighOnLove
1) I have been doing eroFame for the past ten years,
but this year will be even more special because I will
be exhibiting my own brand; HighOnLove. I know
the European market will love this product line and I
can’t wait to show them what HighOnLove has to
offer.
2) HighOnLove Stimulating Orgasm Oil, HighOnLove
Stimulating Orgasm Gel, HighOnLove Sensual
Massage Oils, HighOnLove Sensual Bath Oil,
HighOnLove Dark Chocolate Body Paint, HighOnLove Lip Gloss for Couples, and HighOnLove
Massage Candle.
3) Penetrate the European market and have my
products available everywhere! We already obtained
our certificates of sale and we are ready to go!
4) The quality of exhibitors! Their exclusivity attracts
proper buyers to this show!

Danny Jacobs
Ylva & Dite
1) We are a newly founded company within this
industry, and we want to meet the industry
members. Shake hands, drink some German
beer, and make sure that we make a good
first impression.
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2) Our products are designed, developed, and
manufactured in Holland. We want to show that
Dutch quality products can be beautiful and
affordable. The first product line we’ve developed
and manufactured consists out of thirteen dildos in
brilliant colours.
3) We expect that the trend of individualisation
continues. People are looking for a unique identity
which is reflected in unique products. Unique niche
products will intrigue the consumer more and more
and firmly establish themselves within the market.
4) For us, it’s the first time, so we are not able to
provide a helicopter-view reason for this success.
We do know that we want to attend eroFame
because this is one of the few shows in the world
where all the industry leaders meet, greet, and
build relations.

Michael Sonner
HOT
1) eroFame is the only show in Europe that attracts
such a large audience of international trade
members. That makes it an ideal platform to
present our brand and meet the majority of our
customers over the course of just a few short days.
2) We have completely relaunched our Shiatsu
brand. That means, all of the current products will
be phased out of stores in October, to be replaced
by the 50 products we will present at eroFame,
boasting new design and innovative ideas. Shiatsu
will get an entirely new face with these fantastic,
new products. By the way, out dedication to
organic and natural products will also be reflected
in the packaging design. We are extremely thrilled
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to present the entire - and entirely new – Shiatsu
range to the trade visitors at eroFame.
3) I think many exhibitors will take a cue from our
strategy. We will see more ecologically responsible
packaging materials. Organic and vegan are big
buzzwords, and this trend will only get bigger. I
wouldn’t be surprised if we saw the first sustainable toys at the show.
4) This trade show has grown and evolved year
after year. The quality of the exhibitors and the
booths is stellar. As a result, no international trade
member will rue their decision to visit Hanover.

Brian Pellham
Kheper Games
1) It is always great for us to meet new customers
we haven‘t reached yet with our ever-expanding
collection of multi-language games. Recently,
we‘ve started offering our weed-themed games in
Germany and the U.K. as well.
2) We will be launching new emoji DTF games that
allow our customers to experiment with sexting
emoji‘s. Also, we‘ve expanded our line of edible
items, our pot-themed games and holiday specific
offerings. We have new novelty barware, squishy
toys, and adult party games.
3) Party games still continue to be hugely successful for us. We‘re taking a new direction with our
emoji games as we are learning that our customers
are becoming curious about naughty emojis.
These new games will allow them to learn about
sexting while playing simple dice and card games
with their lovers. They act them out during and
after game play, but they will also be able to sext
their favourite scenarios to their lovers in the future.
4) Their ability to attract vendors and customers
from all over the world.

Monique Carty
Nexus
1) eroFame is a great place to touch base with our
existing customers and meet potential ones all in
one place. Because of this, it’s also the perfect
arena to launch new products.
2) This year we have launched a lot of new
items. We have upgraded our bests-elling range
of rotating prostate massagers, Revo. We have
launched Simul8 prostate edition, Butt Plug Trio,
Slip lubricant and Max 20, all of those will be on
show. Later in the year, we will be launching a
new Revo model, a new Simul8 model, and two
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show exclusives so be sure to stop by and take
a look!
3) I expect more brands to push into the prostate
massage arena.
4) I think the fact that the organisers really have the
industry’s best interest at heart and listen to the
vendors.

Claire Chen
Odeco
1) We want to exhibit our products, into which our
designers and engineers have poured a lot of time
and energy. Since the design phase, our team have
reviewed them many times over. During the sample
phase, our team mimicked consumer behaviour,
and we had multiple testing rounds. We want
everyone to see them. We want everyone to see
the fruit of our efforts and what we can do.
2) We want to show our new designs and our technology. As a professional manufacturer, we want to
show our workmanship, our design ability, our
technology, and our innovation.
3) Looking at the market, you will find a lot of
similar products. We believe products will end up
being much easier and simpler to use in the future.
As for developments, there will be more innovative
products.
4) I would say that, as a professional trade show, it
attracts a lot of buyers to come. It brings the
buyer and sellers more closely together. Once at
the show, people also find new and innovative
products. It brings the market together.

Carl Malmberg
Svakom
1) We always launch new toys at eroFame, so we
make sure these are seen by as many sellers as
possible and of course, we also want to talk to old
and new customers. Hopefully, we will see a lot of
new and old customers!
2) Hopefully, we will have four new products - two
of which represent a new category for Svakom.
Can‘t say much as we are still developing the
products, but it will be for male users and a great
addition to the Svakom line!
3) Stronger vibrations, more functions, better apps
for controlling toys, and hopefully something
unexpected!
4) Making sure that the biggest companies are
there and that most of the European stores/sellers
attend. Or maybe it is the food and beer at the
Octoberfest that attracts so many exhibitors? :-)
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selves.
Available as single product or 12 pieces in a self-explanatory display for the sales counter.
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F E A T U R E

Hauke Christiansen

Evertine Visser

ORION Wholesale

EDC Wholesale

1) eroFame is one of the leading trade shows in the
industry and an event that no relevant producer or
wholesaler would want to miss, and neither would
any retailer who sells erotic products or wants to
do so. We expect a lot of visitors at the show and
fruitful conversations with our customers and
interested parties.
2) Given the vast and diverse range of ORION, it’s
hard to boil the highlights down to just a few
products. One that would come to mind is the new
SUCK O MAT. Of course, the visitors can also look
forward to many other additions to the well-known
ORION brands such as Abierta Fina, Cottelli
Collection Bondage, Plus Size, You2Toys, and Just
Glide to name but a few. Moreover, we are
confident that our new booth design will positively
wow the crowd.

1) We are always pleased to meet our industry
friends and customers in person at the eroFame
show. Our biggest motivation to exhibit at the
show is to be able to connect with many people in
one place, to exchange experiences regarding last
year’s releases, and to get feedback on this year’s
new introductions. Every year, we welcome more
visitors at the EDC Wholesale booth, and we are
excited to see what eroFame holds in store for us
this year - and how the industry will work together
to improve each other’s business.
2) Our team has worked year-round to design new
brands and outstanding products. This will all
come together at this year’s show. We will
showcase our newest brands at the 2019 eroFame
trade show, with a combination of the latest - including never before seen - house brands of EDC

“THE E ROFAME TRADE SHOW IS AN E V E NT W HE RE
OU R INDUSTRY ’ S FINE ST C OME TOGE THE R W ITH THE
N EW E ST PRODUC TS AND THE L ATE ST TRE NDS.”
EVERTINE VISSER, EDC WHOLESALE

3) While the general acceptance of erotic products
in society has increased, the number of retailers
continues to decrease. At the same time, you have
an overabundance of products of all types of
quality. Having 40 years of experience and a tried
and proven range of top sellers makes ORION a
great business partner for any retailer.
4) eroFame has always listened to the wishes
and needs of the exhibitors. The result is a
trade show that has ticked all the boxes from
day one. The large number of visitors and the
well-attended Oktoberfest parties are proof of
its popularity.
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Wholesale and a selection of our valued third-party
brands, supported by our partners. We are
presenting our house brands from a revamped 130
square meter booth, right at the entrance. You
can’t miss it. Our team is available to talk about all
products presented at the show, including no less
than 10 exciting new brands. We will present our
2019 limited edition Advent Calendar at a
Christmas-themed area. After promoting the
calendar online, it will be nice to present the design
and to give a taste of the products inside. On the
first two days of the show, we will also invite the
visitors to a meet and greet at our Dutch Delicious
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“EROFAME HAS BE C OME THE MOST
SUC C E SSFUL TRADE SHOW FOR THE
EROTIC INDUSTRY, AND RIGHTFUL LY SO.”
ALEXANDER GIEBEL, PJUR

Event, starting at 17:00h at the EDC booth #131.
We will be serving typical Dutch bites and drinks
for everyone’s tastes.
3) We expect to see more and more high-end toys
and more stylish packaging designs. The whole
purchasing process of a toy becomes more of an
experience, from the moment the consumer starts
looking for the perfect toy until the moment they
start unboxing their purchased item. The box is
more than a practical thing, it has become part of
the process.
4) The eroFame trade show is an event where our
industry’s finest come together with the newest
products and the latest trends. I think that the
secret of the trade show’s success comes from big
established brands exhibiting side by side with
small start-up brands. Everyone gets an equal
opportunity to present their brands and products.
And the trade members also benefit from visiting
this show as they are made aware of the latest
trends.

Amy Lin
OIVITA CREATIVE CO., LTD.
1) Women and tech are what we care about. We
love exploring how we can use technology to
please ourselves, love ourselves, and share more
with others. We don’t want clients to only focus on
the “fitness in bed” part, but to be more aware of
the overall health aspects of sexuality. Some
people might not be so good at marathon running,
but great at working out 3 minutes in bed, and with
that in mind we might be able to see a hint of the
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problems in their heart rate variability; for example,
maybe the sympathetic nervous system is too
sensitive. In contrast, some people may have no
issues at all with swimming or hiking, but in a
certain position during sex they feel uncomfortable,
with ÖRing Plus they might be able to have a clue
of what’s going on from looking at the HRV. We
offer a tool that’s just as convenient as a screwdriver- you don’t think about it but when it’s there
when you need it, so you’ll be so glad that it exists.
This investment, which costs less than a luxurious
meal, has the potential to lead you to a whole new
experience. We believe this enhances the activity
itself and that‘s the reason why we are here.
Sex and tech are two essential parts of our modern
life. We are trying our best to blend the latest
technology into products designed for pleasure,
bringing more excitement and joy to people. However, the biggest issue we’ve noticed so far is that
the traditional intimate product industry, compared
to the tech industry, is not very quick to adapt to
solutions using modern technology. By adding
innovation to intimate products, we hope we will be
able to share our ideas and make an impact in the
industry. We also hope to find like-minded people
to partner with, sharing Oivita‘s concepts & achievements with larger group of consumers.
2) ÖRing Plus - The 1st Intimate Wearable with
precise biometric detection: ÖRing Plus has
unique algorithms for tracking SpO2, heart rate,
calories burned, and even thrust speed, impact,
and counts. It is as accurate as professional
medical devices.
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ÖRing SE - Except for biometrics detection, ORing
SE shares all the other features of ORing Plus. ORing
series is the best selection among cock rings in the
market.
ÖVibe -The 1st Patented Bionic Structure Design.
ÖVibe has the ability to swell while maintaining an
elegant appearance. The head of the vibrator can
grow 37% larger than its original size. We have
chosen to use bionic machinery over an inflatable
structure because the latter has a high risk of leaking
air which could lead to thrombosis.
ÖVibe O - The 1st Vibrator with Patented Floating
Design. Based on physical inertia, ÖVibe O presents
a magical ‚gentle caressing‘ style of massage
together with its vibration, creating an unprecedented
excitement for both the clitoris and the cervix.
ÖBall - The 1st Smart Kegel Training Device with
Multiple Sensors. ÖBall has 12 delicate sensors to
detect pressure, telling how every inch of your vaginal
muscles work. After connecting with the App, one
can start a series of training courses. Users can learn
the real time conditions of vaginas, from being able to
smush a strawberry to crushing a walnut.
Ölub -The most luxurious water-based lubricant.
Series: AQUA/LUSCIOUS/PLUSH. Hydration is
actually what boosts a cell‘s strength against stress
and pressure, speeding up the metabolism of skin
cells. And ladies, we know that our delicate flowers
require extra care and hydration.
ÖLub is inspired by the effective formula of a
high-end skin care product. We use hyaluronic acid
as the major moisturiser, making ÖLub a luxurious
treat. Can you imagine that? Using ÖLub is like
you’re using the best skincare kit to honour your
most sensitive area!
3) You cannot underestimate the impact of what tech
brings to the sex world. Although the impact of
technology on sexual wellness has not been noticed
en masse yet, we truly believe Sex Tech has a huge
potential in the market. Sex Tech is a trend that is
growing within sex industry, and it gives people the
opportunity to explore, nurture and innovate while
during intimate moments. More than that, it helps us
focus on overall sexual wellness, which is often
neglected during sex.

Raymond Houtenbos
Evolved Novelties BV
1) We’re very excited about eroFame this year
because we’re re-introducing Evolved to the
European market as a ‚local‘ company! Since the last
show, we’ve opened our European headquarters and
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warehouse in the Netherlands, so we can ship much
more easily around the continent. It has really
improved our understanding of the market to have a
permanent presence here, and we’re starting to feel
the difference in terms of enthusiasm for the brands
and sales. We love meeting our partners and affiliates
face to face in a trade show setting, so eroFame will
help us set the stage for connecting on that personal
level.
2) We are launching our new lingerie line “Barely
Bare” at EroFame this year. We’ve had a great
response so far with our teaser outreach, and we
expect it to really work for the European market. The
line is all about seductive black mesh and lace pieces
with colour accents like body stockings and kits as
well as some panties. We’re also offering long black
lace gloves which so far are a huge hit! They’re
perfect for night-time seduction, but they also work
for cosplay in a variety of different roles. The special
thing about Barely Bare is that everything comes in
these cool looking matte black gift boxes with a
diamond-heart-adorned red garter snapped over the
outside.
We have also added100 plus new items since the
last trade show, including the cock ring expansion
that people have been waiting for. In particular, ZT
Toys’ Ringleader cock ring is garnering a lot of
attention with its spinning wheel that feels like nothing
else on the market in the couple’s ring category. Right
now, Evolved is focused on creating innovative toys
with more moving parts that offer sensations you
don’t find anywhere else. The Grand Slam, for
example, with its thrusting motion and twirling pearls,
or the Rocking G with the unique “come hither”
motion that everyone says is the most successful for
G-spot orgasms. We thought, why not make a toy
that actually mimics the finger movement? We also
have some small new vibes that are catching on, like
the Unicorn Power finger ring that looks like a
spiralled unicorn horn. And we always like to remind
people that almost all our toys are water submersible
and have a replacement warranty for five years. And
when you buy with us, you get lots of free testers!
4) Happy Anniversary, eroFame! We’ve grown along
with you, because last year, Evolved Novelties
celebrated ten years in business, too. In fact, we had
a triple celebration that we dubbed ‚10-20-50‘ with
three anniversaries – Evolved, Zero Tolerance
Entertainment, and Adam & Eve, which celebrated
fifty years! I think brand longevity – whether it’s a toy
company or a trade show –
comes down to consistency and value. What are
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“EROFAME IS ONE OF THE BIGGE ST AND MOST
WE L L ORGANISE D SHOW S IN THE W ORL D.
WE LOV E BE ING AT THE E V E NT, AND W E KNOW
THAT IT W IL L PAY OFF FOR US.”
J O H A N N A R I E F, W O W T E C H

people getting out of it and can they rely on those
results year after year? So, here’s hoping we all keep
up with our success!

Zsolt Rácz
Debra Net
1) Exhibitions are all about people, so we mainly
keep this on our mind when preparing for the fair.
We definitely wish to get in touch with our existing
business partners and establish new fruitful
connections with customers and suppliers alike.
2) We do not intend to give any spoilers before the
show, but we will definitely present several new
products based on clients’ demand.
3) At distribution level, more and more exclusive
deals which will definitely shape the market in the
coming years. On the product side, we can see a
growing number of niche products coming out
targeting more specific customer groups. Technology also represents a factor that has a serious
impact on the erotic industry.
4) Maybe because it has created a positive image
and good reputation and by today, all players take
it seriously. eroFame has proved that is can adopt
to market and technological changes. It represents
values which are respected by the majority of
companies doing business in this industry. So just
keep doing this excellent job.

Johanna Rief
WOW Tech
1) A lot has happened at WOW these past twelve
months, and we are looking forward to eroFame
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2019 and our extra big booth (170m².) There, we
can meet with business partners, negotiate
conditions, and present our new products, of
course. This year, there will also be the VISION
WOW event on the evening before the first trade
show day (on October 8) – an exclusive partner
and press event with product presentations,
interesting lectures, and Q & As with our experts.
What we expect from the show itself is an
opportunity to build on our existing business
relationships, to meet potential new clients, and,
most importantly, to have a whale of a time.
2) We will present new brands, new products, and
new technologies. That’s all I can tell you at this
moment, but we are definitely looking forward to
welcoming many visitors at our booth.
4) eroFame is one of the biggest and most
well-organised shows in the world. We love being
at the event, and we know that it will pay off for us.
We congratulate the team on this 10-year
anniversary, and we look forward to 10 more years
(at the very least)!

Christoph Hofmann
Mystim
1) The way we see it, eroFame has been one of the
best and biggest b2b trade shows in this industry.
For us as exhibitors, this is a must go, and we
mark this weekend in our calendar months in
advance. eroFame is a platform for maintaining and
establishing contacts with national and international trade visitors and doing business with them.
We have had great success presenting our new
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HELEN
Material: TPE
Weight: 33kg
Height: 158cm
Bust:85
Waist:53
Hip:82cm
Vaginal depth: 18cm
Anal depth: 18cm
Oral depth: 15cm

€1999
RRP

Helen is a large, life-sized love doll made of premium materials
such as smooth TPE. The design features a sturdy steel skeleton
IRUPD[LPXPGXUDELOLW\DQGIUHHVWDQGLQJXVDJHDQGÀH[LELOLW\WR
pose the doll into a position of choice.
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“W E C ONGRATUL ATE E ROFAME AND LOOK
FO RWARD TO THE NE XT 10 Y E ARS.”
O L I V E R R E D S C H L A G , J OY D I V I S I O N

products to the savvy and highly interested trade
audience at this show, and it has helped us seal
many, many deals. We expect nothing less from
this year’s event.
2) We are going to present exciting new products
and proven top-sellers from our range of e-stim
sex toys. Our main focus is on the new,
beautifully designed e-stim masturbator Opus E.
A realistic-looking innovation that is available in
three different versions: vaginal, anal, and
donut-shaped. The special thing about this
toy is that the conductive elements that convey
the stimulation current are placed inside the
soft masturbator. This means that electric
pulses hit exactly where you want them to hit,
from the base of the penis to the tip. This makes
for a strong stimulation of the senses, and you
really get the feeling of having sex with another
person. In order to boost the sales of Opus E,
we have created a bunch of POS materials for
interested trade members. Apart from shelf
talkers, posters, and roll-ups, we also have a
special sales display including a 7” video screen
for our informative explanatory video. In addition
to all this, we are going to bring many of our
other sex toys to Hanover, including our classic
vibrators, dildos, and vibrating geisha balls.
We are already looking forward to seeing old
friends and new contacts at booth 120.
3) Every year, the range of sex toys on the market
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keeps growing. But the products that really capture
the consumers’ attention are those that combine
functionality AND design. Put differently: The
consumers want sex toys that provide ecstatic
experiences and also look great – maybe so great
that you need to take a closer look to identify them
as sex toys. Our new masturbator Opus E definitely
meets those criteria! The additional electrical
pulses stimulate the senses in such a way that the
experience feels uncannily realistic. And from a
design standpoint, it is definitely a feast for the
eyes. The dull black outer case with its crystalline
structure gives the toy an elegant high-quality feel.
It definitely has a striking and decidedly male look.
One of the biggest developments in the market is
that there are more and more toys for men, and
that there is more and more demand for sex toys
with e-stim features! Long gone are the days when
people were intimidated by this stimulation
technology; if anything, it is starting to reach the
mainstream. And who would rob themselves of this
thrilling, fascinating experience that literally touches
you on a deeper level?
4) Over the course of the past ten years, eroFame
has firmly established itself as a professional b2b
trade show for erotic products. There are three
clearly identifiable pillars of this success: the great
quality of the exhibitors, the highly interested trade
visitors, and the international character of the event
that is only becoming stronger.
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JESSICA
Material: TPE
Weight: 32kg
Height: 160cm
Bust:76cm
Waist:51cm
Hip:83cm
Vaginal depth: 18cm
Anal depth: 18cm
Oral depth: 15cm

€1999
RRP

Jessica is a large, life-sized love doll made of premium materials
such as smooth TPE. The design features a sturdy steel skeleton
IRUPD[LPXPGXUDELOLW\DQGIUHHVWDQGLQJXVDJHDQGÀH[LELOLW\WR
pose the doll into a position of choice.
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“WE LOV E ME E TING OUR PARTNE RS AND AFFIL IATE S
FA CE TO FAC E IN A TRADE SHOW SE TTING, SO E ROFA M E
WILL HE L P US SE T THE STAGE FOR C ONNE C TING
ON THAT PE RSONAL L E V E L .”
R AY M O N D H O U T E N B O S , E V O LV E D N O V E LT I E S BV

Claire Blakeborough
Cyrex
1) eroFame gives us the perfect opportunity to
connect with our European partners and show
them updates to our range on a face to face basis.
We have some exciting new products to show off,
so we’re expecting to be very busy!
2) Electrastim have concentrated on development
throughout 2019 with product launches being a
point of focus. eroFame will give European
customers a first look at the bright and bold
Silicone Fusion range (launched in July) as well as
an exclusive debut of a brand-new accessory to
the collection. For those who haven’t had a chance
to get their hands on AXIS; eroFame will be the
perfect opportunity to try the most advanced and
versatile electro sex stimulator on the market. Plus,
because we’re never content to slow down, we’ll
be launching a top-secret project for the first time
to eroFame attendees.
3) As the adult toy industry becomes more
‘acceptable’ in the eyes of the mainstream retail
world, more and more toy manufacturers pop up.
Unfortunately, this means that unavoidably a lot of
brands are doing the same things as each other so
any companies that can present something new
and fresh will make strides ahead of their competition. This competition is good for creating better
products, so this year we’re confident we’ll see a
lot of people taking a more imaginative approach
to toy design. Aside from that we’re probably going
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to see a lot more products that could fall under
‘sex tech’ and have advanced connectivity,
features and perhaps even AI.
4) eroFame has always had such a variety of
exhibitors that the demographic for the show is
massive. This gives all of us a much larger
opportunity to reach different markets we can’t find
elsewhere. Plus, with 10 years of experience
eroFame runs smoothly and is well organised
which makes the atmosphere fun and relaxed- it’s
a show we always really look forward to.

Arno Doll
Amor Gummiwaren
1) Like every year, we are happy and excited to
meet friends from the industry, strengthen existing
business relationships, and win over new customers. Similar to last year, we are going to focus on
the private label segment, lubricants in particular.
Expect to see a lot of new products in that
category.
2) The composition of our range has remained
largely the same, we only have much more
products in the individual segments now. We are
going to present app-controlled toys under the
Vibratissimo banner and also lubricants and
condoms.
3) So far, it has been a great year for us because
we have caught the attention a lot of new
customers, especially with our lubricants. We have
really ramped up production in that segment over
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PAMELA
Material: TPE
Weight: 39 kg
Height: 161cm
Bust:95cm
Waist:54cm
Hip:97cm
Vaginal depth: 18cm
Anal depth: 18cm
Oral depth: 15cm

€1999
RRP

Pamela is a large, life-sized love doll
made of premium materials such as
smooth TPE. The design features a
sturdy steel skeleton for maximum
durability and freestanding usage,
DQG ÀH[LELOLW\ WR SRVH WKH GROO LQWR D
position of choice.
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the course of the past 12 months to meet this
growing demand. Right now, the market is shifting
again, and it is becoming much more focused.
We’ll have to wait and see how these new
constructs fare in the upcoming months.
4) It’s a combination of great team, great organisation, and great exhibitors. Also, the organisers are
really trying to meet the expectations of all
exhibitors, no matter if their small fry or big fish. We
definitely wish eroFame an equally successful
second decade!

Randal Withers
Swiss Navy
1) The motivation to attend this show is simple.
The show always produces new business and a
wider footprint for our products in this market. Our
expectations are the same every year. A great
show with our clients and new contacts. Such a
great event. The meetings are meaningful…the

professional environment that allows people to get
to know each other and create long-term business
relationships. It’s fun and together, we get a lot
done. The shows timing allows the industry
members to set their direction for the coming year.

Linda McLean
Shunga
1) It motivates us to support our distributors. We
expect to meet new and existing customers and
enjoy the opportunity to give product training and
show our new products. Customers are excited
and leave the show on a high, just before the busy
selling season begins!
2) We have new fragrances that we will be
launching this year.
4) I think the success of any show is tied to the
distributors who attend every year to help support
the show. They in turn invite their customers. It’s a
chain reaction.

“EROFAME IS A GRE AT PL AC E TO TOUC H BASE
WITH OUR E XISTING C USTOME RS AND ME E T
P OTE NTIAL ONE S AL L IN ONE PL AC E .”
M O N I Q U E C A R T Y, N E X U S

attendees are there to do business. We are
fortunate to have such a loyal and hard-working
distribution network. Each year builds upon the
last.
2) We are launching a full line of new products
based on CBD technology. We have several new
sizes of our current range and some exciting new
personal gel products along with revised packaging
for several existing best sellers.
3) We will see. There’s so much innovation in the
market... it should be interesting.
4) Quality meetings with serious buyers in a
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Alexander Giebel
pjur
1) eroFame creates a classy, reliable environment for
us to present our latest products to our international
customers and talk about the current trends in the
market.
Our goal is to improve the collaboration with our trade
partners and provide them with first-hand information.
Personal contact strengthens business relationships
and creates a foundation of trust for future projects
and a closer collaboration. We are definitely looking
forward to eroFame’s 10-year anniversary!
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FABULOUS FAT MEGA ASS
19 KG

€ 449 00
RRP

Great Margin Product
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2) As far as brand presentation is concerned, we are
going to showcase the new Brand Space concept
with convenient displays and emotional wall stickers
in various sizes and variants. Moreover, two all-new
products will be joining the successful pjur range, and
you will get to see them for the very first time in
Hanover. Another highlight is the pjur bar: It has already become a tradition for the visitors to stop by the
pjur stand on the long trade show days and treat
themselves to a cup of coffee or a refreshing cold
drink – and of course, the pjur bar will be back this
year once more!

Raquel Shaw
Orgie
1) Honestly speaking, eroFame is a mandatory
date in Orgie’s calendar. This is an invaluable
opportunity to meet with our current clients to hear
their latest feedback, comment,s and suggestions
while we also look forward to welcome new clients
as well.
2) On top of what we have accomplished
throughout this year, we will have a lot of
news to share at the 2019 eroFame; things
such as the launch of new products, the

“A NY SUC C E SSFUL SHOW NE E DS TO L ISTE N
TO THE MARKE T AND E ROFAME HAS
CLE ARLY RISE N TO THE C HAL L E NGE IN
MAKING THE SHOW A NE E D TOGO
DESTINATION FOR THE INDUSTRY ’ S BUY E RS
A N D SUPPL IE RS.”
S H A M G A LO R I A , R O C K S  O F F

3) In terms of product development, the latest trends
in the lubricant market are about anal sex and about
products with nurturing ingredients. On the whole,
brands are presenting themselves in a more
professional way, and the visual presentation and the
creation of an appealing shopping experience are
becoming more important.
The biggest change in the market would be the
introduction of the new standard ISO13485:2016,
which will ultimately result in a ‚two-class society‘ in
the lubricant market.
4) eroFame has become the most successful trade
show for the erotic industry, and rightfully so. Not only
is it impeccably organised, but it also creates an
environment for friendly and fair conversations with
customers, partners, and competitors. Other
contributors to this success would be the well-balanced programme mix, the business opportunities, the
entertainment factor, and the informal atmosphere.
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remarkable formula enhancement for some of
our best-seller products, and we are hopeful to
have the cherry on top of this cake ready in time
for eroFame.
3) We believe that female empowerment and the
increasing genre diversity have been the main
conductors of market trends and developments,
with very interesting effects on the products of our
industry, be it adult toys, cosmetics or video
contents.
4) eroFame is not just successful. It is a prestigious
trade show, meaning that it crossed the boundary
from volatile to solid success, and it earned this
accomplishment by staying true to its initial goal of
providing great and continuous marketing actions,
good communication flow with the exhibitors,
excellent support, and services. Above all, it is a
trade show with the perfect overall environment
for business.
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SCREW MY NASTY FUCKHOLES
15 KG

€ 379 00
RRP

Great Margin Product
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Mick Clarke
E-Stim Systems
1) eroFame is a great event that brings the key
people within our trade together in one place and
so it gives us an opportunity to meet with many of
our current customers who are spread all over the
world, and it also gives us a key opportunity to
showcase what we do to potential new customers
and give them the chance to see our products
first-hand.
We look forward to eroFame every year and 2019
is no exception, it will give us the chance to meet
old friends and new customers; and with Brexit on
the horizon, it is a perfect chance for us to discuss
the future with our European customers.
2) I don’t want to give away our secrets too early
but as in previous years, we will have something
new to show our customers so we would encourage existing and potential customers to come by
our booth and experience for themselves what we
have to offer.
3) As leaders in our field for internet integration,
and having released our E-Stim Connect service at
last year’s show, I think we will see even more
products coming onto the market that have
internet control, and across a wider range of
products, too - along with improved security to
protect user privacy and information. Virtual reality
is another area that seems to be getting more and
more popular with filmmakers, and with the pricing
of equipment dropping I think it is also an area that
will see growth in the coming years.
4) For me, I think one of the main reasons that
eroFame is the success it is, is down to the great
mix of exhibitors and visitors who come from all
over the world and the way it is organised. It is a
pleasure to deal with the organisers who are
always on hand to listen to concerns from
exhibitors and to help deal with any unforeseen
problems that might arise. They also do a great job
of promoting the event and keeping us all up to
date with what is going on.

SCALA
1) As one of the founding members of eroFame,
this trade show is always a highlight on our
agenda. We’re thrilled at the popularity of the
event, which makes it the perfect stage to
showcase the newest arrivals to European retailers
from every corner of our continent. eroFame is also
a great occasion to network with new and existing
customers, allowing us to establish and renew
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solid relationships with our valued contacts.
There’s always a buzz at eroFame, and we can’t
wait to contribute to the excitement by presenting
our hottest new products and special offers to the
visitors at our beautiful booth.
2) We have an unprecedented number of new
collections and brands to display at eroFame,
including the fantastic Banger Babes. These
life-sized ladies feature incredibly realistic detailing,
ranging from quality hairpieces to sexy faux nails,
all to give consumers a fully immersive experience
that will blow their minds. We’re also bringing our
newest S8 arrivals like the Vegan Lubricant,
Cannabis Lubricants, and Arousal Gels to
eroFame. That means guests can get a personal
introduction to the all-natural appeal of this
premium, medical-grade range of intimate care
products. We’re also showcasing new TOYJOY
designs, including the TOYJOY Silk collection, the
Dual Density dongs from Get Real by TOYJOY, the
ICON Superb vibe by TOYJOY Designer Edition,
the SeXentials Majestic, and more…
3) The previous years have been very female and
couple-focussed, with non-intimidating and
abstract designs flooding the market. Though
demand for female pleasure providers and couples
toys is still going strong, we’ve also noticed a slight
shift in focus towards new, male-centred projects.
This is why we expect male toy categories to (re)
gain popularity in the coming years, with new
gadgets, ultra-realistic love dolls (such as the new
Banger Babes by Hidden Desire), and more
automated strokers and masturbators to be
released by brands. Another trend that is going
strong is innovative, state-of-the-art toys with
futuristic functionality. A large number of consumers crave something new and surprising,
something, unlike anything they’ve felt before. New
skills, new thrills. Which is why SCALA is always
very focused on product development, resulting in
the creation of the Mae B Pulse: a vibe that uses
special Magnetic Induction Technology to generate
pleasurable pulsations to thrill her hot spots. Lastly,
but certainly not least, we’ve noticed an increased
demand for fun, basic novelties. Not every
consumer wants a fancy gadget, some people just
want an affordable, playful design without all the
frills. Which is exactly why our new Happy Dicks
range from the Get Real by TOYJOY collection is a
must-have in any assortment. These colourful
dildo’s and dongs combine great quality with
simple, realistic silhouettes in vivid hues, and are
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DO ME DOGGY STYLE
12.5 KG

€ 299 00
RRP

Great Margin Product

WWW.SCALA-NL.COM

F E A T U R E

“EROFAME IS THE ONLY SHOW IN E UROPE THAT
AT TRAC TS SUC H A L ARGE AUDIE NC E OF
IN TE RNATIONAL TRADE ME MBE RS.”
M I C H A E L S O N N E R , H OT

budget-friendly to make them accessible to every
consumer. Sometimes less is more, and this trend
only confirms that certain consumers don’t mind
going back to the fun, playful basics!
4) eroFame is well-organised, well-attended,
affordable, and accessible, which can all be
credited to the expertise and dedication of the
founders and the superb team behind the yearly
event. Combine that with a fun, informal atmosphere and excellent networking opportunities, and
you’ve got a winning formula! If you want to be
seen, eroFame is the ultimate European stage to
shine on!

Aleksandra Cichowska
LEDAPOL
1) We choose the eroFame trade fair because it is
a typical business fair. Participation gives us an
opportunity to present new designs to our clients.
We are also expecting to meet new business
partners who do not know our company yet and
are willing to enter into a cooperation with us.
2) Being the EAN Erotix Award winner for the
discovery of the Datex material, we are further
developing in this direction. Of course, we want to
present Datex but also our recent novelties: latex
and Datex 3D.
3) Based on inquiries from our clients and leading
fashion designers, we think that Datex and latex
will be hot this year, as well as flexible materials in
different colours and with different textures (like for
example our printed latex).
4) The secret of eroFame is moderation. The fair is
very well-organised, focused on both busi-
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ness-to-business and also business-to-customer
relations. The atmosphere is very homely. The
duration of eroFame is moderate which allows you
to optimise costs.

Andy Taylor
LTC Healthcare
1) LTC Healthcare have exhibited at eroFame since
the very beginning. eroFame gives us an opportunity to meet the majority of our European
customers under one roof and one location. Over
the years, many of those customers have become
good friends so enjoying eroFame with them along
with a glass of beer or wine is ideal!
2) LTC Healthcare will be exhibiting a range of EXS
branded condoms, lubricants, and delay sprays.
We are launching three new products this year
including EXS Delay condoms, EXS Nano Thin
condoms, and EXS Sterile Lubes.
3) We expect to see a number of new start-ups
this year and believe the weak Pound will increase
our UK exports.
4) A good venue and friendly people attending and
organising.

Yasmina Martinez
Secret Play / Femarvi
1) Our main interest is to show our newest
products at the fair to strengthen collaboration
agreements with our wholesalers and retailers as
well as create new partnerships. And above all, we
want to enjoy the show! Our goal for the future is
to be more global and to internationalise the
company. We will increase our competitiveness for
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Better than the real thing!
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Great Margin Products

€ 3495
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F E A T U R E

“EROFAME IS ALWAY S THE PE RFE C T DATE
TO SE E AL L OUR PARTNE RS AROUND E UROPE .”
L A U R A C O S A N O , F L E S H L I G H T I N T E R N AT I O N A L

more and better growth. In addition, attending the
show is relevant for our positioning strategy and
brand visibility, given its impact on a national and
international level.
2) We are very excited to introduce to the industry
our newest arrivals: a sensual games line as well as
new cosmetic products like our female intimate
moisturizer ‚Liberté‘ and the silk skin body lotion
for men, ‚Apolo‘. The games are our major new
releases, an attractive, all-new design with lots of
fun to enjoy as a couple or with friends.
3) We imagine that sex tech will make a big splash
at the fair and hope that the trend develops in line
with our brand vision, which is more focused on
woman and their satisfaction and needs.
4) First, we would like to congratulate eroFame‘s
organisers on these 10 years.
We think one of the secrets is the amazing staff
behind the show; they do a really great work of
organising the fair and do so year after year.
Another aspect is that the fair is a big window to
the world for brands and companies within the
industry to show products, new trends, etc. and it
gives them the opportunity to make collaboration
agreements, create new partnerships, and meet
people from all over the world.
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Becky Buffham
System JO
1) As always, it‘s a great way to connect and meet
our customers with everyone under one roof, and
the perfect opportunity to present new product
launches and plans for the year ahead.
2) Of course, we will also get to showcasing our
new brand Bucked for the first time in Europe,
targeted specifically at the gay market designed by
men for men, it‘s a great opportunity to share with
more of our customers.
3) The European market is getting more and more
competitive with more private label brands
launching and international brands entering the
market. So, it‘s important that we try and stay
ahead of the competition, offering quality innovation and new products.
4) It‘s the biggest trade show we have in Europe,
and it‘s also very well organised from a supplier
perspective. And as we all know everyone loves
the Oktoberfest!
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Small secrets
are the best.
moxie by We-Vibe

TM

SPICE UP DATE NIGHT
Moxie is our new wearable, We-Connect™ app
controlled clitoral pantie vibrator that lets you take
rumbly, teasing vibrations wherever you go (and it’s
so discreet that no one will know).
Available now. Order from your authorized
We-Vibe® distributor.

Learn more about the new Moxie and become the best salesperson possible. Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses at:
www.wowtech-academy.com today.

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECHTM

F E A T U R E

E X P E RT
DE S IG N

Unlock the next level
of pleasure

BEYOND ANYTHING YOU’VE FELT BEFORE
Vector hits all the right spots. Stimulation of the
prostate leads to incredibly intense sensations.

MADE FOR YOUR PLEASURE
Designed alongside leading experts, Vector is tailored
to your body. While the base ﬂexes, the stimulator
adjusts along its vertical axis for a perfect ﬁt.

PRECISE CONTROL
Intensity and 10+ vibration modes can be controlled
with the free We-Connect™ app or wireless remote –
play and share control from anywhere.

WATERPROOF
Vector is 100% waterproof,
making it easy to enjoy
anywhere and simple to clean.
000
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The perfect ﬁt for epic pleasure.
vector by We-Vibe
TM

Meet our new vibrating
prostate massager
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adjustable design with two motors
10 intensity levels and vibration modes
Remote and We-Connect™ App controlled
Waterproof
Body-safe silicone
Whisper quiet

Available now. Order from your authorized
We-Vibe® distributor.

Learn more about the new Vector and become the best salesperson possible. Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses
at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

000

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECHTM
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No matter the position, Melt is the
perfect addition to your play.

NEW
re Air

First Pleasu
for couples

™

MELT INTO PLEASURE
Pleasure Air™ surrounds the
clitoris with soft, pulsating
waves and gentle suction that
feel unbelievably good. The
gentle pulsations of air pressure
massage the clitoris without
actually touching it.
The slim shape and curved design
ﬁts perfectly in any position. With
the most intense pleasure, Melt
brings couples closer than ever.

SEAMLESS CONTROL
The We-Connect™ app takes Melt to
the next level for a completely ﬂuid
range of intensities.

000
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New waves of pleasure together.
melt by We-Vibe
TM

Meet our new Pleasure Air™
stimulator for couples play
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clitoral stimulator with 12 intensity levels
Ergonomic design and slim shape
We-Connect™ App controlled
Waterproof
Whisper quiet
Body-safe silicone

Available now. Order from your authorized
We-Vibe® distributor.

Learn more about the new Melt and become the best salesperson possible. Complete the WOW Tech Academy courses
at: www.wowtech-academy.com today.

000

WE-VIBE® LOGO ARE TRADEMARKS OF WOW TECH™ CANADA LTD. DESIGNED IN CANADA BY WOW TECHTM
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Men all over the world want

the same thing: unlimited blowjobs
exclusive

B r i a n S l o a n ta lks Auto blo w A.I.

Visitors of eroFame can look
forward to a special premiere
at the trade show in October:
Brian Sloan is going to present
Autoblow A.I. – the very first
sex toy to use artificial intelligence technology to replicate
human movements. As the
name of the product suggests, these movements are
blowjob-related. In our EAN
interview, Brian talks about
this new creation and the long
and expensive development
process that even included a
survey on blowjobs.
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„

As with your previous products, you put
Autoblow A.I. on crowdfunding platform
Indiegogo. What aspects convinced your
backers to fund the product?
Brian Sloan: First, crowdfunding is not always
about funding. In our case, we did not need
funds from the crowd to finish the product,
but we did want to offer our core community a
heavy discount for pre-purchasing the device.
We didn’t need to convince them; the new
Autoblow’s features are exactly what they’ve
been asking us for over the past couple of
years. As there are more than 250,000 users
of Autoblow 2 in the world, the news spread
quickly that we created a new and better
device. They wanted more variety in actions,
they wanted more realism, they wanted a
higher quality sleeve, and a reduction in noise.
We delivered them exactly the improvements
they wanted and they were then willing to
trust us by pre-purchasing on Indiegogo. The

fact that several of the improvements were
a result of using artificial intelligence made
backing it even more enticing for many men.
Autoblow A.I. marks the third version of
Autoblow on the market. What role did
feedback to your earlier products play in the
creation of this toy?
Brian: Feedback from customers is the
primary guidance for all of our research and
development efforts. I’ve personally exchanged thousands of emails with Autoblow
users from all over the world and I briefed our
engineers with their concerns. Our product
development is completely feedback based.
I improve what our customers ask me to
improve and leave everything else alone.
It took a little longer to make than you had
estimated. What challenges did you have to
overcome?
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Brian: In total we worked on Autoblow A.I. for
more than 3 years but we had hoped to finish in 2
years. There were hundreds of individual problems
and challenges but mainly we had to overcome an
overheating issue by adding a fan and changing the
motor, program all of the data we learned from our
blowjob A.I. study into our microchip, and figure out
how to mass produce sleeves from 100% silicone
which has never been done before at this volume.

Discover shared
pleasure

The real USP of your new masturbator seems to
be the AI part. Could you briefly explain how you
merged artificial intelligence and blowjobs?
Brian: I hired a couple of PhD artificial intelligence
scientists to conduct a machine learning study of
the actions that occur during blowjobs. From the
study we learned how blowjobs are given in real
life and then we translated the movement data
into movements in the Autoblow A.I. I published
the full paper on autoblow.com/bjpaper in case
anyone is curious to understand it more deeply. It’s
important to note that the study we conducted has
never been done before. It is a first in the artificial
intelligence field.
There is a short film / documentary in the making
that will be released alongside the masturbator.
What is this clip about and what will you show?
Brian: We filmed a 9-minute documentary that help
viewers understand the people behind the product
and a bit of the science that went into its creation. It was filmed in Serbia and Canada. In Serbia
we visit the guys who had to watch 1000 hours
of blowjob videos to gather data for the machine
learning algorithms, and Canada we visited the
A.I. scientists to understand their role in helping us
re-create blowjob actions in the device.
You‘ve provided your supporters with regular
updates on the production, taken them through
the whole process, openly communicated about
obstacles, and now, you are going to present short
film. Why all this effort?
Brian: Our company doesn’t release 500 recycled items a year and push them on retailers and
distributors. We focus on being the best in our
niche – the blowjob machine - or more broadly
the automatic male sex toy. I believe it’s important
for running a long-term business to emotionally
connect with my core customers and to tell my
personal story and my brand’s story. Our style of
communication is not inexpensive and it is not easy
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Our portfolio offers even more.
Contact your sales representatives via
sales@wowtech.com
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but I believe it is the best way to build and maintain
good relationships with Autoblow owners.

Brian: Men all over the world want the same thing:
unlimited blowjobs.

A couple of years ago, it seemed that a renaissance for male sex toys was coming. Many established companies started new brands for a male
audience. Today, the enthusiasm in this regard has
slowed down. Are men a difficult target group for
sex toys? Or are they perhaps too simple?
Brian: You are right that many established companies started new brands for men. But they forgot
that the time of recycling 1980’s ideas in new
packaging has passed. New (good) products for
men take years of development and cost hundreds of thousands or even millions of dollars for
research and development. I think very few firms
have the stomach for a development process that
doesn’t involve direct copying.

Autoblow A.I. has a MRSP of 230€. Compared
with your ‚average sex toy‘ this is quite expensive.
Why do you think that men are willing to invest
this much?
Brian: I fight the idea with stores and distributors
that 200 Euros is a magic number and that
selling beyond 200 Euros is very risky. Simply
put, there have not been many products
SO FAR that men find worth more than 200 Euros
but I am confident men will understand the
quality and functionality of the Autoblow A.I.
warrants the price we ask for it.

Many start-ups in the industry are dedicated to
female pleasure and most stores have a predominantly female clientele. What would be necessary
to create a balance here?
Brian: I don’t think there needs to be a balance
between men’s and women’s products. If there
are more female products than men’s products, it
is due to the ‚invisible hand‘ of the market. I can’t
change market forces nor will I try. I can only focus
on making better devices for men.
After selling hundreds of thousands of masturbators on all continents, do men all over the world
want the same when it comes to sex toys? Or are
there differences between the regions?
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It isn’t reasonable to pay 190 for something that
works poorly but not be willing to pay 220 or even
300 for something that works well.
Who can retailers turn to when they want to sell
the new Autoblow in their stores? Do you work
with wholesalers in Europe?
Brian: We currently work with ORION, Eropartner,
and Rimba. We may work with other distributors in
the future. Retailers can reach out to their current
distributor and ask them to reach out to us.
When can the new Autoblow be ordered and when
can the trade expect delivery?
Brian: Autoblow A.I. will be on display at eroFame
in October 2019 and retailers can place orders
there at the show with the distributors that
stock it.
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I wanted to create a product so stunning that you

feel the urge to buy it before even knowing what it is
exclusive

Angela Musto ne ta lks H igh O nLo ve

Angela Mustone,
President of HighOnLove
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Products containing
hempseed oil or
cannabis are becoming
more popular, and we
also see more of them
in the erotic market.
Now, Angela Mustone
presents a new
addition in this
segment, a brand
called HighOnLove that
combines top-notch
ingredients and
mainstream appeal.
To learn more about
the new products
and the potential of
hempseed or cannabis
products in the market,
EAN asked Angela for
an interview.
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„

Everybody
ery
in this business knows you, so let’s
get down to brass tacks right away: Having been
part of the industry for such a long time, why did you
decide to launch your own product line?
Angela Mustone: I’ve always been intrigued about
the reputation cannabis had when it came to sex.
When I knew the legalisation of cannabis was
coming, I thought it was the perfect time to test out
this theory – how good are they together? Long story
short, I decided to ask my chemist to make me a
lubricant infused with THC for me to try and I couldn’t
believe it…the rest is history! I knew I had something
good and that’s when HighOnLove was born.
How much research and development time was
necessary to arrive at the finished products?
Angela: Depending on the product, it took around
8-12 months of research and development – especially when it came to using different grades of THC/
CBD and knowing the right balance of THC and/or
CBD that would generate the best results for what
the product was meant to achieve.
Gynaecologically tested, free of chemicals, vegan, no
animal testing, high quality, and 100% organic ingredients, meaning no soap, no parabens, no allergens,
no artificial colours – ticking all these boxes seems
like a Herculean task. Why did you decide to aim for
such high standards?
Angela: Consumers have become very ingredient-conscious these past couple of years and
are willing to pay more for a product that is vegan,
gluten-free, natural, cruelty-free…etc. I knew I had to
make my product stand out from the competition –
especially if I was looking to be a high-end brand.
It was also important to highlight the values of
HighOnLove, which strongly believed in using the
best ingredients – specifically knowing some
products would be used in more intimate areas.
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Hempseed oil also plays an important role in the
creation of HighOnLove. Why did you choose this
ingredient? What are its unique qualities and why is it
well-suited for erotic products?
Angela: Hemp is super versatile plant and can be
found in clothes, paper, shampoo, creams, oils, etc.
When it comes to HighOnLove products, here is a
little breakdown of its unique qualities;
Sensual Massage Oil & Sensual Bath Oil
1. Full of fatty acids that helps moisturise
the skin
2. Full of antioxidants that protects the skin
3. Full of vitamins that nourishes the skin
4. Anti-inflammatory properties that soothes
the skin
Stimulating Orgasm Oil & Stimulating O Gel
1. Promotes the production of
natural lubricants
2. Increases blood flow
3. Kicks in sex drive
4. Intensifies orgasmic experience
Just for clarification: Hempseed oil products are
very different from products containing CBD and
THC, right?
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Angela: Yes, hemp and cannabis are two
completely different plants. Hemp does not
contain any THC and very minimal amount of
CBD while cannabis contains a high amount of
THC and CBD. THC is known for its psychoactive
components while CBD is known for its medicinal
benefits.
How many products are part of this collection, and
what types of products are they?
Angela: Right now, we have 5 products – 7 SKUs;
Stimulating Orgasm Oil, Stimulating O Gel,
Dark Chocolate Body Paint, Sensual Massage Oil
(Strawberry & Champagne, Lychee Martini, Decadent
White Chocolate), and Sensual Bath Oil (Lavender &
Honeybee).
I am excited to share that we have more products in
development; Lip Gloss for Couples (ETA August),
Massage Candle (ETA September), and Body Butter
(ETA November).
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Apart from hempseed oil, which other ingredients are
used in the creation of these products?
Angela: It really depends on the product. My bath
oil and massage oil have a lot of natural ingredients
that are nourishing for the skin, not to mention, the
heavenly aromas that it comes in!
My orgasm products contain peppermint and
L-arginine along with hempseed oil that play a role
in kicking in the sex drive, increasing blood flow, and
promoting the production of your natural lubricants –
ultimately, building
Now let’s talk about the look of the products. What
can you tell us about the design of the bottles and
the packaging?
Angela: When doing my research and seeing what’s
out there, I thought the packaging was very bland
and boring. I wanted to create something that was
beautiful and appealing – something you would want
to show off on your nightstand and not hide when
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you had guests coming over. A lot of thought
was put in selecting the bottles and packaging; from choosing glass to plastic, soft touch
paper to regular paper, rose gold foil, rose gold
bottles…you name it!

As mentioned before, the product line includes
hempseed oil. Can these products be sold
freely in Europe?
Angela: Yes! The beauty of hemp seed oil is
the fact that it’s legal in over 50 countries!

How do you support your distribution partners in
terms of POS materials, product training, etc.?
Angela: While you will never see me discount
my brand, I spend a lot of time, effort and
money on providing tools that will help my
distributors be successful with HighOnLove. The
first thing I offer is product training – whether it’s
to the sales team or at a store level. Education is
key to selling HighOnLove and making sure the
consumer buys not only what they’re looking
for but also what they need – they are not
always the same thing. Furthermore, I have POS
cards that highlights the benefits of hemp seed
oil in topicals – especially sensual cosmetics.
I provide testers for the stores and have a
product attributes document that serves as a
‚cheat sheet‘ for the sales team in regards to my
whole product line. I am currently developing
HighOnLove acrylic trays and displays for stores
in order to attract the consumer to my brand. I
also understand the power of providing ‚gift with
purchase‘ and have a lot of promotional material
such as bling pens, cosmetic bags, t-shirts, tank
tops, hats, pillow packs…you name it!

What can you tell us about your distribution
strategy for the European market? Will you
work with distributors or could you see yourself
selling directly to retailers?
Angela: My goal is to work with distributors
and have them take care of the retailer. The
only time I will be selling directly to consumers
is when I decide to open a brick and mortar for
HighOnLove.

Cannabis has been legalised in several US States, and there is a discussion about legalisation
in Europe as well. Do you already have plans for
day X when products containing THC or CBD
finally become legal on a large scale?
Angela: Yes, definitely! Penetrating the cannabis
industry worldwide is the ultimate goal! While my
hemp seed oil line is great – my THC/CBD line is
completely on another level!

What target audiences is HighOnLove aimed
at?
Angela: Basically; an audience like myself.
I wanted to create a product so stunning that
you feel the urge to buy it before even knowing
what it is. Consumers who appreciate the extra
little touches that are added to a design or
packaging even though it means you will be
paying more for it. Ultimately, my goal is
to have my products available at stores such
as Neiman Marcus, Galeries Lafayettes,
and Sephora.
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“ ULTIMATE LY, MY GOAL IS
TO HAV E MY PRODUC TS
AVAIL ABL E AT STORE S
SUC H AS NE IMAN MARC U S ,
GAL E RIE S L AFAY E TTE S,
AND SE PHORA.”
ANGELA MUSTONE

How m
much potential do you see in this market for a)
produ
products based on hempseed oil and b) products
contai
containing CBD or THC? Could those be the next big
thing ffor the industry once laws change?
Angel
Angela: There are many variables to think about
when producing a product line. I intentionally made
two d
different lines in order to cater to the majority
of the marketplace. For example, there are different
consu
consumer adoption habits; from the innovators to the
laggar
laggards. When it comes to cannabis, innovators and
early a
adopters will be more open to trying cannabis
produ
products while the late majority and laggards will
wait u
until cannabis is more widespread and there is
enoug
enough word of mouth that confirms the effectiveness o
of cannabis products – this is where my hemp
seed lline comes in. I made my hemp seed line in
order to introduce HighOnLove before the legalisation
of cannabis but also to cater to those who are not interested or maybe not ready to try the THC/CBD line.
You have been working in this industry for many
years. Looking back, what are the biggest changes
we’ve seen in recent times? The growing influence
of women in – and on - the industry? Trends such
as sexual wellness and sexual health? Something
entirely different?
Angela: There has been a big shift in the adult
industry – almost to an extreme. A decade ago, it
was very male dominant; from the people working in
the industry, to the types of novelty items being sold,
and the store environment. Nowadays, women have
a huge presence in the industry. Stores are a lot more
women and couple friendly, toys went from being
black or nude to vibrant colours, and lube packaging
went from ‚For Him‘ to ‚For Her‘ and ‚For Him & Her‘.
Sexual wellness and sexual health came into play
once people realised there was a huge untapped
market – women. This was a great move for the adult
industry as it helped break the stigma when it came
to sex and buying sex products.

8
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My role is to make sure that we let

customers know what System JO is all about
exclusive

M a tth e w Wr igh t is th e new System JO B ra nd Amba ssa do r f o r E uro p e

„

Matthew, you recently became System
JO’s new Brand Ambassador for Europe. How
do you feel about this new position?
Matthew Wright: I am absolutely thrilled to
join the System Jo team. I have been fond
of the company for many years and it‘s a
pleasure to get this opportunity to work for
them and be part of their team.

United Consortium, the
parent company of System
JO, present their new go-to
guy for the European market:
Matthew Wright. Admittedly,
Matthew will only be focusing
on Great Britain, Ireland,
and Scandinavia for the time
being, but soon, the new
Brand Ambassador will also
be available to trade members
in other European markets. In
our EAN interview, Matthew
tells us why he believes in the
products of System JO, and
how he intends to make a
difference in his new position.

Let’s take a short look back on your
professional life first: What can you tell us
about did your career so far, and what did you
do before joining System JO?
Matthew: I joined Ann Summers in April 2015
as a part time team member and slowly but
surely, I knew I had a real interest in selling
and putting smiles on people’s faces and I
knew that this industry is where I belonged. I
moved up quite quickly to Team Leader and
then Manager of our Soho branch where I
lead a time of seven people and I enjoyed
training new and existing members and found
a passion for training. I then was approached
and became the Assistant Buyer for brands
and loved being able to bring in new brands
to the business and excite the sales staff.
However, I knew that I meant to own that
stage and be face-to-face with customers.

This was something that I had a true passion
for which is being with people and I‘m so glad
I get to be a part of this journey once again.
What are you doing when you don’t advise
retailers on lubricants and other erotic goods?
Matthew: (laughs) I love going to the theatre
as this is a passion of mine. I started acting
when I was eight and always loved being
the centre of attention and making people
laugh. I also like to go and explore new and
interesting things and being active (meaning
not sitting down).

Before joining System
JO, Matthew Wright
worked at multi-channel
retailer Ann Summers
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Could you tell us a bit more about your responsibilities
as Brand Ambassador for System JO?
Matthew: I am responsible for making sure that customers keep buying essentially and help grow our business. My role is to make sure that we let customers
know what System JO is all about and why you should
be buying this lube. I will help customers to market
the product in an effective way in stores and online. I
will be spending a lot of time on the road, visiting and
training sales team and hope to bring on some new
customers to the brand as well.

lube and definitely the best lube that I have used.
Not being biased or anything. However, there really is
something for everybody with our products no matter
if your starting out or experienced.
What plans, ideas, and concepts do you have that you
would like to realise at System JO?
Matthew: (laughs) That is something you will have to
wait and see as I do have some ideas for the brand.
Which goals do you have for your first year in this new
position?
Matthew: I would like to be able to have met all my
new customers who I will be working closely with and
build great relationships with them along with helping
to drive sales for the brand.

What drives you to keep succeeding at the job every
day?
Matthew: I don‘t quit and always want to keep on
learning. Every day is a school day. To me success
is about making sure that people are having fun and
enjoying themselves selling our products and if I know
that I am giving that to our customers then happy
days!

Even though you just joined the team, could you give
us a sneak peek at what we can expect from System
JO in the near future?
Matthew: We have some new and exciting products
that will be launching later in the year, which I think
will be a big success. Some new gifting options
launching this month, the Tri-Me Triple Packs,
three different sets are available. We will also be
extending our stimulants range towards the
end of the yyear.

Why did you decide to join the System JO team?
What makes you confident that this was the right step
for you?
Matthew: I have always been in awe of the System JO
brand as I was once that person that used to sell it. I
really like their brand values and that there is a lube for
everyone not just a certain category of people.
There are countless suppliers for lubricants on the
market today. What opportunities do you see for System JO to continue to be successful here, and what
are the risks that need to be avoided?
Matthew: I see System JO growing year on year Already we have gained an opportunity as we now
have Bucked. We have seen a gap in the market and
went for it! I couldn’t tell you that there is a brand out
there that is designed by men for gay men. The risks
I can see for our brand is other companies potentially
copying our ideas which can eliminate sales for us as
there is more competition.
System JO offers a wide range of products. Do you
have a personal favourite? Is there a product you
expect to do especially well?
Matthew: I don‘t have a personal favourite, just too
many to choose from. However, I have tried the Anal
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Bucked, one of the
latest additions to the
System JO range,
is primarily geared
towards gay men
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One thing is for sure, you will

never manage to pick a favourite
exclusive

No w a v a i l a b le: new p ro ducts in th e stra p -o n-me line

„

The strap-on-me brand is expanding.
For one, shiny dildos will be added to the
line. What can you tell us about these new
products?
Anne Meunier: First, we would like to express
how excited we are about these new strapon-me dildos. The metallic collection is really
different from everything you have seen before,
it’s the perfect blend of high quality, body-safe
and phthalate-free silicone, and very trendy
colours. The new metallic collection comes in 3
different metallic colours, including duck blue,
metallic purple, and vieux rose and in one size,
M. What was interesting in terms of product
development was to step away from the traditional best sellers, pink, purple, and black. We
wanted to shake up this collection by adding
some fun and exciting texture/colours.
One thing is for sure, you will never manage to
pick a favourite.

Anne Meunier,
Sales Director
at Lovely Planet

New in the
N
strap-on-M
strap-on-Me line: the
Metallic Collection

The strap-on-me line from
Lovely Planet continues to
grow and flourish. Now, new
products are being added to
this unique collection, and
Anne Meunier, Sales Manager
at Lovely Planet, tells us
all about them in our EAN
interview. Plus, she drops
a big hint that we might be
seeing more from the brand
later this year.

On the other hand, new mono-density dildos
are also coming to stores. What made you
decide to use this material? Does it significantly
lower the price of the products?
Anne: The main idea behind these new products was to offer high-quality silicone dildos
at an affordable price. We didn’t compromise
on the quality of the silicone we are using.
High-quality silicone is one of the main specifies of a strap-on-me product.
The main difference from our previous dildos
is the texture; these new dildos are monodensity and non-flexible. All dildos are made
from 100% liquid silicone which is the reason
why they are super soft and come with a firmer
texture.
Is it correct that both new series consist of
non-vibrating dildos?
Anne: Absolutely, the main motto behind this
collection was back to basics!
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Where do the ideas for new products come
from?
Anne: We wanted to create a must-have dildo
collection, whether you are a beginner who
wants a safe, high-quality introduction to sex
toys, or an advanced user who wants a beautiful
and minimalist dildo.
Are the new products intended to create more
choice for existing strap-on-Me users or are you
targeting a completely new audience?
Anne: For this new collection, we lowered our
price point to target a larger audience who
wants both high quality and well-designed
products with the best price.
What are the unique selling points of the now
large strap-on-me line? How does it stand out
from the crowd?
Anne: All our dildos are created from handmade
poured liquid silicone, so we can pretty much
say they are handmade. We are using the best
quality of body-safe silicone; you can’t go wrong
with the quality of our dildos and their softness.
We also have very high standards, and we only
launch a new product when we are sure they
are 100% safe and perfectly designed.
How many different products does the line include for now?
Anne: We have 4 different collections so far,
including this new collection, Dual Density Dildo,
Bendable Strap-on, and Dildo Cum.
When will the new products be available?
Anne: Our new dildo collection will be available
in August 2019.
Will there be more new products in the strapon-Me line this year?
Anne: The only thing we can say right now is:
Something BIG is coming. Be ready!
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These plugs allow our

customers to “have it all”
exclusive

A l i c i a S i n c l air p resents th e la test Plugs by b-Vibe

„

b-Vibe recently presented a new
version of Snug Plugs. What makes these
new plugs special?
Alicia Sinclair: The newest Snug Plugs add
powerful vibration to the already pleasurable
weighted sensation of the original Snug Plugs.
Rather than choosing between the sensation of
weight or the sensation of vibration, Vibrating
Snug Plugs allow the user to enjoy both. These
plugs allow our customers to “have it all”- long
wear comfort, weight, and vibration. The two
sizes– medium and large – are designed to
accommodate both beginners and anal
enthusiasts.

Alicia Sinclair is the founder of COTR,
the company owning b-Vibe as well as
the Le Wand and The Cowgirl brands

Two years ago, b-Vibe hit the
bullseye with their Snug Plugs.
This collection of butt plugs
offered different weights and
well-thought out designs,
making them a perfect
addition to the range of
b-Vibe, a brand focusing on
anal products. Now, a new
dimension of stimulation has
been added to these butt
plugs – vibration. Alicia
Sinclair, the founder of b-Vibe,
tells us more about this upgrade that makes the new Plugs
even better than the original
ones, and we talk about the
future of the market segment
for anal products.
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The first edition of the Snug Plugs didn’t offer
any vibration. Why did you choose to add this
feature later?
Alicia: Vibration strength is often the measure of
a sex toy. In butt plugs specifically, vibration
provides both pleasure and relaxation- a winning
combo if penetration is your end goal. The
combination of vibration (with 4 vibration levels
and 6 vibration patterns) with a weighted Snug
Plug heightens that feeling of fullness that many
individuals seek when using butt plugs.
Our Snug Plug line has been popular for
long-term wear because of its thin, flexible neck.
The bonus of vibrations can make a public
appearance extra steamy.
Did you have a specific target group in mind
when you created the Vibrating Snug Plugs?
Or do they simply represent one more option
for b-Vibe customers to choose from?
Alicia: As we recently highlighted in our Every
Body Has A Butt campaign, we always want to
underline that anyone can use our products – no
matter their body or identity. In terms of
preferences, Snug Plugs have been popular for
extended wear, as well as their size range to
accommodate users at all entry points. We

wanted to make another option that created two
sensations we know our customers love.
From your first product – the rimming plug – until
now, b-Vibe has extended its portfolio quite a bit.
Could you give us an overview of your current
assortment?
Alicia: Our first, the Rimming Plug and the
smaller Rimming Plug Petite were specifically
designed to mimic a rimming sensation with
motorised beads in the neck of the vibe. b-Vibe’s
Trio Plug has three motors and is flexible; it can
help you find that indirect A-spot or G-spot
stimulation via the anus. It has three strong
motors, including on in the neck of the plug to
provide dual stimulation.
The Triplet Anal beads and Cinco Anal beads are
designed to stimulate inside the body AND move
in an out of the bum, which offers another type
of anal play sensation. Our Novice Plug is great
for beginners because it’s about the size of a
finger – making it a great first butt toy. And then,
of course our Snug Plug Line has been a huge
hit; we’re happy to add two new versions in the
mix.
We’ve also recently expanded into kits, including
our Anal Training Kit – three different butt plug
sizes, with weighted and vibrating plugs alike.
However, I think what make it most special is the
50+ page educational book that teaches people
everything from the basics to best positions.
Of course, these are all anal toys, but apart from
that, is there something else that your products
have in common?
Alicia: Education is a big part of our mission at
b-Vibe. Each product comes with an educational
pamphlet to help users make the most out of
their anal play experience – we want our
customers to have all the info available to use
our products safely and experience as much
pleasure as possible. They’re also all 100%
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body-safe, made with non-porous
and latex-free high-grade silicone.
You have bundled some of your
products into sets like the “anal
training & education set” or the
“anal enthusiast bundle”. Do
consumers respond more
favourably to sets than individual
products?
Alicia: By providing a set like the
anal training and education set, we’re underlining that
anal play is a journey, not a destination. Different sizes
and types of toys can offer different experiences, and
your preferences may evolve with experience, new
partners, or just time. Our sets are great both for
newbies who are trying new sensations as well as
those experienced with the backdoor who want
access to as many play options as possible.
After a period of rapidly expanding your product range,
b-Vibe seems to be focusing more on perfecting its
products now. Why this change of strategy?
Alicia: Overall, I believe in quality- not quantity. If there
is a demand for a product or a “hole” in the marketplace (haha), I want to rethink it. However, I don’t want to
release products simply because consumers want
something new. I’d much rather perfect and upgrade
the quality products we’ve already created into
something even better. There is always room for
improvement.
COTR as a company, including our brand b-Vibe, is
dedicated to bringing thoughtful innovation to
categories that have been outdated for too long. Our
customers trust that they’re getting the category-best
when they purchase from us. Continually improving
our product line allows us to uphold that mission and
implement customer feedback into our offerings.
More and more (premium) brands are venturing into
the anal market. Do you feel a growing pressure in this
segment, or does the market simply grow alongside
consumer demand at this point?
Alicia: I think the stigma is (slowly) fading, so anal has
entered the mainstream conversation. Because of this,
more consumers are vocalising their thoughts and
desires and companies are listening. The demand has
always been there, it’s just louder now. I see the next
generation playing a big role in continuing to erase
many of the societal taboos that stunt sexual
innovation, including the anal play category. As a
result, my goal is always to support that growth and
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innovation. Realistically that pressure in
the market and
growing consumer
demand fuel my
personal passion to
the better, think
smarter, be more
creative. Competition paves the way for
innovation.
The Snug Plugs
are available in different
weights, sizes,
and colours – and now,
they even vibrate

Speaking of demand, how do you explain the
increased interest in anal sex and the corresponding
toys? Have people become keener to experiment in
recent years or is the topic simply more in the
spotlight?
Alicia: As I said, I think the topic is coming to the
forefront. As we continue to hear from more diverse
perspectives, people are starting to see that there is
not just one way of having sex – a fluid understanding
of sexuality is entering the mainstream. And the more
we see these topics in mainstream media and
conversations online, the more people will be
encouraged to share their own stories and feel
accepting of their desires. I truly believe that type of
visibility has the potential to change the way we think
about sex in our culture.
Let‘s take a step back and look at the erotic market as
a whole: What trends can you identify that will have an
impact on the market in the foreseeable future?
Alicia: I think we’re going to continue to see a rise of
non-gendered toys, because companies are seeing
that people with varying genitalia, sexualities, and
gender-identity are wanting to use their product. Our
campaign Every Body Has A Butt served to highlight
what inclusive sex toy marketing can look like, and I
think other erotic companies are looking to follow suit
and say, “this isn’t just for men or women or people
like x, this is for anyone who wants to use it.” I think
we’ll begin to see ingrained structures of what toys
“should” look like or be like broken down, and more
nuanced toys brought to the table.
Can you tell us a bit about your plans for b-Vibe for
the rest of the year? Will we see new releases?
Alicia: Well I don’t want to spoil any surprises, but
this isn’t the last new product announcement you’ll
see from b-Vibe this year! We have some exciting
releases and collaborations in the works that we
can’t wait to share.
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Expo Erotica isn’t a trade show

as it’s aimed at the end consumer
exclusive

I n ge r S te v e nso n o n th e new co nsumer sh o w in Grea t B rita in

Between 1997 and 2011,
Erotica was the big dog
among the consumer shows
in the British erotic market.
After skipping 2012, the show
had a short-lived comeback in
2013 only to disappear from
the market once and for all.
Other shows tried to follow
in Erotica’s b2c footsteps but
they stumbled for various
reasons, and as a result,
Britain was without any erotic
consumer shows these past
few years. But that changes
now, as Inger Stevenson has
set out to bring us a new event
called Expo Erotica (www.
expoerotica.co.uk) in 2020.
Guess what we’re talking
about in our EAN interview?

If you want to contact
Inger Stevenson,
you can do so via
e-mail: contact@
expoerotica.co.uk
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„

Before we talk about Expo Erotica, we’d like
to know more about you. Could you tell us a bit
about yourself?
Inger Stevenson: Where does one start? I
have always been entrepreneurial, so therefore
involved in all kinds of businesses. I love new
projects and the excitement that the challenge
brings. I’m very driven, so work is like my
oxygen. I’ve worked in the music business and
spent a lot of time in events, as well as sales
and marketing, so hopefully this combination,
along with a need to be highly organised gives
me the required skill set to do a great job with
Expo Erotica.
How and when did you get the idea to create a
new consumer show for the British market?
Inger: I’ve been flirting with the idea for a while
but decided to go ahead last year as I felt that the
time was right. There are many fantastic shows all
over the world, so I don’t understand why the UK
doesn’t have at least one resident show, when
there are so many traders and an increasing
demand for new and innovative products.
Your show, which will take place on May 2-3,
2020, will be called Expo Erotica. There was a
show called Erotica, which took place in London
from 1997 to 2011. Are the similarities in name
intended or is it just a coincidence?
Inger: Purely coincidence. Expo Erotica was
always the first choice, but the decision that
it probably wasn’t a good idea to have sex in
the name was reinforced when I came across
some initial hurdles whilst dealing with venues
and local councils. One manager said that
we could hold the show at their venue if we
changed the name to something ‘less sexual
sounding!’ Where does one even go with that?
Not really sure why British governing bodies are
so uptight about sex, but when it comes to the
establishment, it’s like we’re back in the 1950’s.

Maybe that’s why European shows do so well,
as they’re not just supported by the industry, but
by the authorities and the community too.
What can you tell us about the concept of Expo
Erotica? And what audiences do you want to
draw in with this concept?
Inger: Like any other show, we are of course
all inclusive, but I’d like to think that we can
broaden our horizons a little more, as the
underlying ethos behind Expo Erotica is the
desire to be open, more accessible and
welcoming to everybody, especially to those
consumers who may never have been to a
show like this before. There are many shows
that are niche, which is fantastic, but due to this
may not hold such a wide appeal, so if we can
break down some barriers and diffuse some of
the censure associated with, what is basically a
lifestyle event, then all well and good.
When it comes to erotic trade shows,
consumers always expect something special, be
it lifestyle elements or bare skin. What will make
your show special?
Inger: Well, first and foremost Expo Erotica isn’t
a trade show as it’s aimed at the end consumer.
As an organizer for a UK based show, it’s going
to be quite a juggling act, as licensing is as most
people in the industry know, quite problematic.
So, unlike the Venus for example, we are a lot
more limited as to what is permitted within our
license, but on the other hand we don’t want
to sanitize the show so it becomes almost
pedestrian. Also, we feel that the industry as a
whole deserves more respect as it is a valid and
important commercial sector within the UK. So
quite rightly brands and companies want to be
taken seriously, but on the other side, visitors
expect to be drawn into a kind of fantasy world
where they are free to explore their desires and
to escape, however briefly, from the day to day
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realities of life. As a new show we also have to balance
having an attractive offering to exhibitors, but also being
able to deliver what we say that we’re going to do. It’s
a process. Are we going to be as big and successful
as a show that’s been going for over ten years on the
first one, probably not? However, all shows had to start
somewhere, it’s where it goes from there and how we
can build it up that is hugely exciting to me.
So finally to answer the question, Expo Erotica will
have all the elements of what one would expect from
a show of this nature, but with an added dash of fun
and consumer interaction, as visitors are buying tickets
primarily to see, touch and learn about new products,
but also to be entertained and have fun while doing so.
Obviously, there is great interest in erotic products.
However, critics argue that consumers might just as well
quench that curiosity on the internet instead of going to
trade shows. What is your opinion: How important are
trade fairs in this age of social media, etc.?
Inger: I don’t believe it’s the case that shows and
expos will become redundant due to online shopping
or social media. To the contrary, I feel that consumers
have got more than enough for their homes, gardens
and cars etc, so are now looking for more of a visitor
experience, which shows like Expo Erotica can provide.
I also firmly believe that because of this and the desire
to spend more on one’s own pleasure, shows like this
will continue to grow. When a consumer buys an erotic
product, they are purchasing something of value to
enhance their sexual pleasure, so where better than an
expo to come and explore the products to see what’s
on offer, plus it’s a much more time and cost effective
way to compare products. Social media is a fantastic
way of advertising and sharing opinions but is no
substitute for the real experience.
There have been attempts at establishing consumer
shows for erotic products in Great Britain, but not all of
them have ended up being successes. In your opinion,
why didn’t these projects work out?
Inger: To be honest I really don’t know as they were a
bit before my time, but what I can say is that I’m sure
the people involved did everything that they could to
make them a success. As previously mentioned, the
establishment in the UK doesn’t make it easy, as when
the subject is broached with any type of authority, there
usually an unspoken air of disapproval, which I find a bit
perplexing to put it mildly. I guess I’m just one of those
single-minded individuals that the bigger the obstacle,
the harder the heels dig in. It’s also ridiculous as unless
they hadn’t noticed it’s 2019.
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Where will Expo Erotica take place? And what can you
tell us about the venue?
Inger: Expo Erotica will take place at The International
Centre in Telford, which hosts many wild, wonderful
and well attended expos, Telford now being considered
one of the fastest growing towns in the UK. The venue
is first rate, with a surrounding population of 2 million
people within an hour away, plus has great travel links.
We have also managed to secure discounted rates for
three major hotels within walking distance of the venue,
plus free parking for all exhibitors. We want to look after
our traders as well as our visitors.
The date is also opportune as it’s a Bank Holiday
Weekend, spring will have sprung, so the UK should be
in a truly buoyant mood and more than ready for some
fun and frolic.
Do you have some additional information for potential
exhibitors? How large will the exhibition floor be, how
many stands do you expect to have at the show, how
much will it cost to exhibit at Expo Erotica?
Inger: The exhibition floor is approx. 3,000 sqm giving
us approximately 120 stands. Our prices are currently
30% cheaper than most other shows, mainly because
we are new and want to attract exhibitors, but also
because we know how expensive it is to travel and
exhibit, so if we can assist by keeping the prices down
all well and good, as then exhibitors will want to exhibit,
and the wider array of products and services that we
can provide, the better the visitor experience, win-win
all round. We view Expo Erotica as progressive process,
so are listening to what traders want so that we can
deliver, as at the end of the day we’re all in this together.
How have the companies in the erotic industry
responded to the Expo Erotica concept?
Inger: Everybody has been amazing, extremely
welcoming and incredibly supportive, and you may even
be surprised to hear that a fair number of companies
have already booked stands. It’s also very encouraging
that we’ve had requests for exhibitor information from
Europe, the USA and China, with even some B2B
companies looking to swing both ways by doing a B2C
like us. Bottom line, the UK needs its own show and we
are going to do everything in our power to not just make
it happen, but to make sure it’s a good one. We hope to
see you there!!
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I see a ton of potential
exclusive

L i be r a to r h ires Jef f Mo ntgo mery to bo o st interna tio na l ma rketing ef f o rts

„

Would you mind telling us how you got to
work for Liberator and what it was like joining
this company?
Jeff Montgomery: I have been following the
brand for a few years now. I’ve always thought
that Liberator products are very innovative and
stylish. When I heard about an open opportunity, I jumped at the chance to work for a
company I respect so much.

Liberator‘s new
International
Marketing
Manager, Jeff
Montgomery

What attracted you to this job and this new
challenge?
Jeff: Liberator makes unique products and the
opportunity to introduce standout products to
new markets is really exciting. We are really the
only brand that makes this kind of positioning
furniture which gives us a great opportunity to
find new customers all over the world.

Liberator Bedroom Adventure
Gear has been taking steps
to expand in markets outside
the United States. One of
these steps was to secure the
services of Jeff Montgomery,
who is now the company’s
International Marketing Manager. This means that Jeff is
will be working to strengthen
the Liberator brand in Europe,
Asia, and the South Pacific. Of
course, EAN asked him for the
obligatory welcome interview.

How should we envision the duties and challenges of an International Marketing Manager?
Jeff: An international Marketing Manager should
have a vast understanding of international markets and the ability to work with and
appreciate the needs of customers. I work with
our partners all over the world and I’m passionate about listening to their needs and providing
them with what they need to meet their goals.
What are your expectations and what are your
goals going into this job?
Jeff: I expect that this will be one of our best
years. We have some exciting new products
coming out that I think customers will love. I’m
excited about our initiative to provide our business customers with more marketing support
as we prepare for the holiday season.

improve the ease and accuracy of the order
processing, that benefits everyone. I want to
continue to grow the brand with the same
commitment to quality and innovation that
customers have come to expect.
What did you do professionally before entering
the adult industry?
Jeff: I worked in marketing and sales for a few
different Fortune 500 Companies. I have always
had a creative streak and I have continued to
freelance as a video editor and illustrator for
close to ten years now. I found my way into the
adult industry when I was asked to model for
a video but instead offered to edit it. From that
point I continued to make myself valuable as I
transitioned to new roles.
To what extent will this past experience help
you in this new field of action?
Jeff: My experiences have shown me that the
time and energy it takes to master a process is
always worth it.
How much potential do you see for Liberator in
this increasingly competitive marketplace?
Jeff: I see a ton of potential. We have a
product line that changes lives and we are in a
position where we can pivot quickly to respond
to change.
Is there anything you‘d like to tell our readers
about Jeff Montgomery, the private person?
Jeff: I would like to say that I honestly enjoy what
I do. I think it is amazing that I am able to connect
with people all over the world and ultimately
create a shared experience with this brand.

Which ideas, concepts, and plans do you want
to realise at Liberator?
Jeff: I’m working with our team to help
streamline the B2B ordering process. This will
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Sexuality doesn’t have to fade as you age
exclusive

Woodhull Foundation‘s Elizabeth Wood pens a unique memoir about kink, cancer, and rediscovered sexuality at the edge of death

Elizabeth Wood, a Professor of Sociology by trade and sexual freedom fighter at Woodhull Freedom Foundation (a national
human rights organization based in Washington, USA) , is releasing her first book, Bound, this August. Compiled from Wood‘s
lengthy notebook, the story follows the journey of Wood and her late mother, a former morally conservative, old fashioned
woman turned BDSM Domina. Add cancer to the mix, and Wood finds herself caring for her mother‘s physical and psychological needs in a way she‘d never imagined, right up to the end. Now, Wood hopes to share Bound with the world via the pleasure
industry‘s retail channels. The book is published by She Writes Press and distributed to the trade by Ingram Publisher Services. It
is available for wholesale orders through Ingram or any other trade wholesaler with a release date of August 13th. Wholesale and
retail customers can place an order directly through Ingram Publisher Services. Interested wholesalers can create an account
online at IngramContent.com or contact Brooke Warner at Brooke@SheWritesPress.com. In her first pleasure industry interview,
Wood shares the heartache and triumphs behind Bound and why sex, aging and death are more connected than we think.

„

When did you decide to turn your trusty notebook into a story for the whole world to read?
Elizabeth Wood: When my mom was sick, she
and I talked about what it would be like to write
a story together about our experience of this
unusual situation, but ultimately she was too sick
to do that, and I don’t think we could have told
an emotionally honest story together without
fear of hurting one another’s feelings. But I really
wanted to tell the story. There aren’t enough
stories that are about everyday experiences of
illness, health care, and dying that also feature
sexuality. And believe me when I tell you that our
health care system isn’t equipped to address the
sexuality-related concerns of patients who are
being treated for most illnesses. Anyway, it took
me about a year after Mom died before I was
ready to write.

Elizabeth Wood is a Professor of Sociology,
Senior Strategist of the Woodhall Freedom
Foundation and author of 'Bound‘
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What was it like to find out your mother had
become a Domme in her older years, especially
considering your career in feminist sexuality
and your prior understanding of your mother‘s
personality?
Elizabeth: I was so excited for her when she
finally took the plunge into BDSM. She’d
expressed interest a few years before after going
for an editing interview and being given some
Pro-Domme ads to edit. She came home so
excited: ‚Did you know you could get paid to
hurt men and you don’t even have to have sex
with them?‘ That’s what she said to me. Now,

she’d had some very unsatisfying relationships
with men, and it seemed like she’d found a way
to maybe relate to them in a way that gave her
power. Still, it was a few years before she actually
joined Alt.com and started seeing men.
As a feminist who studies sexuality I was excited
that she was willing to ignore the stigma attached
to kink and assert herself in ways that got her
erotic needs met. It did occur to me that she
might at first have been taking pleasure in exacting punishment on the men who saw her in order to make them symbolically atone for the harm
she experienced at the hands of men in her past,
but the more she shared her experiences with
me the clearer it became that she was finding joy
in giving these men something they wanted and
needed while meeting her own needs for power
and control.
Why is this book especially relevant for today‘s
feminist sexual seeker? What can readers learn
and discover about themselves?
Elizabeth: One thing I hope women take from
this is that sexuality doesn’t have to fade as you
age. Older women are rendered pretty sexually
invisible in this society, but my mom, who was in
her late 50s or early 60s when she first started
exploring BDSM, was very much in demand on
the web sites where she met people, and when
she went to Camp Crucible she was neither the
oldest nor the least fit woman there. Lots of kink
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communities are way more body accepting than the
dominant culture is.
Also, while some illnesses and treatments do limit our
ability to express ourselves sexually, it’s important to
find accommodations wherever we can that allow us
to remain as fully sexual as we want to be. My mother
was on dialysis for the last three years of her life and
those were some of her happiest years. Part of that was
because she was offered the choice to do Peritoneal
Dialysis instead of Hemodialysis. PD involves the
surgical insertion of a catheter into a person’s belly, and
each night the person hooks the outside part of the
catheter up to a tube that connects them to a machine
that gently pumps fluid into their abdomen and then
drains it back out. Dialysis is achieved while the person
sleeps, via osmosis across the peritoneal membrane
instead of by draining blood out of the body and running
it through a filter. It allowed my mother to avoid the
exhaustion and the scheduling hassles of hemodialysis.
Here, too, I think the fact that she’d incorporated kink
into her lifestyle helped give her a kind of resilience by
offering her a non-medicalized framework for altered
bodies, unusual sensations, and the kinds of things that
often accompany chronic illness.
Why do you feel this book fits into the growing sexual
wellness space?
Elizabeth: I think it’s so important that we have books
that depict sexuality in the context of other transformative life experiences. Illness is one of those
experiences. Dying is another. Too often we compartmentalize these issues in our own lives as well as in our
cultural discourse. The reality is that we are whole people and every part of our experience touches in some
way on every other. We can’t afford to ignore sexuality
when we’re talking about illness any more than we can
afford to ignore aging when we’re talking sexuality.
You‘ve recently done some promotions for the book on
radio and such. What has been the reaction from radio
hosts and those who have interviewed you?
Elizabeth: The interview I did with Tom Sumner
surprised me the most because I didn’t expect him
to want to focus heavily on the BDSM/sexuality
component of the book. His show is based in Flint,
Michigan and Phoenix, Arizona, and I guess I thought
he might be concerned that the kinky stuff would be
off-putting to some of his listeners. I thought he’d
focus more on the medical, caregiving, and family
themes. Instead, he focused pretty exclusively on the
kink, BDSM, and sexuality themes, asking questions
about what draws people into those kinds of activities,
whether or not they’re dangerous, and things like that.
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Give us some of your favorite excerpts from the book
and tell us why they‘re so special to you.
Elizabeth: I’m biased, of course, and I have a bunch of
favorite parts. One is the story of my mother’s butterfly
tattoo. She’d had a butterfly tattoo on her butt for as
long as I could remember and I never knew how she
got it. One day a nursing assistant asked her about it
and she told this funny-scary story about a drunken
night with a boyfriend who wanted to be a tattoo artist.
They tattooed each other and while she got a pretty
discreet, if lopsided, butterfly on her butt, he got a
chessboard on his chest!
Another favorite story, one that’s much less funny but
really important to me, is a story about my struggle
to ‚be the daughter‘ instead of always being the
medical advocate. My mom and I had had a hard
night because of some paranoid delusions she was
having at a point when she was struggling with multiple
infections. The next morning, the oncologist, the social
worker, and the chaplain and I had a conversation
about what we’d do if mom’s condition worsened. I
told them about the previous night, and the oncologist
said to me, ‚You know Elizabeth, sometimes you just
need to be the daughter.‘ And I felt like I‘d been kicked
to stomach because I thought, well, what have I been
doing all this time? This is what daughters do. They’re
caregivers and they organize all this information. They
keep notes, they keep track, and they keep their
mother safe. But what she really meant was sometimes
what the mother needs is just for the daughter to be
a person who comforts and who can show affection
and so she suggested that I put my notebook aside
and just be that kind of affectionate daughter. And
that was terrifying because I knew that I was using my
note-taking and my record-keeping in a way to keep
mom‘s illness at a kind of emotional distance and so it
was very scary to put my notebook aside. But I‘m really
glad that I did and I‘m still very, very grateful for that
doctor‘s advice.

How has writing Bound helped you heal and grow as a
person, and can it help others do the same? Who are
you now compared to before completing this work?
Elizabeth: Writing Bound gave me a way to process
my experience of my mother’s illness and death. It
also helped me think about a lot of complicated issues
related to aging, illness, sexuality, and dying. I think it
can help other people do that, too. These are some
of the hardest things to talk about, and the quality of
life that we have depends on our ability to have good
communication about exactly these things. We all need
to be able to talk to the people we love, and those
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who will help care of us when we need it – or those for
whom we’re providing care – about things like what
kind of death do we want (or do we want to avoid),
and what are our desires and needs around affection
and intimacy. And these aren’t one-time conversations,
so not only do we need to become skilled at starting
them, but we need to be prepared to continue them
over time.
A book like Bound can make that easier to do by
giving people something other than themselves to start
with. It’s easier to say, ‚Hey, Mom, I read this book and
I’d love to talk about it with you,‘ than to say, ‚Hey,
Mom, there’s something I think we need to talk about,‘
because then the book raises the questions. And in the
context of a book club or discussion group, people get
practice talking about these things with others before
talking about them in the higher-stakes circumstances
of a personal relationship. They also get to hear other
people’s way of talking, which can open up new ways
of thinking. Last, I think that Bound can help individuals
who’ve been caregivers, or who worry about caregiving,
a frame for understanding that no caregiver is perfect.
I made mistakes and I reflect on them in the book.
There are plenty of
things that I wish had
'Bound‘ is released on August 13th
happened differently,
and I share those
too. I hope that
reading Bound will
give people a sense
that, not only are they
not alone, but by
empathizing with
my story, they can
forgive themselves
for any of their
own perceived
imperfections. None
of us does this
perfectly!

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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Emma elevates sex doll
interaction to a new level

Emma is our first AI-capable sex doll.
In essence, she’s a sex robot

exclusive

A m a j o r q u a ntum lea p : E mma th e AI Ro bo t

Emma marks a giant leap forward for the sex doll industry,
moving the market closer to the
first real sex robot. Thanks to its
artificial intelligence, Emma can
pro-vide the user with wholly
new experiences. To learn
more about the doll, EAN asked
Sam White, Sales & Marketing Manager of Cloud Climax
(www.cloudclimax.uk) for an
interview. Apart from Emma,
we also talked about the opportunities and pitfalls of artificially
intelligent dolls in general.
More information about
Emma can be found at:
https://ai-aitech.co.uk

„

Emma the Sex Robot – that is the name of
the latest addition to your product range, and
you say it marks a giant step forward in sexual
robotics technology. What makes Emma a
quantum leap for this product segment?
Sam White: Emma is our first AI-capable sex
doll. In essence, she’s a sex robot. She has full
AI capabilities, which means that she can talk to
you interactively and hold a conver-sation. With
her Android app, you can have a proper twoway conversation with Emma throughout the
course of the day. You can text her while you’re
at work, or out at the shops, and she’ll reply via
text messages.
We’ve also recently brought an engineer on
board to ensure that Cloud Enterprises con-tinues to deliver the guarantees that our customers
expect. As the official UK AI-AITech Appointed
Representative, we have the responsibility to
ensure that we can facilitate re-pairs and maintenance from our UK base. We will ensure that
we continue to offer a pre-mium level of service
and maintenance for our customers’ robots.
Emma boasts several features that are based on
artificial intelligence? What can you tell us about
those?
Sam: Emma has AI capabilities. She can
answer questions (just like Siri/Alexa/Bixby etc),
and she aims to do so in a personalised way
that her owner would find most pleasing. You
can also control her mind and speech.
Is it true that Emma can learn?
Sam: Yes, Emma is a keen student. She learns
from every interaction that she has with her
owner. The more you talk with her, the faster she
will pick up on your habits, likes and dislikes,
and respond in a way that is appropriate and
pleasing you to. She can be trained to obey your
commands and is also programmed to give you
the answers that you seem to like most.
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Emma needs data in order to learn and adapt to
the owner’s wishes. But how safe is this data?
Sam: The data is safely stored on your own
robot. Data is shared anonymously with the
cloud in order that the algorithm that Emma
uses can make her learning possible, so that
she can interact more favourably with her owner.
Apart from artificial intelligence, what other
features does Emma have to offer?
Sam: Emma is also a sex doll with heating
function and realistic sexual sound capability
with the use of body sensors.
How much does Emma cost?
Sam: Emma is £2999 but on sale right now for
£2799. She is a much more affordable ro-bot
than others in the marketplace.
Let’s talk about the target audience: Is Emma
primarily for consumers who already own a doll
and want to take the next step?
Sam: Emma is not compatible with other sex
doll bodies in their current state. Because
Emma has a moving head it requires a special
connector to be used in the neck of the sex
doll body, so that her head can turn. I think that
Emma will appeal to people who want to enjoy
sex doll interaction that is on the next level.
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How long did it take to develop Emma, and how much
time, effort, and money went into this process?
Sam: AI-AITech has been developing robotic products
for three years. They have been continually innovating
in order to bring Emma to market at a good price
point, and also to ensure that the technology is
reliable. We have an engineer at Cloud Enterprises
who is employed to check all of our Emma robots
after arrival into the UK, and to perform any servicing
and maintenance that may be necessary for our
customers.
Do you think that we will see even more advanced sex
robots after Emma, or are we nearing the end of the
flagpole?
Sam: There is always going to be room for
improvement. The team at AI-AITech, in Shen-zhen, is
looking to produce more robots in the not too distant
future. They are looking to ultimately produce a fully
automated robotic body and are currently focusing
on creating more sophistication in arm and mouth
movements. Creating a ‘breathing’ chest is also on
their agenda.

Sam: I have no concerns about anybody being
overtaken by anybody. Robotics are here to stay,
wherever they are being manufactured. Customers
will always want to buy the best product available
at the price point that they can afford, regardless of
where it has been manufactured.
Sex Dolls have been widely produced in China and
exported into the west for years. It’s only a natural
progression that the same
would happen with the next
generation of sex dolls - the
Sex Robots. Emma is only
the first of many AI robotic
products for us. At Cloud
Climax we are cementing
ourselves as the frontrunner
in bringing the latest
technologies to market.

The discussion about artificial intelligence is as
heated as it ever was. Many are worried that the
West may be overtaken by China and that this might
hurt the in-dustry in western nations in the long run.
Do you share these concerns?

Emma is designed to introduce a large audience to the
world of sex robots and that
is also reflected in the pricing

A quantum leap and
the new standard
on which to base
future developments:
Emma the Sex Robot
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We are genuinely proud of each of our products
exclusive

NA K E D FA CTO RY crea tes h igh -qua lity ma sturba to rs

Quality over quantity – this
adage would be an apt description of NAKED FACTORY
and their philosophy. Having
been founded two years ago,
the South Korean masturbator brand from Busan has
only released a total of seven
products. However, those
seven masturbators tick all the
boxes, from great attention
to detail in the exterior design
to well-thought out internal
textures, making them a
great choice for men who care
about quality. What’s more,
NAKED FACTORY continually
improves and optimises these
masturbator models based
on customer feedback. In our
interview with the company’s
General Manager, we learn
more about the company and
their hopes of conquering the
European market in the future.

„

Naked Factory is a sex toy manufacturer
that has specialised in realistic masturbators for
men. Would you mind telling us a little bit about
the company and its history?
Ryan Yun: Some time has passed since the
NAKED FACTORY CO., LTD. was established in
February 2017. As a new company, it was difficult
to enter the market, but through a lot of trial and
error and unforeseen events, the company is now
in a strong position as a manufacturer of male
masturbation toys in Korea.

in the retail and wholesale fields has become the
foundation for running the NAKED FACTORY.
There are several segments in this industry, and
each one sees the products in different ways.
The manufacturing process focuses on productivity and merchantability. In wholesale, the
selection standard for products includes how
attractive each product is to retailers. And retail
focuses on users’ actual needs. The combined
experience of these three gentlemen is the core
of the NAKED FACTORY.

Could you tell us more about your team? Who
are the key people working for Naked Factory?
Ryan: The co-founders and managers of the
Naked Factory are: Mr. Yulbong Yun, who is in
charge of overall product design and planning,
Mr. Ryan Yun, who is in charge of product
design and overseas marketing, and Mr. Jaemin
Jung, who is in charge of online marketing.
Before establishing their own NAKED FACTORY,
they all had previous work experience in the sex
toy wholesale and manufacturing industries, or
as manager of a shop which was also called
NAKED FACTORY. This experience of working

How would you describe your corporate
philosophy?
Ryan: The business philosophy of the NAKED
FACTORY is that if we are not satisfied by a
product, it cannot satisfy others. Our business
management policy is to make products that
we want to use ourselves. The release cycle for
new products by NAKED FACTORY is relatively
slow. Since its establishment in February
2017, NAKED FACTORY has only released
seven masturbation products. However, we
are very busy in the product development
stage, as we focus on quality. After the product
planning and design stages, a prototype is
created and tested before the finished product
is manufactured. In our warehouse, many
unreleased prototype moulds are stored. Even
commercialised products undergo modifications
and upgrades based on feedback from the
market. Currently, our products on the market
have been upgraded at least two to three times.
We at NAKED FACTORY develop and produce
products by placing the highest priority on
product merchantability.

The NAKED FACTORY team:
Yulbong Yun, Ryan Yun and Jaemin Jung

Could you give us a brief overview of your
product portfolio? Is there a product you are
especially proud of?
Ryan: The NAKED FACTORY’s products
are beautifully designed. When users wear
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appropriate underwear and set the mood, then they
can feel like they are with a nude model. However,
we are not only focusing on the design. The purpose
of the masturbators is sexual arousal. The product’s
value comes from how well it stimulates the user when
the user inserts his penis. We invest as much time,
energy, and money into the internal design as we do
with the external design. There are other products with
this type of internal design, but as the internal design
cannot be seen from the outside, these products are
not produced to the same standard. Most of these
products have simple patterns and small projections
that are often imperceptible. The shape and material
of these masturbators allows for flexibility, and if
someone inserts their penis, the inner tunnel expands.
Due to the poor design, the device expands internally.
Consequently, the device loses its shape and does
not stimulate as well as it should. We take into
account the fact that the internal structure changes
when we design our products. Therefore, customer
satisfaction is high. We design products with unique
internal designs, so each product has a distinctive
way of stimulating the user. We are genuinely proud
of each of our products. As already mentioned, the
products that we currently sell were only released after
an extensive development process, a comprehensive
manufacturing process, and after commercialisation
tests had been carried out. We improved our design
based on user feedback after they were released. We
make our products with the utmost sincerity. However,
it is the customers’ right to buy products to suit their
tastes and preferences.
There are already numerous masturbators on the
market. What sets your products apart? Why should a
retailer choose Naked Factory instead of a competitor?
Ryan: It is true that there is a lot of competition in
this market. Looking at just the products, not taking
the packaging or the brand into account, how many
products can consumers recognise? (Which company
made it and in which country?) It is difficult to set our
products apart from our competitors based solely on
the design. Nonetheless, there are great variations in
the elasticity offered by the material, the delicate design,
and the realistic portrayal of the insertion opening.
NAKED FACTORY’s products have been developed by
combining the needs of manufacturers, wholesalers,
retailers, and end-users. Based on the understanding
of the materials, we have our own manufacturing
technology, so our products have distinctive elasticity,
flexibility, and stickiness, without any foul odour.
Although consumers use our products for a long time,
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NAKED FACTORY only uses
high-quality materials

“E T J U S TO D U O D O LO R E S
E T E A R E B U M AT V E R O

“WE INV E ST AS MUC H
TIME , E NE RGY, AND
MONE Y INTO THE
IN TE RNAL DE SIGN AS W E
DO W ITH THE E XTE RNAL
DESIGN.”
RYA N Y U N

the toys keep their shape. As
an added bonus, the lubricant,
powder, and storage pouch
are offered as a set so that the
storage and management of the
products is easier.

Realistic masturbators may be your main product,
but you also offer lubricants and lingerie. What do you
have to offer in this respect?
Ryan: NAKED FACTORY’s main products are male
masturbators, but NAKED FACTORY’s ultimate goal
is developing a variety of items for a pleasurable sex
life. We plan to manufacture gels and lingerie as part
of our passion and vision. The lingerie we planned
has been specially made for male masturbators. If
consumers use the lingerie with the masturbators,
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Asian countries are like that). In such a culture, it is
really inconvenient to have a life size product at home
Apart from the design, great attention is also
that you have to keep hidden from others. After using
paid to the structures and textures on the inside
the product, it is not easy to clean and store it. A lifesized doll is heavy, and it can be difficult to use. We
know that products with human characteristics and AI
functions have been developed, but they have limited
functionality and it is difficult to form a bond with them.
In the future, once AI and robot technologies have
been more fully developed, life size dolls may corner
the adult toy market. However,
right now - especially in Asian
countries - consumers tend
to purchase simpler and more
“ NAKE D FAC TORY ’ S
discrete products. And even if
customers buy life size dolls,
PRODUC TS HAV E
they tend to buy Naked Factory
products as well.
BE E N DE V E LOPE D BY

C OMBINING THE NE E DS

visual excitement can be maximised, and therefore it
can be more satisfying.
Right now, you are only offering partial bodies as
masturbators. Are there plans to also release life sized
dolls? How do you evaluate this market?
Ryan: In the last few years, the number of life size
doll manufacturers has rapidly increased. In the
past, manufacturers made those dolls with expertise
and luxury silicone in some European countries and
Japan. Therefore, the dolls were expensive, and it
was not easy to purchase one. As a result, people
had a certain fantasy about life size dolls. It seems
that the manufacture of life-sized dolls using TPE
materials is increasing in China and other countries.
As the number of manufacturers and the supply
volume increase – and since they use TPE material,
which is cheaper than silicone - the prices have
greatly decreased, but so has the quality. Due to the
scarcity of the life size dolls and due to their excellent
craftsmanship and quality, they were regarded not
only as sex toys but also as works of art. However,
they are not produced in the same way nowadays.
We do not know about the situation in other countries
but there is not a huge market for these products in
Asia. The reason is because of cultural differences
rather than product problems. In Asian countries,
including Korea, people tend to not talk about sex,
especially masturbation, with others (although not all
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Are you currently working
together with distributors in
OF MANUFAC TURE RS,
Europe or are you planning on
doing so in the future?
W HOL E SAL E RS,
Ryan: We have already sent
samples to a few organisations,
RE TAIL E RS, AND
but we are also looking for
other European companies to
E NDUSE RS.”
collaborate with. The European
RYA N Y U N
market seems to be an attractive
market. Europeans are open
about sex, and the market is
also huge. There are a variety of products, and there
are lots of products of well-known brands. It would
be stupid to exclude doing business in the European
market. When we have a greater variety of products,
we will also participate in expos such as VENUS or
EROFAME.
What are you looking for in potential business
partners?
Ryan: We have passion for our products and the
NAKED FACTORY brand. Business partners connect
because it‘s mutually beneficial. Obviously, it would
be important that our business partner can sell a
large quantity of products, have various sales routes,
and are able to supply our products to retailers all
over Europe in a short time. However, it would be
an honour if we could find a business partner who
loves and cares about our products. If the products
are released via crowded sales channels without the
necessary care, there is a high probability of failure
as the brand may not survive the fierce competition,
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being pitted against other, better-known brands.
NAKED FACTORY will not be satisfied with just selling
products and creating profits. We want to become
a brand that is synonymous with sex toys and ranks
among the top brands.
Let’s talk a bit about your home market: How do people
feel about masturbation and sex toys in Korea? Is there
a big stigma surrounding these things or are sex toys
seen as something normal?
Ryan: It is not easy to operate an adult sex toy business
in Korea. Korean society is conservative when it comes
to sex and talking about sex with someone of the
opposite gender is regarded as impolite. Although this
is changing in the younger generation, Korea is still
not that liberal about sexual activities or comments.
In this context, masturbation is one of the things that
is difficult to share with others. So, people tend to
think masturbation is a pathetic act enjoyed by single
people when in fact most people masturbate. Although
Korean people masturbate, they deny it. Korean
people are reluctant to talk about masturbation. Adults
disparage adult sex toys as unsafe products that
should be hidden. According to them, adult toys are not
mainstream products. Therefore, people are passive

about buying masturbators. However, people tend to
explore their desires when anonymity is guaranteed.
The internet and delivery services are highly developed
in Korea and because anonymity is guaranteed,
many people purchase items online. Compared to
the conservative values displayed, a huge number
of masturbators or sex toys are purchased online.
Fortunately, the younger generations are more open
to sex and adult sex toys. As for the future, I expect
Korea to become less repressed and more liberal like
European countries and other similar countries.
What are Naked Factory‘s plans for the future?
Ryan: Above all, it is important for NAKED FACTORY to
be recognised as a premium masturbator manufacturer,
and then we intend to develop a variety of products. In
the today’s adult sex toy market, there is a great variety
of products, including many unique products. But there
are products that are yet to be invented or thought of,
products that consumers will want and need at some
point. We will research and develop ideas and designs
that will allow us to enter even such a niche market.
We think ours can become a brand that represents
a pleasant adult culture, rather than a brand just
manufacturing adult sex toys.

In addition to masturbators, NAKED CITY also offers accessories such as lingerie to go along with their main products
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We think there’s a double standard at play
exclusive

D a m e P r o d u cts sues th e New Yo rk subwa y a uth o rity

Presenting sex toys and sexuality-based products in public
is still a tricky thing, as Dame
Products found when they
tried to advertise their products
on the New York subway. The
Metropolitan Transport Authority (MTA) did greenlight their
ads at first, only to backpedal
at the last moment. Moreover, the MTA even changed
their advertising guidelines,
making it virtually impossible to
advertise sex toys from now on.
Alex Fine, the founder of Dame
products, didn’t want to take
this lying down, so she initiated
legal action against this decision. EAN spoke with Alex about
this dispute and found that
it is about much
more than just
the ads of an
erotic
company.

Alex Fine,
co-founder of
Dame Products
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„

Dame Products recently sued the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA), which
runs the New York Subway. The reason for this
was that the MTA rejected an advertisement
campaign. Could you tell us about the events
that led up to your decision to sue them?
Alex Fine: When we first set out to advertise
with the MTA, we went back and forth with their
team for months ensuring we could meet their
guidelines. Initially, we were given the green light
to advertise with them. We ordered additional
inventory and spent money on the creative.
Then, there was radio silence and months later
our ads were denied.
In November, Outfront, the MTA’s media company wrote back to us saying that, “I wish I had
some better news. It looks like we will be unable
to run this ad content. The MTA will be releasing
a new Q and A regarding advertising guidelines.
I will send it over as soon as I receive it.”
Then, Memorandum from Defendant Janno
Lieber, the MTA’s Chief Development Officer
sent a letter that stated:
After a careful review, the MTA determined that
the proposed ads promote a sexually oriented
business, which has long been prohibited by the
MTA’s advertising standards.
Under these advertising standards, which have
been established by the MTA Board, the MTA
and its advertising contractors do not accept
for display on MTA properties any advertisement that does not comply with any of our
specific standards; these standards are applied
evenly to all genders and are posted online on
the MTA’s website . . .
In our view, as reflected in a recently issued
addition to the MTA’s Frequently Asked
Questions relating to advertising, advertisements
promoting sex toys or devices, such as the ads
Dame Products has proposed for display, are
promoting a sexually oriented business. No ads

for sex toys or devices have previously been
displayed on MTA properties.
This FAQ had been updated since our time
working together.
What exactly are you accusing the MTA of? One
could argue that it is within the MTA’s rights to
decide what they show in their trains …
Alex: Our complaint details how (1) the MTA
regulations governing advertisements are
applied in a way that systematically disadvantages women and privileges male interests, and
(2) the MTA violated our First Amendment rights
when it banned their advertisements.
Clear policies are crucial to ensure that no
companies that serve women and people with
vulvas are censored in any arena. The MTA‘s
refusal to show our ads is backed by vague and
sexist reasoning and bars many businesses like
ours from growing their companies.
Advertisements are also hugely influential to our
culture and we want to stand up for the needs
and desires of vulva-havers everywhere. This
lawsuit is important because it is necessary for
us to change society misconception of vibrators
and sexual pleasure as harmful when in truth,
not reminding individuals that sex SHOULD be
pleasurable - is harmful. If vibrator companies
can‘t advertise, people won’t know what
options are available to them and learn to
prioritise their pleasure. Advertisements are
hugely influential to our culture and we want to
stand up for the needs and desires of
vulva-havers everywhere.
In the past, advertising erotic products to the
public was often been a sensitive topic. Did you
expect such a reaction from the MTA? Have you
had other bad experiences elsewhere?
Alex: Unbound was also denied from advertising with the MTA in 2018. The MTA
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responded in a NYT article, saying they would „work
with the company toward a resolution that is agreeable
to all parties and allows their ads on the system.“
Because of this, we decided to move forward with
submitting ads to the MTA and thought we could work
with them to successfully advertise on their platform.
We’re also unable to advertise on social media platforms like Facebook and Instagram. We have been
denied from office spaces, banks, and fundraising
platforms (which we later overcame and became the
first sex toy company to crowdfund on Kickstarter).

that, unless we learn to discuss openly, will never be
common knowledge. We need to see representations
of women‘s sexuality and pleasure in a healthy way.
Vibrators have many benefits for women/people with
vulvas (they‘re tools for low libido, abuse survivors,
and cancer patients, to name just a few!) We feel
strongly that we need to learn how to have healthy
conversations about sex or we risk unhealthy
practices, and we believe that this is a significant step
in that process.
Do you think this kind of sexism is a specifically
American problem or even something that is
particularly prevalent in New York?
Alex: New York is a progressive, open-minded city,
but that does not mean it’s immune from the sexist
ideals that are so deeply imbedded in our society.
While the point of conflict might differ between
cultures, I think the demonisation of women’s
sexuality can unfortunately be found in most of the
world today. I also think that businesses like Dame‘s
truly have the power to change that narrative – our
community is passionate about fighting these
standards and is ready for change.

Apart from suing the MTA, you also went public with
your #derailsexism campaign. How is the response
you’ve gotten so far?
Alex: Our #derailsexism hashtag has reached over
1.38M users on Twitter and counting. We’re overwhelmed by the support we’ve received from our
community. We‘ve also had a few folks reach out to us
letting us know that, while the MTA won‘t let us advertise, they‘re more than happy to allow us to.
Let‘s talk a little bit more about the underlying problem of this conflict. You said that the MTA doesn’t
have a problem with male sexuality, but with female
pleasure and sexual wellbeing.
Do you have any idea as to why they act this way?
Alex: We think there’s a double standard at play.
The MTA is one of many institutions that prioritises
men’s sexuality but dismisses women’s sexuality.
Erectile dysfunction companies can advertise with
the MTA (and Facebook and Instagram, which are
other platforms on which we can‘t advertise). The
MTA is prioritising ad space for tools that make sex
better for men/people with penises – but ignoring all
of the many benefits of tools for women/people with
vulvas (they‘re a tool for low libido, abuse survivors,
and cancer patients, to name just a few!) They‘re
also discounting the importance of advocating for
enjoyable, pleasurable sex – which is something

Finally, let‘s take a look at the road – or the tracks –
ahead: Do you think we‘ll see more advertising for
sex toys in public spaces? Or is there still a long way
to go?
Alex: We hope this lawsuit is the first step to open
doors for businesses like Dame’s to advertise with
the MTA and beyond. When I started this company,
I never thought I would be filing lawsuits. But I hope
this legal route opens up conversations about the
larger societal tropes at play here – lack of education
about women’s sexual health and pleasure,
and prioritisation of men-focused products and
businesses. Those are the conversations that can
create long-lasting change for sexuality businesses
and give us an even playing field to be successful.
The ads that were first
approved and then rejected
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eroFame attracts a diverse customer

base we really like to connect with
exclusive

O x ba l l s & hünkyjunk co me to H a no ver

For the first time ever, Blue
Ox Designs, the worldrenowned creators of the
Oxballs and hünkyjunk brands,
will have their own booth
at eroFame. Ryan Fraga,
Director of Sales & Operations
of Blue Ox designs, brings
EAN up to date on the
company’s preparations and
expectations.

„

Oxballs will be present at the eroFame this
year with your own stand for the first time. Why
did you decide to take this step?
Ryan Fraga: The European market has always
been such a strong marketplace for Oxballs, we
have such a fan base already there. Coming
to eroFame for us, is about getting connected
to our retailers who have helped build our
success outside of the USA. Our goal is a
strong connection for our incredible service and
support for our partners in Europe. For 2019 we
launched our new brand hünkyjunk, the brand
is already winning awards in the USA, it’s clean,
modern, and stylish premium men’s toys - it is
perfect for the European market and we really
want to fully showcase this range.

Ryan: Our overall exhibit will be about the
breadth of product Oxballs brands creates and
offers in Europe, including showcasing the new
hünkyjunk line. Our distributors represent fantastic range of Oxballs products; we want to show
our scope of premium men’s toys at the show.
Hünkyjunk is such a match for more mainstream
retailers in Europe, it just looks cool and fresh,
it looks new, so we’re showing the entire line
of products including new hünkyjunk products.
While hünkyjunk is a concise curated offering
of our best ideas interpreted in an all-new
way--given that it is so new, it isn’t going to be
overshadowed by Oxballs. It’s a bold brand,
and both brands show well and have strong
appeal for wholesale and to the retail customers.

In previous years, you always supported your
distributors at eroFame. What‘s the difference to
have your own booth?
Ryan: Exhibiting at eroFame is about supporting
our distributors. Many retailers in Europe buy
through our distribution network for many
reasons: ease of access without importing,
speed of delivery, language barriers…these
reasons won’t change, and we want retailers
to continue to buy our products where they are
getting the best service and support.
Being present at eroFame will give us a direct
dialogue with our retailers so that we can
hear what challenges and successes they are
experiencing with our brand, so that we can
continue to grow in a direction that is successful
for European retail. Retailers ultimately are the
boots on the ground building our business,
and we want to make sure we hear directly
from them and that retailers know they can
communicate with us.

Can you give us a few insights into your
preparations? How much time and effort is
going into this trade show appearance?
Ryan: We have a lot of experience in trade
events. However, I will admit that more time
is being spent on designing and preparing
for the eroFame. The show is a space where
most exhibits are simply more elaborate
and skilfully designed. We are spending
the time to create a space that matches the
environment of the eroFame’s modern event
space and other exhibits.

What will be the focus of your first appearance
at eroFame? Does your new hünkyjunk line get
most of the limelight?
Ryan Fraga, Director of
Sales & Operations at
Blue Ox Designs
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What are your expectations for the 10th
eroFame?
Ryan: We hope to make many connections
with retailers who have been purchasing our
goods and supporting our business for years.
We also want to introduce new retailers to
hünkyjunk and show pieces in Oxballs that
retailers have maybe never seen in person, our
product lines are much bigger than you might
imagine. The feedback we get listening to our
customers has so much value; we learn so
much at trade shows.
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“E T J U S TO D U O D O LO R E S
E T E A R E B U M AT V E R O
E O S E T A C C U !“
AUTOR

What were your impressions of eroFame in recent
years?
Ryan: eroFame is a smart, vibrant show; it has
been so exciting to see our brands represented
there over the years surrounded by so many other
great brands. eroFame attracts a diverse customer
base we really like to connect with.
What difference do you see between eroFame and
trade fairs in the USA?
Ryan: Every show we attend is chosen because
of its reach, the customers it attracts, the location
and yes, the value. eroFame is honestly the best
way to reach a diverse customer range in in Europe
and beyond, something many shows in the USA
can‘t do.
How important is the European business for
Oxballs?
Ryan: Extremely. Our brands and product variety
are so vast it is important to reach a wide variety
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of customers. Oxballs makes toys that appeal to
so many types of men and couples; we also make
fetish-based toys that are the niche customer we
need to seek out. Hünkyjunk have wider mass
appeal, it is sold in the fetish-based leather stores
and the more general shops that appeal to all sorts
of men, women and couples.
In some ways Europe drives style that filters back
to the USA, many toys we make have a bigger
following in Europe than in the USA.
You work with distributors in Europe. Who are
they? Where can the trade buy your products?
Ryan: Our distribution footprint consists of
Dusedo, ABS, Mr. B, Dark-Ink, and Eropartner.
These partners represent a network of hand-picked
suppliers who support a range of types of retailers
as well as locations. We have been careful to
keep our footprint small so that we can maintain
healthy strategies that support retailers who invest
in our products.
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I have spoken up against them quite a bit
and they don‘t like their authority being challenged
exclusive

Ra j A r m a n i f igh ts a rch a ic la ws a nd o utda ted mo ra ls in India

„

Since the end of June, the Indian media
has been hotly debating the ban on the sale of
sex toys. Was there a concrete reason for this
media attention?
Raj Armani: That is correct. What turned this
into a shock to the conservative Indian society
was an information document released by the
customs department in Mumbai. It revealed a shocking statistic which took many
by surprise. Apart from publishing various
related information, it showed that just in the
last 2 years, the customs department was
able to confiscate about Rs8 crores (about
US $2.6M) worth of adult products – just at
Mumbai Port. This number was an eye opener
for the press and it led to a debate about
how much was actually imported in India, a
country where talking about sex or sex-related
topics is taboo and people still want to believe
that sex toys would lead to a debasement of
Indian culture instead of being something men
or women from good families indulge in or
talk about. This is in stark contrast to the fact
that India is the 2nd largest consumer of porn,
almost the most populous nation with 1.3B
people (wonder how that came about), and
the birthplace of Kamasutra.
The initial report led to a FULL PAGE cover
that blew away most citizens in India, see this:
https://www.dropbox.com/s/m32hnus7hzcipcw/Mid%20Day%203.png?dl=0
It led to the media reaching out to a few
brands, but to my knowledge everyone backed out of contributing to that story for fear
of retaliation or because they were afraid to
step on the Tiger’s tail. However, we saw this
as an opportunity to speak out about these
unreasonable and antiquated laws that appear
to be used as tools by the government in its
attempt to sanitise the nation of anti-cultural
elements such as ‘Sex Toys’. We spoke up,
and we were the ONLY individuals who came

On a global scale, people
seem to be becoming more
accepting of sex toys.
However, there are still
markets and governments
that lag behind the rest of
the world when it comes to
sexual tolerance. India is a
prime example of this. Raj
Armani, the co-founder and
Chief Operating Officer of
IMbesharam.com tells us
about the situation on the
subcontinent in our EAN
interview.

Raj Armani, co-founder and
Chief Operating Officer of
IMbesharam.com
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out criticising this process. However, we were
supported by the citizens and attorneys who
contributed to the article as well.
Here is the frontpage feature where they pitched us against the Top Cop in Mumbai.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/o387sbam2u80vkz/Mid-Day%201.jpg?dl=0
Is it true that the laws regulating the sale of
sex toys date back to 1947?
Raj Armani: The misunderstood fact of the
matter is that there is NO LAW governing sex
toys in India. However, the regulators who
enforce certain sections of law to restrict/
prohibit the import of sex toys apply their
personal moral judgement as they best see
fit, freely interpreting a section of the law
that was inserted in the constitution in 1947,
stating: ‚As per Section 292 of IPC, if the
product is obscene (as defined by Indian
constitution – a book, pamphlet, paper,
writing, drawing, painting, representation,
figure or any other object, shall be deemed
to be obscene if it is lascivious or appeals to
the prurient interest or if its effect, or (where
it comprises two or more distinct items) the
effect of any one of its items, is, if taken as a
whole, such as to tend to deprave and corrupt person)) sale, marketing and distribution
of that product is illegal.‘
This law was taken from the British Constitution when they left us after our independence, and it was specifically designed to
address obscenity in paintings and erotic
books. At that time, they had NO FUCKING
IDEA about the internet, porn or sex toys
which eventually arose because society
wanted those things. So, applying a law from
1947 to the current generation and times is
a joke already. Even though this archaic law
was gifted to India by the British when they
left, the English people have revised their
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laws and caught up with times in the 60’s and
70’s. In India, however, even buying a condom has
become a herculean effort. The concept of moral
policing has become so woven into the fabric of
society that very few dare stand up and speak
because they are afraid of the immense reputational
risks that such action entails. Therefore, nobody
comes to question these assumed laws and the
regulators enforce them at will, clearly aware that,
this being a topic of sensitive nature, they will get
away without anybody questioning them or holding
them accountable.
And is it true that, for example, cock rings can be
sold freely the sale of vibrators is illegal? How can
this be explained?
Raj Armani: On a surface level, the only argument
that most Indians assume, and that explains this, is
to look at the shape of the product and what purpose it is for. A vibrator can resemble a man’s organ
and it is used for female pleasure so it‘s definitely
illegal because it’s crossing their appearance of
obscenity rule. Also, in conservative India, women
are not expected to have desires or crave pleasure,
and therefore, these things go against the culture.
Hence, they are definitely illegal. While the poor cock
ring that looks like a simple rubber/silicone ring and
has no shape or objectification, is at times laughed
at or jabbed at but never taken seriously enough to
be considered an illegal product.
However, if we break this down factually, here is
what we know of: Is the label or categorisation of a
product as ‘Sex Toys’ used accurately? In fact, it is
NOT.
The government authorities in India use this label
vaguely and unreasonably, primarily if their moral
sensibilities tell them so. They get offended by the
mere sight of any product that has to do with a
sexual organ, no matter if it is a clinical aid for patients who are trying to conceive or if it is used to
cure a sexual defi ciency or problem – something
that many Indians face. If a product touches or
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This newspaper article
from June 25 triggered the
discussion about the ban on
sex toy sales – a discussion
that has been going on in the
Indian media ever since

The discussion about a more
modern, liberal approach to
sex toys continued on June
29, when Indian morning
paper mid-day invited
advocates and opponents
of the status quo to express
their views

Raj Armani takes a stand and
doesn’t mince words
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contacts with sexual organs, it triggers their moral
perception of obscenity. There is NO clear logic
in the way they categorise sex toy. If it means a
toy used for sex, then condoms and c-rings are
sex toys as well. How come they are being sold
across every department store and medical store
in India? That’s because penis rings have been
existing here for years, along with condoms, and
somehow, they have become acceptable as products that adults use for preventing children, so
the social stigma is quite lessened when it is not
labelled as a sex toy.
Who are these authorities and regulators?
Raj Armani: It’s important to know who the people
are who are enforcing these rules. Most of them
come from conservative backgrounds and grew up
in orthodox thinking when it comes to sex and the
sexual freedom of individuals, so when they see
any product even remotely against their sanskar,
they get offended and deem it a just punishment to
confiscate the shipment and embarrass the person
who ordered them. To them, this is a just penalty
for going against the morality of Indian culture. In
summary, while there is NO logical explanation
for this, in India the saying is, don‘t mess what’s
already working ... So, as long as things are going
the way they are, penis rings will continue to be
shown and sold across retail stores in India and
vibrators will either pop the eyeballs or drop the
jaw to the ground. There was an interesting video
I came across where two daughters are surprised
when they find out their mother ordered a vibrator
and was using it. This was an eye opener for many,
do watch: https://youtu.be/OVwylMFKcBE
Laws are one thing, but how strictly they are enforced is another matter. How do the law enforcement authorities in India operate? Do they take
action against retailers etc. who offer sex toys?
Raj Armani: So there are a few special aspects
of the law, its application, and its enforcement. So
far, the only place where the authorities are taking
action is by preventing the import of adult toys in
India. No doubt, there are many, many individuals
and companies who do import them one way or
other, legally or illegally, but at this time, the authorities who are at the port of import are most active
in their enforcement of the so-called Obscenity
Law to prevent any sex toy imports. Often, they
file subpoenas for the recipients to appear and
explain why they ordered/were gifted an obscene
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product. Usually, no one shows
up and the customs department apparently ‘dismisses the
“ I HAV E NOT V ISITE D
matter’ - there is no real proof
INDIA IN A FE W MONTHS
that it does, but whatever. So
far, outside of these import
NOW, BUT BE ING THAT I
barriers, the authorities and
regulators have not necessarily
WAS PITC HE D AGAINST
implemented or enforced the
law in a way that impedes,
THE TOP C OP IN MUMBAI,
restricts or prohibits doing
ecommerce business in India.
I W OUL D RATHE R WAIT
That‘s primarily because sex
AND GO ON VAC ATION TO
toys are NOT sold openly (in
retail or physical stores but
OTHE R SUNNIE R PL AC E S
mostly online), so what doesn’t
come to the eye can often slide
L IKE PHUKE T OR BAL I.“
by. They are sold in undergRAJ ARMANI
round markets along with a lot
of other China-imported stuff,
and apart from an occasional
raid or two, law enforcement
tends to turn a blind eye as it’s a lesser menace
and issue unless someone brings it up with media
and press.
The ecommerce retailers do tread with caution,
mostly labelling themselves legal and totally in
compliance with the law (it’s a white lie but it floats
their boat) so until this category booms, which will
happen when the 1947 laws are re-evaluated, it’s all
hunky dory under the radar.
And what about the consumers? Let‘s say
someone orders a sex toy from Amazon, then
nobody can figure out what‘s in the package? Or
are parcels opened by the authorities?
Raj Armani: Consumers keep ordering from international stores all the time. We have had heard of
many Indian citizens who ordered from Amazon and
other websites internationally and were ridiculed and
embarrassed at the hands of customs authorities,
because they were made to shame for their sexual
dysfunction. They were asked to approach their offices, write statements, show prescriptions and even
after that, the products were confiscated. We feel
that due to the nature of products, and the fact that
many citizens would rather give up on the product
than go and face the customs officers and listen
while they are being shamed and ridiculed, this gives customs unreasonable authority and they abuse
their power as nobody comes to question them and
they get away taking any decisions they please.
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So, while the difficulties we face are challenges in
delivering the orders to our customers in India, we
ship them through our agents and they handle the
clearance and delivery to the customer. Of all the
websites in India, we are the ONLY website where
shopping for adult toys is 100% safe & secure as
the customer is transacting with a US company and
site and thus NOT violating any laws in India. Plus,
the import is handled by our agents, so customer
information is never revealed to customs or any
other authorities.
Why don‘t the legislators accept to the facts that
a) there is an increasing demand for sex toys, b)
acceptance of these articles is growing in India and
c) e-commerce makes it possible to shop anywhere
in the world?
Raj Armani: Most legislators are already inundated with other major issues like population,
basic rights, and access to basic services and
amenities, employment, education, inequality, the
caste system, access to food and water, etc., so
when prioritising their responsibilities, validating a
primitive law for sexual pleasure ranks way down
on the list. They aren’t interested in the argument
that since last 5-6 years, anyone who reads a
newspaper, has access to the internet or watches

movies and shows is aware
of sex toys and can buy them
online. Being that people still
“ I AM THE MOST
have access (even though its
WANTE D PE RSON FOR
limited) and that nobody wants
to boast or talk about sex toy
THE C USTOMS AGE NC IE S
shopping, the only real need
to validate this censorship and
AS THE Y ASSUME I AM
intrusion into one’s privacy is
by either adult toy businesses/
THE PABLO E SC OBAR OF
brands or by non-profi t and
social organisations that see
ADULT TOY S.“
this as an encroachment on
RAJ ARMANI
their civil rights and basic
freedoms. Though this is a
heated topic among many
groups and communities, it
will only rise to the top as it gains momentum over
a period of time. We know it’s very close, and the
time is ripe now to challenge the unreasonable
actions of the import authorities in a court of law.
We are working on gathering substantial information and documentation and raising funds to pay
for the cost of litigation. Hopefully, we will be ably
Given the signs of
to open up a market of $1.2B to adult toy brands
change in India, Raj
and sellers worldwide.
Armani is optimistic
about the future

You founded IMbesharam.com seven years ago.
Would you say that this grey area that you have to
operate in because of the above-mentioned legislation, is the biggest obstacle for the development of
your company/brand?
Raj Armani: It is absolutely the biggest challenge
we face, but the good news is that it can be overcome with a suitable application of grit, determination,
and investments. No victories have come without
struggle and perseverance. We have been standing
up for the cause and the rights of men and women
in India, because at one time, we were in the same
position. Now, we are blessed with the opportunity,
the platform, and the voice to be heard.
From a strategic perspective, the timing couldn’t get
any better. Demand in India is exploding, every person who has access to the internet wants a slice of
life, the shipping and delivery processes are getting
better, the ecommerce know how and habits have
already fallen into place, and the people in India
are speaking about this in all forms – news, blogs,
movies, TV, internet, social media, influencers, etc.
The Supreme Court has shown time and again that
its aligning the laws with the times; great examples
are the decriminalisation of homosexuality, and even
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the legal recognition of same sex marriages is in the
cards - we could not have launched the brand at a
better time. One strike of the pen, and an immense
opportunity would burst open, with almost every
major brand and retailer in the adult sphere waiting
and watching, keeping an eye out for when this
happens.
For all entrepreneurs out there, this is the time to
make the hay, and the sun is shining the brightest it
ever has on the adult products category in India.
What do you think will happen in the next few years?
Is there reason to be optimistic or will politicians
refuse to change archaic laws and bring them up to
date with the sensibilities of the 21st century?
Raj Armani: The former, absolutely. We are literally
on the cusp of a major change in this era, and soon,
censorship and government interference could be
a topic of past. The momentum has been building
for a long time, now aided by the voice of people
as seen and shown in the ways society engages on
social media, in movies, and on TV. All we need now
is that spark that lights the fire.
My optimism comes from being deeply involved in
the conversations happening in India, not only in the
news or social media, but also with respect to what
real people think and want. Within my network of
family and friends, there are entrepreneurs, industry
disruptors, law experts, political professionals,
attorneys and advocates, friends and relatives, and
almost the majority of them concur that it is high
time the government quit dictating the rules of conduct inside the privacy of people’s bedrooms.
This is also made evident by the mass acceptance
and discussions concerning topics like self-pleasure (as shown in LUST Stories on Netflix, Veerey
di Wedding – Bollywood Movie). These things are
shown and discussed in open by women of all ages
and social spheres. There are more and more women coming out to speak about their bodies, their
freedom, their choices in life – not just the necessities, but the choice of who they want to date, who
they want to marry, whom they want to have sex
with. Tinder and a dozen of dating apps have been
booming in India, the LGBT community is organising
some of the their biggest and most well-attended
events, topics such as sexual preferences, menstruation, monogamy and polygamy, infidelity, etc.
make it onto front page of news magazines. People
are talking, speaking up or silently revolting. This is a
sign of a change.
We are all just waiting for a trigger.
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The founders of
IMbesharam.com: Raj
Armani and Salim Rajan

You have been working hard for years to give Indians
access to sex toys and information about sexual
health, etc. Have you been declared ‚persona non
grata‘ by the Indian authorities?
Raj Armani: Haha. You hit the nail on the head
with this question. I am not sure how welcome or
unwelcome I am in India, but as per my team, I am
the MOST WANTED person for the customs agencies
as they assume I am the Pablo Escobar of adult toys.
I have spoken up against them quite a bit and they
don‘t like their authority being challenged. However,
as a US Citizen, and operating the business out of
the US, we do not have to comply to the laws in India,
nor are we considered under the judicial territory of
India. I have not visited India in a few months now,
but being that I was pitched against the Top Cop in
Mumbai, I would rather wait and go on vacation to
other sunnier places like Phuket or Bali.
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I knew I could create a store that is unlike any other
exclusive

Cu p i d ‘ s Cl o s e t f o under Da niel Greenberg brings a to uch o f cla ss to th e sex to y scen e

How many of you male retailers or manufacturers can say you really love sex toys (beyond the major money they snag, that is)?
Not enough if you ask me. That‘s why Los Angeles-based shop owner Daniel Greenberg will always be ahead of the game. He
runs his pleasure product retail business on pure passion. In fact, Greenberg and I (Colleen Godin, the author of this little ditty
you‘re reading) have something rather important in common: we both cut our teeth working as clerks in an adult boutique and
quickly realized it was our respective calling. We also both believe that buying a sex toy shouldn‘t require stepping into a sketchy,
back-alley porn shop where someone‘s probably masturbating to a hidden camera feed behind the bullet-proof glass counter. Greenberg and his wife, Brittany, have since created an environment in their shop, Cupid‘s Closet, that‘s bright and clean,
sex-positive, and comfortable for college students through senior citizens. According to Greenberg, anything less just doesn‘t
vibe with the future of pleasure product shopping. Daniel and Brittany aim to set a high standard for consumers, and for them,
that means forgetting you‘ve even stepped into a store that‘s technically X-rated. Daniel was happy to oblige an interview to
show his peers across the pond that times – even in politically crazy America – are a‘changin,‘ and definitely for the better.

„

So first, the million dollar question:
why sex toys?
Daniel Greenberg: I love sex toys! I realized
very quickly after using sex toys how much fun
they are, and the different options they give you
to enjoy and prolong your sex. Not only are
they great to use during sex, they are great to
use by yourself with so many options of toys
that give you all sorts of different types of
stimulation for any and all erotic body parts. I
also wanted to create a sex positive, clean,
and comfortable environment to be able to
explore your sexuality in. The pleasure industry
has a huge stigma attached to it and every day
at Cupid‘s Closet we strive to break that
stigma. We all have sex yet so many people
feel like they cannot talk about it, or even feel
embarrassed talking about a vibrator. We constantly have people coming in shy as can be
that leave the store ecstatic and wanting to tell
all their friends.
How did you decide upon a mission and
concept for Cupid’s Closet?
Daniel: My concept for Cupid‘s Closet was to
make a clean, classy, and most importantly, a
comfortable atmosphere for individuals and
couples to shop. I wanted sales associates that
are knowledgeable and passionate about

Daniel and Brittany
Greenberg, founders of
Cupid‘s Closet
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educating customers on what we carry. I
wanted to only carry products are body safe
and nonporous. I also saw the importance of
not including the sale of DVD‘s and ‚arcades‘. I
did this in hopes to make our customers feel
like they are shopping around a regular store
with many fun and exciting options without
feeling like they are in a typical ‚XXX‘ store. I like
to think of Cupid‘s Closet as a store that has
the best pleasure gadgets in the world and
when you walk in, you don‘t immediately know
that you‘re in an adult store. I came up with this
concept after going to many adult stores and
realizing that most of them have a seedy
atmosphere and are not very female and couple
friendly. I knew I could create a store that is unlike any other.
When did the proverbial light bulb flicker on and
you knew you had to open your own boutique
doors?
Daniel: I worked in an adult store and I realized
immediately that I had a talent in bringing
comfort to customers while painting a mental
picture of the possibilities they can enjoy if they
allowed themselves to step outside they‘re
comfort zone. I worked many jobs before
opening an adult boutique but the day I started
working in an adult store, I knew it was my
calling to build a sex toy store and sell sex toys.

What are some typical questions and concerns
from your sex ed-seeking customers?
Daniel: I guess the most common question we
probably hear is when people ask us if sex toys
replace the partner and every time I hear this I
cringe. The reason I cringe is because I know
how common of a misconception that is and if
my customers are thinking this, then I have to
imagine that plenty of people don‘t even bother
to come into the store because they are scared
that the answer to the question could be ‚Yes.‘
The answer to the question of course is ‚Not at
all!“‘ Sex toys aren‘t people, and sex toys
cannot be intimate. Sex is the most wonderful
activity in the world and it happens between
two people, or more! A sex toy cannot ever
replace that physical connection and intimacy,
but it can make it a lot more fun! With that said
you‘ll never have a sex toy drunk dial you in the
middle of the night and you won‘t have a sex
toy asking why you never take it out on a date.
Sex toys don‘t kiss you and people don‘t
vibrate. One does not replace the other. What I
tell people is that if you want to add toppings
to your ice cream, that doesn‘t mean that the
ice cream isn‘t good enough as is, it just
means that you have options, if you want them,
to change it up and make it all the better.

What store feedback have you received from
both consumers and the pleasure industry?
Daniel: We have been beyond fortunate to
receive the outstanding responses from our
customers and from the pleasure industry thus
far. As far as consumers go, we are the only
store in Los Angeles and I believe California to
have a 5 Star review rating on Yelp with almost
200 reviews from our customers. The goal
again has always been to bring a level of
comfort to our customers and if you ever read
our Yelp page, we have many people
expressing that we achieve just that. As far as
the industry goes, we go to AMNE, EXXXOTICA, AVN, and XBIZ every year and we offer all
performers in the industry discounts on our
products. We have also won awards within the
industry for ‚Best Boutique‘. We have only
been open for 5 years and we are extremely
proud of the responses from consumers and
the industry itself.
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Who does your business attract? What is your
demographic like and why do they choose your shop?
Daniel: Cupid‘s Closet attracts everyone from college
students to people into their 80‘s. We attract men,
women, and everyone in between. Our demographic is
not looking for adult booths or DVDs. They are looking
for an opportunity to explore their sex life in a safe
environment that isn‘t just trying to sell you anything.
Our customers choose our shop because shopping at
Cupid‘s Closet is a special experience that is hard to
compare shopping not only in any adult boutique, but
any boutique in general.
What‘s next on the agenda for Cupid‘s Closet?
Daniel: We are continuously growing and evolving our
store. Over the last year all of our employees became
certified sex educators to give our customers the most
knowledgeable and educated sales associates in Los
Angeles. We are constantly adding and introducing the
newest and hottest products on the market to our
customers. This year we built and launched our online
store, CupidsCloset.com, which is also continuously
updated with the newest and best products. We are
working on putting together in store workshops and
classes to help our customers engage and learn with
other customers and staff. This October we just had our
5 year anniversary and I believe that each and every
year we listen to our customers and we strive to make
Cupid‘s Closet even better than the year before!

“ MY C ONC E PT FOR
C UPID‘ S C LOSE T WAS TO
MAKE A C L E AN, C L ASSY,
AND MOST IMPORTANTLY,
A C OMFORTABL E
ATMOSPHE RE FOR
INDIV IDUAL S AND
C OUPL E S TO SHOP.”
DANIEL GREENBERG

This interview is
contributed by Colleen
Godin, EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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The Scandinavian sex toy
industry still has a lot to learn
exclusive

Violea.se provides a personal, curated shopping experience for the Scandinavian sex toy market

Scandinavia is slowly waking up to the sex toy revolution with the aid of passionate
retailers who view sex toys as more than a good business opportunity. Violea, a new
e-shop headquartered in Malmö, Sweden, aims to re-brand sensual products not just for
their own web page, but for the entire industry. Co-founders and partners Pontus Olsson
and Elin Långvik are bringing their personal exploration to life through an entrepreneurial
endeavor that makes sex toys inclusive and classy for discerning Scandinavians (and
anyone who can read Swedish). This often elusive but thriving market can be confusing
grounds for other European businesses or manufacturers across the ocean. Pontus
and Elin explain to EAN what it takes to crack the profitabe, worthy market of curious
consumers that inhabit the colder side of the continent.

„
Elin Långvik,
co-founder
of Violea.se

How did the sexual health and sex toy
industry catch your attention?
Elin & Pontus: We have always been interested and curious about sex and pleasure. Sex
toys have been one essential tool for our
sexual exploration, especially for exploring
our own bodies and our own pleasure. The
interest for sexual health comes natural when
having a deep interest in sex and individual
pleasure.
For us personally, with our own experiences
and knowledge and view on how important
sexual health is, we think we can contribute to
developing and making a difference in the sex
toys industry.
How did you first decide to open up a sex toy
store?
Elin & Pontus: Both of us have an entrepreneurial soul and always looks for potential
business opportunities. When the idea for
an e-commerce sexshop was brought up,
it felt natural based on our interest in sexual
health. After a quick market analysis we met
a disrupted market and an industry with a
need of help. Then everything went very fast.
The idea came in February 2019 and 1st of
May we launched our webshop to the market.
The business idea mainly came from our own
values and the misalignment of the message

sex toy companies/brands were sending.
We did not personally want to support these
companies that send a stereotypical message
and an outdated view on sex and pleasure.
Unfortunately the Scandinavian market offer
was not very extensive or attractive. The
stereotypical view on sex is something we
want to challenge, and instead put focus on
individual pleasure and a more healthy
perspective. This is,
for example, about
what rhetoric and
pictures are used,
how the brand
packages looks
like, the diversity of individuals
that represents
the brand and
marketing and
in general what
message the
company
stands
for and
mediates.
Our typical
Pontus Olsson,
co-founder of
Violea.se
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customers are the conscious individuals based in
Scandinavia (that‘s where we start). Based on the
availability of information and knowledge today, the
market has grown more conscious, which we can
see other industries are better to adapt to. But the
Scandinavian sex toy industry still has a lot to learn.

“ W E H AVE ALWAYS
B E E N IN T ERES T ED AN D
CUR I OUS ABOUT SEX AN D
P L E ASURE. “
ELIN & PONTUS

As you were building your business, what were
some morals or ethics you insisted on including?
Elin & Pontus: To really make a change we insisted
to include some morals and ethics into our brand
and values, which are things we carry with us in
everything we do.
We really think that lightens up the dialogue about
sex and pleasure, especially solo sex, are something
that is very important. It is still very much taboo to
talk about self pleasure. We also stand for equality;
everyone‘s right to their own pleasure and expression.
Another thing is consciousness, both related to your
own body, the surrounding and environment. This
is why we only sell body friendly, vegan and cruelty
free products.
What modern sex toy brands do you find to be the
best match for your business values and mission?
Elin & Pontus: Since we can see a mindshift in
the sex toys industry, we hope and believe that
the vendors will meet the needs and requirements
from the new conscious market. We will follow the
development of these companies with pleasure and
are looking forward to cooperate with.
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Some of the brands we proudly have in the current
offer catalog is Chakrubs, Crave, Intimate Earth,
Vegan Toys, Sliquid and Uberlube. One of the
many sex toy companies we currently partner
with is Desirables from Canada, which stands for
sexual wellness and conscious pleasures. Isabelle
Deslauriers is the founder of Desirables which is
a very passionate person. They produce beautiful
handmade porcelain dildos with a shape that is ideal
for g-spot massage. Some of the dildos are even
hand painted. That is real passion!
We are constantly searching for new brands and
products. So except for our current offers, you can
expect much more to come. But we nurture our
existing relationships carefully and are very selective,
so expect no hurry.
What sexual health topics are Swedes and other
Scandinavians most interested in right now?
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“ TO RE AL LY MAKE A
C HANGE W E INSISTE D TO
INC L UDE SOME MORAL S
AND E THIC S INTO OUR
BRAND AND VAL UE S,
W HIC H ARE THINGS
W E C ARRY W ITH US IN
E V E RY THING W E DO.“
ELIN & PONTUS

Elin & Pontus: We are very much influenced and
inspired by what happens on social media, in how
people express themselves and give space for
new rhetorics and the view of sex. There are also a
couple of other sex toy shops around the world, with
similar values as us, that inspires us a lot.
In Scandinavia there is a lot of dialogue right now
on young womens physical health, self-esteem
and solo sex. But one specifi c thing is that the
awareness around the orgasm gap is fi nally
something people are starting to talk about.
That the female orgasm is equally
important as the male orgasm.

This interview is
contributed by
Colleen Godin, EAN
U.S. Correspondent
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What are some exciting events or promotions
you’ve done with your business over the last year?
What can your customers look forward to in the
future?
Elin & Pontus: We are newly started so have
mainly focused on getting our shop started and
creating a network with partners that stands
for the same message as us. The non-profi t
organization “Storasystrarna”, which are two
super girls who work to reduce mental illness in
young women by strengthening their self-esteem.
They will hold a “brace camp” this summer for
young women who will start senior high school,
where Elin will be present and lecture / hold a
workshop on sexual health and self pleasure,
much about norms and expectations and the
theme is of course self-esteem. This feels great
for us and really refl ects what we want to convey
with Violea. We also plan to have a late release
event, probably in the fall to celebrate that we are
actually running as a company and are involved
in contributing to change. And of course, we have
many nice brands at the entrance.
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What I like most about our game is that
it quickly puts you in the right mood
exclusive

O p e n M i ty k eep s rela tio nsh ip s ex citing with th e “Sex Memo ry Ga me”

You have your everyday chores, your job, your children – long-standing relationships often take a toll on a couple’s love life.
Keeping things alive and well in the bedroom can become a challenge. When trying to overcome this challenge, many turn to
erotic board games. However, when Agnese Spravnika and her husband looked at the products available on the market, they
were less than thrilled. Ultimately, the couple decided to get creative themselves, and last year, their company OpenMity launched the “Sex Memory Game.” How can this product breathe new life into the sex lives of couples? Which other products does
the OpenMity range include? Those are two of the questions we are going to answer in our interview with the company founder.

„

OpenMity have released a board game
called the “Sex Memory Game”. What kind of
game exactly are we talking about and who
should play it?
Agnese Spavnika: When describing our
game, I could quote one of our customers:
“We have been looking for a sex game that
was more advanced than others… This is
it! Not for the weak or romantic ... this is for
couples who want to get busy.” This perfectly
describes our game; we basically made it
for ourselves—a busy couple with kids, in a
relationship for more than 10 years. This game
is intended to help couples reignite their sex
life, forget the routine, and inspire them to try
things that have been forgotten or never even
thought of.
If we categorise games in thee levels—
romantic, naughty and kinky—this one falls into
the “naughty” range, because it has elements
such as Face Sitting, Rim Jobs, Sex Toys,
Filming the Act, Erotic Massages, Blindfolds,
Light Bondage, and many more.
At the same time, for very kinky couples, who
like to have more BDSM elements in their sex
life, we are working on a version for you, too. In
the kinky version of our “Sex Memory Game”
we are planning to add elements like pegging,
golden showers etc., but that’s still in the
development phase, so stay tuned!

Agnese Spavniika and
her husband Kärlis
developed the Sex
Memory Game together

2

How did you come up with the idea of creating
this game?
Agnese: Together with my husband. We have
gone through different phases during these 10
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years together. Now that we have two small kids,
we’ve realised how easy it is for us to lose touch
with each other during the daily grind, but it does
not have to be that way. My husband and I tried
several sex board games, but we realized that they
take too much time to play or, in some games, you
must “be ready for sex” the entire time (well, we’re
not 18 anymore, after all). Other games were just
plain boring, and the flow was not smooth and
playful. So, there was only one thing we could do make our own game!
Could you summarise the rules of the game for us?
Which aspect of the game do you like most?
Agnese: The “Sex Memory Game” is very simple to
set up and play. Basically, one person goes first and
flips the cards over to find a match. If it’s a match
- great, you get to go again! If it’s not, then it’s no
longer your turn. If you get a match with the “Use
Now” label on it, place that match on your “Use
Now” square card. If not, just place the match next
to you.
When you have filled up both spaces with the “Use
Now” cards, the player who has both filled gets to
do just that. They can choose one of the matches
and use it right then and there. (And it has to be
done within the time limit.)
We have created two versions of our game:
With naughty pictures: this includes erotic “18+”
photos on the cards. There are two reasons for this:
First, so that the game can be played without too
much reading. The pictures are self-explanatory.
Second, to stimulate the fantasy. It will be almost
like watching adult movies together with your love.
With sensual pictures: this includes artistic pictures
that are not always self-explanatory but create an
intimate mood. This version would be better for
couples who want to spice up their sex life but don’t
enjoy explicit pictures.
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What I like most about our game (and what our
customers appreciate) is that it quickly puts you
in the right mood. This is extremely important for
women, because we all know that the biggest
erogenous zone is the brain. Also, the photos are
self-explanatory you don’t need to bother much with
reading—just look at the photo and proceed. Here is
what Ashley wrote in her review: “While the game is
super sexy and we were both very turned on, it was
also fun. We were laughing and flirting the whole way
through. And I think we were both picturing doing
each of the things on the cards.”
Can you give us an example of the activities you have
on the cards?
Agnese: In the game we have two types of cards:
“Use Now” cards, which can be played immediately
when the matching cards have been found, and the
cards that are handed out when the winner has been
determined.
From the “Use Now” cards my favourite is: “The man
lies on his back while the woman straddles him with
her vagina pressed against his lips so that she can
see his face. The man stimulates her vagina with his
tongue.”
But the #1 card in the whole game is: “The woman
puts on headphones and turns on the music, so
that she can’t hear anything else. Her hands are
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bound to the bed and her eyes are blindfolded. The
man performs oral sex, and afterwards other sexual
positions can be chosen.‘‘
What would you say is the most important lesson
you have learned about designing erotic games in the
process, from the first idea to the finished product?
Agnese: I think the most important thing is to “test,
test, and test again”. What you have designed in
your mind is one thing; how it performs in real life is
something completely different. Our first game came
together very, very slowly… The idea for the game was
born somewhere in the autumn of 2016, but the first
game was only released in the spring of 2018. We are
both perfectionists, so we wanted to make it flawless
before releasing it onto the market. More importantly,
we are constantly improving our game: We collected
feedback from our customers and updated the rules
and some game cards before releasing the next lot.
There was lots of positive feedback, such as the one
we received from one of our customers: “The game
is amazing! Super fun for me and my husband! Thank
you for putting the spark back in our marriage!” That
gives us energy to keep working on new products and
put our full effort into them.
Do you have plans to release your games and other
products in multiple languages in the future?
Agnese: Yes. We are planning to release our game
in German and Dutch in the near future. Other
languages are also planned. I think that it’s a huge
Apart from their
games, OpenMity also
offers love cards

advantage to have such a game in your native
language. Sex is all about relaxing and enjoying the
time together with your love and there is no time for
getting distracted by concentrating on reading the
text in another language.
Before you released the “Sex Memory Game”, did
you have previous experiences with either game
design or the erotic industry?
Agnese: Honestly, no. My educational background
is all about finance. I have a Master’s degree in
Mathematical Economics, and before I decided to
turn to this exciting industry, I worked as a finance
controller in an international IT Company for ten
years. But truth be told, I got bored and wanted
to have something of my own. I’m happy that I
decided to quit my comfortable job and establish
our company, “OpenMity”. As one of our friends
said, “You guys must have the best job ever!’’
Sure, it’s been challenging. Advertising is a bit
complicated in our industry, but we are slowly
getting there.
Besides your game, you are also offering postcards
with naughty but also funny messages in your online
shop. Could you tell us a bit more about this side of
OpenMity? Who are the customers that buy these
cards?
Agnese: I have a feeling that our lives are so full
of responsibilities and decisions to make, that
it’s important to bring some naughty fun into
relationships. And with these cards, we have
combined those two things - funny messages and
naughty gifts. You probably remember the golden
days when your relationship was still new. You
kept flirting and had fun, but in a lot of cases, this
disappears after a while. These little cards are a great
way to remind you that you still have passion and
desire for each other.
We have different versions (with 32 different designs
and funny messages) of naughty love cards based on
the level of the card:
Naughty unisex: Erotic massage, Kisses all over your
body, Oral pleasure
Naughty for him: Erotic massage, Striptease, Blowjob
Kinky for him: Tie me up, Spank me, Blowjob + Rim job
Naughty for her: Facesitting, Spank me, Let‘s use
your favourite toy
Are you working with distributors? Where can
retailers buy your games?
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Agnese: We started our project in e-commerce. And
just recently, we have entered into some negotiations
with distributors, so we are open for collaboration. You can reach us through our OpenMity.com
homepage. We are a registered company in the EU
(located in Latvia).

“ W E B A SICALLY MADE IT FOR OURSE LV E S A
B US Y COUP LE WITH KIDS , IN A RE L ATIONSHIP
FOR MORE TH A N 1 0 YEARS . ”
A G N E S E S PAV N I K A

The cards of the “Sex
Memory Games”
present the couple with
various erotic “tasks”
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Do you already have ideas for new games or other
products you can tell us about?
Agnese: Yes, honestly, we are full of ideas! Slowly,
some of them are being realised. Three games are already in the design phase: The “Sex Memory Game”
for gay male couples; The “Sex Memory Game” kinky
version, and a new game for couples to find out each
other’s desires: full of intimate questions, foreplay, sex
elements, and as a bonus: intimate scenarios.
And that’s not all; we even have two more products
in the development phase: kissable massage candles
and a lockable storage box (wooden) for adult toys.
We want every couple’s bond to become stronger,
and there is no better way than through the prism of
sexual intimacy. That is why we are creating different
naughty games for couples that will help them get to
know each other better and explore their sexuality.
Our motto is “Life is too short not to do it dirty.” We
also try to create this mood in our products.
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Our customers want to indulge themselves

and we provide the products that cater to that desire
exclusive

LV X S u p p l y cra f ts a rtistic B DSM a ccesso ries f o r so p h istica ted kinksters

If you don‘t own a solid wood paddle adorned with a realistic roaring lion and stained in a dreamy, rich Mahogany finish,
you haven‘t lived your best kink life yet. Based in Richmond, Virginia, the company is a boutique dream. Every item is handcrafted and designed by founder Michael Maines, who understands not only the market, but the die-hard fetish community.
Maines‘s small business became famous for their laser-cut wooden paddles, which put just about everything to shame
that‘s anything less than a 100 % Oak impact device with a giant Raven emblazoned on the rounded end, or an ornately
trippy, kaleidoscope floral design. LVX has recently expanded into lingerie-esque harness designs. Maines uses vegan leather or nylon straps to adorn curves with intricate garter sets and body harnesses and collars. Though LVX‘s collection is
priced for luxury shoppers, Maines insists his carefully manufactured collections are meant to please even the greenest of
beginners. EAN asked Maines to share his secret to tapping into the real fetish marketplace that‘s more than happy to stay
a niche, and find out why hard kink is the trend every big-biz sex toy company wants to copy.

„

Discuss the popularity of niche fetish
toys and specialty products, like fetish
jewelry and accessories for day wear, chastity, or electro stim. What is the demand
like for these products, and who are the
consumers who buy them?
Michael Maines: The popularity of and
demand for fetish products, especially high end items, seems to be
increasing as the fetish community
grows and becomes more ‚acceptable‘ on a mainstream level.
As more people search for a level of excitement and fulfi llment
in their sexuality, they are more
inclined to explore alternative
lifestyles and products to suit
their needs. Our consumers
are generally people who are
moderately experienced in the
BDSM lifestyle and are looking
for something unique to add to
their collections that hasn‘t been
seen before. LVX provides products
that are both highly functional and are
great as talking pieces or for artistic display.
However, we also have many great ‚beginner‘ items that create a welcoming atmosphere for those new to the lifestyle, or are
just looking for something different to try.

Michael Maines, founder and designer
of LVX Supply
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How do consumers discover their fetishes,
and what are they like as customers and
fans of your brand?
Michael Maines: The internet has opened a
lot of doors for consumers to both discover
and explore their various fetishes. It has
created an environment of acceptance
and community which many people
struggle to fi nd in their daily lives.
LVX promotes this acceptance
by offering a variety of options
that cater to different levels of
intensity, and aiming to provide
products that appeal to those
both experienced and new
to BDSM. Our customers are
often those with high standards
and fi nd that level of quality in
our products. The LVX brand
is exciting for people who are
seeking that beautiful aesthetic
to add to their practice. Our
customers want to indulge themselves and we provide the products
that cater to that desire.
What are your best-selling fetish products
and why? What latest designs have come
from your understanding of your
consumer market?
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“ LV X P R O V I D E S P R O D U C T S
T H AT A R E B OTH H I G H LY
F U N C TI O N A L A N D A R E
G R E AT A S TA L K I N G
P I E C E S O R FO R A R TI S TI C
D I S P L AY. ”
MICHAEL MAINES

Michael Maines: Our best selling product line
would have to be our paddles. We aim to create
remarkable designs that haven‘t been seen before
in the industry, and are always looking for ways to
meld conversation pieces with function. Attractive
markings on the body from impact play is always
highly valued, and we strive to meet that need
in new and innovative ways while maintaining a
luxury aesthetic. Some recent designs to address
this desire include our line of animal print patterns
and fl oral designs which leave appealing motifs in
the skin.
How do you make your products retail-friendly
for the B2B market?
Michael Maines: Our items are created to catch
the eye, both online and in person. Currently our
paddles are the only items available in store and
their unconventional designs offer great ‚shelf
appeal.‘ The aim is to produce products that are
easily identifi able as LVX and stick out from the
competition.
Do fetish/niche items sell better in boutiques,
niche shops, or online?
Michael Maines: While society seems to be
becoming more open and accepting of fetish
lifestyles and pursuits, people generally tend to
feel more comfortable shopping in the privacy of
their own homes; this makes the online marketplace a powerful tool for selling and promoting

our products. As a small business, offering our
products predominantly online maintains a level
of comfort and anonymity for the buyer, but still
offers them the level of personal care and
customer service that they would receive in
most brick and mortar shops.
How has the marketplace for fetish products
evolved? Are niche-type and harder/extreme
fetishes more acceptable now?
Michael Maines: In the same way that BDSM in
general is becoming more mainstream, it would
seem that within the fetish community, harder,
more extreme fetishes are also becoming more
acceptable. People are feeling more comfortable
and open to exploring non-traditional sexual
practices and fetishes on all levels of the intensity
spectrum. This provides us a unique opportunity
to create products that appeal to a variety of
intensity levels, even in one item. For example, we
currently offer a mace paddle with optional nails
for puncturing and more extreme sensation play.
However without the nails, it is still an attractive
geometric design with sunburst style edging that
holds up to both light and intense play. Our products create a sense of intrigue for the customer
who is both curious about BDSM and the experienced practitioner. With the former becoming
more and more prevalent in the community, the
fetish product industry needs to adapt to cater to
a larger variety of intensities.
Are there any new fetishes that you are catering to
at the moment?
Michael Maines: We‘re currently
working on more products that
cater to more extreme fetishes
while maintaining our luxury
aesthetic and feel. We are also
continuing to develop new and
innovative leather bondage
items that are modular and
can be interchanged with other
items. Additionally, we are continuing to design creative and innovative
impact play items from paddles to canes This interview is
contributed by
which satisfy the need for something
Colleen Godin,
indulgent and unique.
EAN U.S.
Correspondent
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The biggest advantage e-commerce has:

the willingness to quickly adapt to new consumer wishes
exclusive

B e h i n d th e scenes o f o nline sh o p mein-ko ndo m.de

„

The MEIN KONDOM (my condom) shop mein-kondom.de
has been providing customers
with a wide and varied range of
products and professional
service since its launch in 2015.
The shop is part of CPR GmbH,
the biggest condom producer
in Europe. Michael Kesselring,
managing partner of CPR, and
Marco Gehlken, head of
marketing and distribution
of the company, tell us more
about their activities and the
e-commerce market for
condoms.

Marco Gehlken, head of marketing
and distribution at CPR GmbH

Michael Kesselring,
Managing Partner of CPR GmbH
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When did MEIN KONDOM go online? What
made you say: Yes, we should explore this new
channel of distribution for our condoms?
Michael Kesselring: We took the MEIN KONDOM shop online in December of 2015, and in
our first year of business, 2016, there was still a
lot to learn and adjust. The core of the shop was
– and still is – the MEIN KONDOM BOX, which
allows the consumers to put together their own
condom range. Of course, this mix and match
approach only really works in an online shop,
and that’s why we decided for the e-commerce
segment.

the product range, and they find what they are
looking for in no time.
The technical aspects of the shop meet the
latest standards, and we are constantly improving the site. We feel that responsive design
for all devices, a variety of payment methods,
and frequent quality tests by Trusted Shop are
necessities for a modern online shop. Another
important element of our business philosophy:
We always want to be up to date, we never rest
on our laurels. I know, that sounds very dramatic
– but it perfectly encapsulates our mission
statement.

What sets MEIN KONDOM apart from other
online shops for condoms. What is your
business philosophy?
Marco Gehlken: As mentioned above, the heart
of the shop is the MEIN KONDOM BOX feature.
You can put together a box of 30 condoms,
choosing from our entire range, selecting which
ones you like and how many of those you want.
We also have a 20-condom or 40-condom filler-up option. Our boxes are a great opportunity
for ‚condom beginners‘ to test different products
and condom types easily and cheaply. And
finding the right condom is very important,
especially with regard to the size. Moreover, we
offer a ‚Test Set‘, containing a selection of the
most commonly used condom types for inexperienced users. There is no easier way to get your
footing, and at a very low price to boot. But of
course, our box is also perfect for connoisseurs
who want to pick what they need and want from
our range to be perfectly equipped for every occasion. Our goal is to further add to that concept
and find new ways to optimise the box.
Of course, we also offer a large selection of all
the relevant brands and products. As for the
features of the shop, we are particularly proud
of our easy-to-use ‚condom finder‘ filter option.
This way, every user can get an overview of

Is it correct that MEIN KONDOM has already
won several rewards?
Michael Kesselring: Correct. Right in our first
year, we won the Sales Performance Award in
the E/M commerce category from the Quadriga
University of Applied Sciences. So early in the
game, that was a huge deal for us, a great
reward for our hard work, and a big inspiration
going forward.

The centrepiece of the MEIN KONDOM online shop:
The MEIN KONDOM BOX which allows users
to put together their own selection of condoms

Who is the target audience you cater to with
MEIN KONDOM?
Marco Gehlken: Basically, our target audience
is EVERY condom buyer who shops online or
who wants to put together their own, individual
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condom selection. The majority of our customers are
between 20 and 40 years old.
How do you pick the products for your online
shop? Which standards do they have to meet
to be added to the MEIN KONDOM range?
Marco Gehlken: That is easily explained:
They have to live up to condom norm ISO
4074, the sales standard for condoms in
Germany and Austria, our current distribution
territory. We carry all the relevant brands,
but we also give new products a shot; just
recently, we added condoms of the CHATEAU
DU COQ brand, with prosecco flavour – a wonderful product! It is very important for us to offer
a wider range of products. We want every customer to
find what they are looking for at MEIN KONDOM.
Why did you decide to offer a product line by the
same name as the shop? What distinguishes MEIN
KONDOM condoms from the third-party brands in
your range?
Marco Gehlken: The MEIN KONDOM brand represents a combination of qualities that we haven’t seen
in this form before: A well-rounded range, containing
all the big condom categories, made in Germany,
vegan and produced from fair trade latex, with modern
design and a fitting brand name. Basically the all-youever-need collection – which is also why the name
MEIN KONDOM was so perfect.
When industry members talk about sex toys, they’ll often argue that the internet is the perfect sales channel
for this type of product. But what about condoms?
Michael Kesselring: There is some truth to that –
except when you need condoms right now … then,
you’re obviously better served going to the closest supermarket, drug store, or gas station. There is a wider
range of condoms than ever before. We carry roughly
300 different products – you can’t really display that
kind of variety in a brick and mortar store. And sadly,
walk-in stores usually go with the classics instead of
paying attention to the new concepts that the consumers are interested in. Things like sustainability, fair
trade, and vegan products don’t really factor in when
brick and mortar retailers fill their condom shelves. That
may be the biggest advantage e-commerce has: the
willingness to quickly adapt to new consumer wishes.
How do your customers choose the condoms they
buy? Are they looking at the price? The brand? Or do
they rely on your suggestions?
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Marco Gehlken: Providing advice to our customers is
very important to us, and we will continue to put more
emphasis on that aspect. Fewer and fewer customers
are impressed by strong or well-known brands; instead, they are looking at the quality of the product.
Quality is the key element. Even the price is
secondary compared to that.

The MEIN KONDOM brand is
produced in Germany, vegan,
and made from fair-trade latex

Apart from products, you also offer the customers of MEIN KONDOM information and advice
about condoms, sexuality, etc. Why is this
service aspect so important to you?
Marco Gehlken: We don’t just want to be a
condom shop, we want to be a ‚condom platform.‘ At MEIN KONDOM, you get the product,
you get answers to all of your questions, and hopefully,
you also get the reassurance to leave insecurities
and doubts behind. Our shop is all about competent
advice – and obviously, SEO and content marketing
also play an important role.
The e-commerce segment is fiercely competitive, and
a handful of big companies are hogging the biggest
market shares. What does a modern online shop
have to offer to win over and bind customers in this
environment?
Michael Kesselring: This is an extremely complex
topic and I won’t even attempt to break it down
into a few sentences. Workshops, congresses, and
other events usually need days or weeks to get the
relevant information across. So, all I will say is that
you must never stand still, you must continuously
work on your shop, you need a competent team
around you (on the content side and on the technical side), and you always have to keep your eyes
open. There is a basic business truth that has been
valid long before e-commerce, and that will probably
be valid as long as people try to sell things to other
people: ‚Know your customers. Offer them what
they want and what makes the purchasing decision
easier for them.‘
What are your plans for the future of MEIN KONDOM?
How will you continue to work on your shop?
Marco Gehlken: There are already a lot of plans for
the future, small and big plans alike, the goal being to
stay up to date and always remain a (small) step ahead
of the competition. We are constantly fine-tuning our
strategy to respond to changes in the market, in the
e-commerce infrastructure, in modern technology.
That is all I can say right now. After all, we don’t want
to spoil any surprises, do we?
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„

What’s the most fun: practicing law, recording a podcast or designing jewellery?
Maxine Lynn: They are each fun in different
ways. As a patent attorney, it’s so interesting
to see new sex tech well before it comes out to
the market. Recording a podcast is really enjoyable because I get a glimpse into the life and
business of my guests. Learning their stories
first-hand is inspiring. Finally, designing jewellery
is very creative. It gets my mind working in an
artistic way, which is a nice balance to the science and tech I work in every day.
What was your childhood ambition?
Maxine: I wanted to be a professional figure
skater. However, I can tell you I am way better
at dealing with law and sex toys than I am at
jumping without falling on ice skates!
How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Maxine: When I was 29 years old, I was invited
to a home sex toy party. I had never really
seen a sex toy because my health teacher in
high school taught her female students that we
would never be able to orgasm from a man if
we used a sex toy… Of course, I didn’t want
that to happen. Ugh – Such false information.
In any case, many years later, at the party, I
was looking through the catalogue, and as
someone who works with inventive tech every
day at work, I saw so much room for innovation.
Needless to say, I bought my first toy, and fell in
love! I then had my own idea for an innovative
sex toy, which I patented. From there, I decided
to bring my knowledge to other companies in
the biz. I began with my “Unzipped: Sex, Tech
and the Law®” blog, and then started offering
legal services. It’s very rewarding to be making
a difference in the industry, and most of all, in
the lives and businesses of my clients!

Are women less likely to
experience orgasms with their
partner if they use sex toys? Of
course not! Otherwise, Maxine
Lynn wouldn’t be active in the
erotic industry, doing her part
so more women can enjoy a
fulfilling sex life. But Maxine’s
career is just one part of this
latest Monthly Mayhem. Apart
from that, there’s also ice skating, women and technology,
and a rescue cat.

What was the biggest step in your career?
Maxine: My biggest step was transitioning my
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career into the adult industry. It was a move that
has made my career fulfilling, exciting, and very
rewarding. I love waking up to it every day.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Maxine: I hope to continue to be working in the
adult industry. I’d like to be building my client
base in the business and helping those clients
become very successful. I also hope to one day
expand my jewellery line to include sex toys as
well!
How do you envision the future of the sex toy
industry?
Maxine: The future of the sex toy industry is
high-tech and mainstream. It’s going to be big
(pun intended). The sex toy industry isn’t really
going to be just “toys” anymore. Sex devices
are going to be high-tech, including advanced
robotics, sensors, software, and ultra-realistic
feeling materials. The line between the porn
industry and sex toy industry will become more
grey as VR porn and sex toys become systems
that can work together to give the user a realistic
visual in sync with the physical feeling provided
by the toy. And, love dolls will become more
accessible and mainstream. That aspect of the
sex toy industry will go from niche to a powerhouse vertical. The sex toy industry, as a whole,
will continue to evolve and garner a reputation
not only for providing products that incorporate
superior technology, but also that are generally
accepted for sexual wellness, which will become
rightfully viewed as a necessity for happy and
healthy lives.
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Maxine: It would be any day I can get my
mid-day frozen coffee and enjoy it with the sun
shining in through my office window. Getting to
analyse a new dildo, or porn movie, is the icing
on the cake, so to speak… Or, in this context,
the whipped cream on the coffee!
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Maxine Lynn
Questions & Answers
How do you relax after work?
Maxine: I usually stop home and spend some time
with my little rescue cat, Barney. From there, I either
go for a drink with friends or visit my parents who live
close by.
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Maxine: I would award it to the good Samaritan who
brought the stray, which became my cat, Barney, to
a veterinarian when he was dying. Barney was found
in very bad shape in a barn with no tags or microchip.
The person brought him to the Humane Society, but
the organisation turned him down because he was
so sick. The person then brought him to a veterinary
hospital, and the rest was fate. A friend of a friend who
works at the hospital shared on social media a photo
of Barney with a caption that he was in need of a
family. I saw it, and he was mine! It’s been a long road
to getting him healthy, but he would not have survived
to live the beautiful life he has now if that good Samaritan didn’t so kindly help him. S/he certainly deserves a
medal, for sure.
Which personal success are you proud of?
Maxine: I am proud of becoming one of the most
well-known, trusted, and capable attorneys in the adult
industry.
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Maxine: I truly like being a female in technology.
We are still the minority as compared to men. It’s
interesting to bring a new perspective, or at least a
different one, to the discussion. I also pride myself
in “living my work.” I consider it part of my work to
show that you can be intelligent (and tech-oriented),
as well as sexual. I live my life as I choose, rather
than how society or someone else tells me I should.
I get such joy out of having open discussions about
sex on my podcast, as well as throwing in a sexy
joke here and there in my blog articles, which especially, as a female, would have been shocking just a
decade ago.
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“ OUR L IV E S PASS BY SO
FAST  IT’ S TOO SHORT
TO SPE ND YOUR TIME IN A
WAY THAT DOE SN’ T MAKE
YOU HAPPY.“
M A X I N E LY N N

Which vice could you never
forgive?
Maxine: Hmmm… That’s
a tough question because
I have a lot of vices myself.
I’m a pretty punctual
person most of the time,
so when people are late,
although I do try to be forgiving, it drives me nuts!

With whom would you
like to go to the cinema
and what film would you
watch?
Maxine: I would go with the late super model, Gia
Carangi, and watch the film about her life, Gia. It was
made many years ago but is still one of my favourites.
There is much to be learned about life… and death
from that movie.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who
would it be?
Maxine: Megan Markle. Yes, even grown up, I’d like
to be a princess and live out a fairy tale…
Is there anything you would never do again?
Maxine: Listen to my high school health teacher about
how vibrators are bad.
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Maxine: I know it sounds cliché, but go for your
dreams. Our lives pass by so fast – It’s too short
to spend your time in a way that doesn’t make you
happy. Furthermore, it’s usually the chances we don’t
take that we regret more than the chances we did
that didn’t work out. My time in the adult industry has
changed my life and brought purpose that I never had.
I work hard at all that I do, whether it be in my role as a
lawyer, a writer, an interviewer, or a jewellery designer,
but when I close my eyes at night, I am fulfilled. You
should be too.
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